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Abstract

This dissertation consists of three essays on international trade and investment.
In the first essay, I study how cross-country differences in labor market institutions shape

the pattern of international trade with a focus on workers' skill acquisition. I develop an open-
economy model in which workers undertake non-contractible activities to acquire firm-specific
skills on the job. I show that protective labor laws, by increasing workers' bargaining power,
induce workers to acquire more firm-specific skills relative to general skills. When sectors
differ in the dependence on firm-specific skills in production, workers' investment decisions
turn a country's labor laws into a source of comparative advantage. Specifically, the model
predicts that countries with more protective labor laws export relatively more in firm-specific
skill-intensive sectors. To test these hypotheses, I construct sector measures of firm-specific
skill intensity using estimated returns to firm tenure in the U.S. over 1985-1993. Using these
measures and a cross-country, cross-sector data set of 84 countries in 1995, I find support for
the theoretical predictions.

In the second essay, I use a firm-level panel data set of 90,000 Chinese manufacturing
firms over the period of 1998-2001 to examine whether there exist productivity spillovers from
foreign direct investment (FDI) to domestic firms in the same sector (horizontal spillovers),
and in sectors supplying intermediate inputs to foreign affiliates (vertical spillovers through
backward linkages). I find evidence of negative horizontal spillovers. While I find no evidence of
vertical spillovers at the national level, domestic input suppliers' productivity growth decreases
with the foreign presence in their downstream sectors in the same province. Second, this essay
examines whether the ownership structure of foreign affiliates affects the magnitude of spillovers.
I find that wholly owned and ethnic-Chinese foreign firms are associated with more negative
horizontal spillovers, compared to jointly owned and non-Chinese foreign firms, respectively.
I also find that negative spillovers are mostly borne by domestic firms that are state-owned,
technologically-backward and located in inland provinces.

The third essay studies how government political ideology determines the pattern of trade
protection across countries. I hypothesize that left-wing governments are associated with rela-
tively higher protection in labor-intensive sectors, and relatively lower protection in capital- and
human-capital intensive ones, than right-wing governments. Using a cross-country, cross-sector
data set of 49 countries and 27 manufacturing sectors in the late 90s, I find evidence supporting
these predictions.
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Chapter 1

Labor Market Institutions,

Firm-specific Skills, and Trade

1.1 Introduction

In this paper, I study how cross-country differences in labor market institutions shape the pat-

tern of international trade. In particular. I consider a country's comparative advantage arising

from workers' skill acquisition. I argue that workers have more incentives to acquire firm-specific

skills relative to general skills on the job when labor laws become more protective. For this

reason, countries where labor laws are more protective have a comparative advantage in sectors

for which firm-specific skills are more important. I test this hypothesis by examining whether

countries with protective labor laws export relatively more in firm-specific skill-intensive sec-

tors. To this end, I estimate the gravity equation at the sector level on a sample of 84 countries,

and find evidence supporting the hypothesis.

The paper proceeds as follows. In section 1.2, I develop a model to show how more protective

labor laws can induce workers to acquire more firm-specific skills. In the model, workers' general

skills and firm-specific skills enhance firm productivity. While the level of general skills is

exogenously given, that of firm-specific skills depends on workers' on-the-job skill acquisition.

Specifically, the activities of skill acquisition are non-contractible, such that employers are

unable to impose their preferred levels of investments on the workers. Thus, the combination

of non-contractible investments and relationship-specificity leads to ex-post bargaining over



the division of firm surplus between the employer and workers in a firm. In this situation,

workers acquire firm-specific skills, anticipating payoffs from ex-post bargaining. Since workers

are not the full residual claimants of the total gains from investments, a hold-up problem arises,

resulting in under-investment in firm-specific skills relative to the first-best level.

Under these circumstances, labor laws that raise workers' bargaining power may alleviate

the under-investment problem, because workers can obtain a larger share of the gains from

investments. Hence, all else equal, stringent labor laws, represented by stronger workers' bar-

gaining power, induce workers to acquire more specific skills. These effects of labor laws on firm

productivity are more pronounced in more specific skill-intensive production, and therefore are

a potential source of comparative advantage.

In section 1.3, I embed the model in an open-economy framework of trade in differentiated

products based on Helpman, Melitz and Yeaple (2004). In the model, firms vary by productivity,

sectors differ in their levels of dependence on firm-specific skills, and countries have different

degrees of labor protection. Moreover, firms face both fixed and variable trade costs to export.

The model predicts that labor market institutions affect trade flows on both the intensive and

extensive margins of trade, where the former refers to firms' average volume of exports and the

latter refers to firms' self-selection into exporting.

With the presence of fixed trade costs, only relatively more productive firms find it profitable

to export. Therefore, exporters are only a subset of existing firms serving the domestic market.

In particular, in a given country, there exists a productivity threshold of exporting for each

sector and foreign country. Firms with productivity levels above this threshold choose to export.

The model predicts that all else equal, protective labor laws reduce the productivity thresholds

and therefore increase the fraction of exporting firms in all sectors (the extensive margin of

trade). The reason is the following: when labor laws become more protective, firms in more

specific skill-intensive sectors have a relative cost advantage in production. For the same reason,

the model predicts that in countries where labor laws are more protective, the average volume

of firms' exports is relatively higher in specific skill-intensive sectors (the intensive margin of

trade).

In section 1.4, I extend Helpman, Melitz and Rubinstein's (2007) (HMR henceforth) empir-

ical framework to a multi-sector setting, and test the model's predictions about the intensive



and extensive margins of trade. In particular, HMR propose a two-stage estimation procedure,

with the first stage being a Probit equation estimating the probability of countries' selecting

into trade partners, and the second stage being a gravity equation augmented to take into ac-

count the extensive margin of trade. According to HMR, omitting the variable for the extensive

margin in gravity estimation leads to an upward bias in the OLS estimates. On the other hand,

owing to a predominance of zero trade flows between most countries, these OLS estimates are

subject to a downward Heckman (1979) sample selection bias. To correct both types of biases,

I parameterize the second-stage gravity equation to include variables imputed using the pre-

dicted probabilities of exporting across sectors from the first-stage estimation. In essence, these

predicted values contain information about firms' decisions to export (the extensive margin of

trade) and countries' selection into trade partners (sample selection).

In section 1.5, for the purpose of testing the theoretical predictions, I construct sector

measures of the importance of firm-specific skills in production. To my knowledge, there has

been no attempt by researchers to estimate them across sectors. To this end, I follow the labor

economics literature on the effects of seniority on wages (Altonji and Shakotko, 1987; Topel,

1991; Altonji and Williams, 2005) in interpreting returns to firm tenure as evidence of the

presence of firm-specific skills. Although there exist alternative explanations for an upward-

sloping wage profile due to firm tenure, such as theories of incentive contracts to elicit workers'

effort (Lazear, 1981), asymmetric information about workers' abilities (Katz and Gibbons, 1991)

and wage compression due to search frictions in labor markets (Acemoglu and Pischke, 1999),

I adopt the traditional view to associate returns to firm tenure with the importance of firm-

specific skills (Becker, 1964). As such, I estimate returns to firm tenure in each sector on a

PSID sample over 1985-1993. With the assumption that wages reflect the underlying marginal

product of labor, I use the estimated returns to tenure as sector proxies for specific skill intensity

for 67 SIC 3-digit sectors (out of 116 total).

Finally, in section 1.6. I estimate sector-level gravity equations to test the theoretical pre-

dictions. Following the existing empirical literature on comparative advantage,1 I include in

the gravity equation an interaction term between a country's index of labor protection and a

sector proxy for specific skill intensity to capture the differential impacts of labor laws across

'This literature includes, among others, Romalis (2003), Levchenko (2007), Nunn (2007) and Manova (2007).



sectors. Using OLS, I find a positive and significant coefficient on the interaction term, which

supports the theoretical prediction about the intensive margin of trade. Then I implement the

two-stage estimation procedure. The results from the first-stage estimation confirm that coun-

tries with more protective labor laws are more likely to export in specific skill-intensive sectors,

which support the prediction about the extensive margin of trade. To correct the two potential

biases in the second-stage trade flow estimation, I include two variables imputed from the pre-

dicted probabilities of exporting from the first stage. Correcting for both types of biases, the

second-stage gravity estimation confirms the OLS findings about the intensive margin of trade.

More importantly, to confirm that my results are not driven by other country characteristics, I

control for countries' factor endowments, income and contracting institutions in both selection

and gravity equations. Moreover, I test the previously-examined channel through which labor

market institutions affect trade patterns by including an interaction term between a country's

index of labor protection and a sectoral measure of volatility. In sum, in addition to confirm-

ing the results for my hypothesis, I find evidence supporting the existing predictions on trade

patterns.

To preview the empirical findings, in Figure 1-2, I plot countries' export specialization in

specific skill-intensive sectors against the degree of labor protection for a sample of 84 countries. 2

A positive relationship between the two suggests that countries with more rigid labor laws have

their exports biased towards specific skill-intensive sectors. The relationship is economically

significant. An increase from 25th to the 75th percentile in the index of labor protection

is associated with an increase in specialization in specific skill-intensive sectors of about 0.6

standard deviation. Figure 1-3 confirms this positive association among the OECD countries.

For instance, Portugal, a country with more protective labor laws, derives proportionally more

of its exports from specific skill-intensive sectors, than the U.S., a country with more flexible

labor laws.

This paper is related to four strands of literature. First, it is motivated by empirical studies

that show the importance of firm-specific human capital in production. In labor economics,

empirical studies have found positive and significant effects of firm tenure on wages. (Kletzer,

2A country's export specialization in firm-specific skill intensive sectors is a weighted average of sector measures
of specific skill intensity, with weights equal to respective sector shares in a country's total exports. See equation
(20) for detail.



1989; Topel, 1991; Jacobson et al., 1993; Buchinsky et al., 2004)." If wages reflect marginal

product of labor, these findings confirm that firm-specific skills enhance firm productivity sig-

nificantly.4 In organizational economics, research (Monteverde and Teece, 1982: Masten et al.,

1989) finds that the importance of specialized non-patentable human capital in production is

a more significant factor compared to specialized physical capital in determining vertical inte-

gration between upstream and downstream firms in the automobile industry.5 Besides showing

that firms are often concerned of the incentives for investments in specific skills, these studies

underscore the non-contractible nature of these investments. 6

The second strand of literature studies how labor market institutions affect workers' skill

acquisition (Houseman, 1990; Estevez-Abe et al.,1999; Hassler et al. 2001; Belot et al., 2007).

Among them, Wasmer (2006) shows succinctly that in a search theoretical framework, labor

market rigidity induces workers to acquire firm-specific skills relative to general skills, despite

ambiguous welfare effects. In his model, higher firing costs increase search frictions in the

external labor market and therefore the average duration of employer-employee relationships,

which together result in relatively higher returns to specific skills in equilibrium. Although the

current model shares a similar rationale, to my knowledge, this paper is the first attempt to

incorporate this theory in an open-economy model, and test the hypotheses across countries.

Importantly, the empirical findings from trade flow data offer indirect evidence to support

the untested hypothesis that labor market rigidity is associated with more specific skills in a

country's labor force.

The third strand of literature investigates the relationship between labor market institutions

and international trade (Brecher, 1974; Matusz, 1996; Davis, 1998; Davidson et al., 1999;

3Among them, studies of layoffs through no fault of their own (for example, plant closings) show that laid-off
employees typically earn 15 to 25 percent less on their next jobs. See Kletzer (1998) for a review of this literature.
Although the economic significance of firm-specific skills in determining wage growth is still subject to debate,
a recent paper by Buchinsky et al. (2004) employs Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods to account for workers'
mobility decisions, and find that returns to job seniority in the U.S. are higher than those to general working
experience. They claim that these "new" results are consistent with Topel (1991).

4Importantly, these results are not specific to the flexible U.S. labor market. For instance, Dustmann and
Meghir (2005) find that in Germany, the returns to sector tenure are almost zero, while the returns to firm
tenure are substantial, especially for the unskilled. This particular finding is consistent with the story that
workers acquire more specific skills in protective labor markets.

5In particular, they find that instead of vertical integration, the "quasi-integrated" organizational form with
specialized tools owned by the owner and leased to the contractor is common among parts production firms.

6Malcomson (1997) summarizes the literature on the hold-up problem of human capital investment.



Davidson and Matusz, 2006; Helpinan and Itskhoki, 2007). In particular, my paper is closely

related to Saint-Paul (1997), Bruigemann (2003) and Cufiat and Melitz (2007), who also examine

labor market institutions as a source of comparative advantage. In their papers, sectors differ

exogenously in uncertainty of sales. due to either demand or supply shocks. Thus, the source of

comparative advantage emerges from the interplay between varying costs of labor reallocation

between firms across different labor market regimes and varying needs for reallocation across

sectors. Instead, I focus on a comparative advantage stemming from workers' skill acquisition

in response to underlying labor laws, and different degrees of the dependence on specific skills

across sectors.

Finally, my paper complements a growing strand of research on how cross-country differences

in contracting institutions shape trade patterns. Among them, Costinot (2006), Levchenko

(2007) and Nunn (2007) show both theoretically and empirically that countries with better

contracting institutions specialize in the sectors in which production relies more on contract

enforcement (such as complexity of production or the relationship specificity of investments

by upstream producers). My paper contributes to this literature by showing empirically the

effects of labor market institutions on trade patterns. In particular, it highlights their impact

on the extensive margin of trade. On the theoretical front, this paper is similar to Antras (2003;

2005), Antras and Helpman (2004) and Acemoglu et al. (2007) in applying the property-rights

approach in the study of international trade.

1.2 The Closed-Economy Model

In this section, I solve for the firm-level equilibrium in a closed economy, taking demand for

goods as given. The ultimate goal of this section is to show how labor market institutions affect

workers' skill acquisition. Specifically, I pin down a firm's optimal level of employment, and

characterize its price, revenue and profit. The general-equilibrium open-economy model will be

introduced in section 1.3.



1.2.1 Preferences

Consider a closed economy of S + 1 sectors, with one sector producing homogeneous goods. and

S sectors producing differentiated products. I normalize the price of the homogeneous good to

1, so that all prices are measured in units of this nurneraire.

Labor is the only factor of production. The economy is inhabited by a measure L of ex-ante

identical and risk-neutral consumers/workers, who supply labor inelastically. Each worker is

endowed with h units of general skills to begin with.

Preferences are composed of two parts: Utility from consumption and disutility of skill

acquisition. Utility of consumption is a standard Cobb-Douglas aggregate over consumption

indices of the homogeneous-good sector, Co, and all differentiated-good sectors, C,:

c = C-  c• where bs = Ce.
s=l

Hence, in equilibrium, workers spend an exogenous fraction 1- a of income on the homogeneous

good, and a fraction b, on the differentiated goods in sector s. Consumers exhibit love of variety.

In particular, the real consumption index of sector s is a constant-elasticity of substitution (CES)

aggregate over consumption of all available varieties w's from the set Qs (to be determined in

equilibrium):
ry1 1 a

Cs = c (w) dw -

where cs (w) represents consumption of variety w in sector s. c > 1 is the elasticity of substitu-

tion between varieties, which implies that varieties within the same sector are better substitutes

than those from other sectors. For simplicity, a is assumed to be the same across sectors. This

CES consumption function implies the following demand function of variety w in sector s

cS (w) = Asps (w) - '

where p, (w) is its price, A, captures the demand level for goods in sector s, which equals

P,"-lbY, with Y being the aggregate spending of the economy. The specification of CES



aggregates of variety consumption implies the following ideal price index of sector s :

Ps - ps (w)l-a dw" 1-

Disutility of skill acquisition is assumed to be linear. If worker i exerts an effort level ei to

acquire skills, she incurs effort costs Kei, measured in units of the homogeneous good. Therefore,

given the ideal price index P of consumption and income wi, her indirect utility is expressed

as7

P

1.2.2 Production Technologies and Market Structure

Production of the homogeneous goods requires only general knowledge. Technology is linear:

a unit of general skills produces 1 unit of a homogeneous good. The product market for this

sector is perfectly competitive, implying that the numeraire sector makes no profit and pays

each worker a wage equal to her level of general skills.

The markets for differentiated products are monopolistically competitive. A potential em-

ployer chooses a sector to enter and sets up a firm with no cost. The assumption of zero fixed

cost is for simplicity, and the main conclusions of the model do not depend on this assumption.

The production function of firm w in sector s equals

Ys (w) = fs (a (w) , (w))(w) , (1.1)

where 1 (w) is firm w's employment. Its labor productivity fs is

f (a, c) = - l-(s)

where a represents the average level of workers' firm-specific skills; h is the (fixed) level of

their general skills; and c is an exogenous productivity parameter (to be explained below). The

functional form of labor productivity is sector-specific. In particular, sectors are ordered in

7The assumption that disutility of effort is measured in the same units of nominal wages is implicitly made
in the Shapiro-Stiglitz (1984) efficiency wage model, and more recently in Davis and Harrigan (2007).



firm-specific skill intensity in ascending order, where A (s) E (0, 1) and A (s) > / (s') if s > s'

Vs. s' E {1, .., S}.

After setting up the firm, the employer hires workers by posting a contractible wage, wl.

Since there is a large number of ex-ante identical workers competing for jobs, wl adjusts across

firms and sectors, ensuring the same expected wage for all workers at the time of hiring, inde-

pendent of which firms and sectors they join.

At the time of firms' hiring, workers have two choices : join one of the differentiated-good

firnms, or stay out in the external labor market. If they choose to stay out in the external labor

market. they expect to be employed by the homogeneous-good sector later. A worker who joins

a differentiated-good firm, receives wl and expects to exert effort to acquire specific skills. In

practice. a lot of the firm-specific skills are difficult to describe in contracts. and therefore cannot

be verified by a third party. For this reason. investments in firm-specific skills are assumed to

be observable, but not contractible.8 I take the assumption of contract incompleteness as a fact

of life, and do not complicate the model by discussing its underpinnings. Furthermore, to focus

on the main argument of the paper, I also assume the same degree of contract incompleteness

across sectors. Relaxing this assumption does not alter the conclusions of the model.

Because no enforceable contract can be written ex ante, the employer cannot impose her

preferred level of investments on her employees. For the same reason, the employer and the

workers bargain over the division of surplus after workers' investments are sunk. I adopt the

concept of generalized Nash bargaining between the representative worker (e.g. a union leader)

and the employer within the "right-to-manage" framework, with p E (0, 1) being the bargaining

power of the workers. In the "right-to-manage" framework, the two parties in the firm bargain

over wages, with the level of employment being chosen unilaterally by the employer before

bargaining. 9

Moreover, to abstract from issues related to coordination and incentive problems among

workers, I assume that investments are chosen by a single representative worker of the firm.

8For instance, contract incompleteness of human capital investment has been used as an explanation for
firm-provided training in studies by Balmaceda (2005) and Casas-Arce (2006).

9As discussed in Stole and Zwiebel (1996a and 1996b), firms have a strategic incentive to overemploy workers
if the technology has decreasing returns to scale. However, as noted in their papers, unions internalize this
effect with a single representative bargaining on other workers' positions. Thus, no incentive for overemployment
arises. This statement is valid even if I relax the "right-to-manage" assumption.



The incentive and coordination problems can be studied in a richer setting with multilateral

bargaining between each worker in the firm and the employer, such as those in Stole and Zwiebel

(1996a and 1996b) and Acemoglu et al. (2007). Since the focus of the paper is on investment

in firm-specific skills, I opt for a simpler set-up with bilateral bargaining. One way to interpret

this is that bargaining happens between the union representative and the employer of a firm. 10

This representative worker chooses the optimal level of investment for each worker in the firm,

anticipating a share of ex-post gains from investments for each of them. A worker who exerts

effort level a to acquire skills incurs disutility na.

After investments are sunk, the employer and the employees of a firm bargain over the divi-

sion of expected surplus. At the time of bargaining, the employer's outside option is normalized

to 0. One way to interpret this is that workers have spent time learning but did not produce yet

at the time of bargaining. Concurrently, the homogeneous-good sector hires workers who are

still in the external labor market.11 In this situation, a worker endowed with h units of general

skills in the differentiated-good firm can quit the firm, join the competitive homogeneous-good

sector, and produce h units of homogeneous goods. Thus, a worker's outside option at the time

of bargaining equals h. Production itself is normalized to require no effort.

1.2.3 Labor Regulations and Implied Workers' Bargaining Power

Following Blanchard and Giavazzi (2003) and Spector (2004),12 I use the parameter d, ad-

mittedly in an abstract fashion, to represent the degree of a country's labor protection in the

model. A higher ' is associated with more protective (regulated) labor laws. Intuitively, when

labor laws become more protective, workers are able to bargain for a larger share of surplus

with their employers. To mention a few real-world examples, q represents any labor regulations

that increase workers' bargaining power, ranging from the existence and the nature of extension

1 0Allowing decentralized bargaining between a single worker and her employer would substantially complicate
the model. Along these lines, Acemoglu et al. (2007) and Helpman and Itskhoki (2007) employ the Shapley
value concept to solve for workers' bargaining power in an incomplete-contract setting. They show that workers'
bargaining power is higher in sectors with lower elasticities of substitution between varieties.

"1 The assumption that the homogeneous-good sector hires workers later than the differentiated-goods firms is
not crucial for the main conclusions of the paper. Having this assumption allows me to highlight the ex-post
relative returns to both types of skills. If I assume instead that the homogeneous-good sector employs workers
at exactly the same time as the differentiated-goods firms, the solutions of wi will be different. Nevertheless,
since ex-ante transfers do not affect workers' incentives to invest, the main insights of the model are unchanged.

12See also Griffith et al. (2007) for a discussion.



The homogeneous-
good sector hires
workers

Generalized NashEmployment and Workers' ex-ante Goods produced and
payment of w, (ex- investments in skills bargaining sold
ante transfer)

t1 t3 t4

Figure 1-1: Timing of Events

agreements, to closed shop arrangements. to the rules on the right to strike (Blanchard and

Giavazzi, 2003). For simplicity, I assume the same bargaining power of workers across all firms

in the differentiated-good sectors in an economy.

1.2.4 Timing of Events

I summarize the timing of events as follows (see also Figure 1-1).

At ti, the firm posts a contractible wage wl to hire workers. Workers have two choices: join

a firm, or stay out in the external labor market. Those who stay out expect to be employed

later.

At t2, workers in a differentiated-product firm exert optimal effort to acquire specific skills,

anticipating a share 0 of ex-post surplus from sales, together with the outside options that

depend only on their general skills. They incur disutility sa from skill acquisition.

At t3 , after workers' investments, agents in a differentiated-good firm bargain over the

division of expected surplus. The homogeneous-good sector hires workers, and pays each of

them h. The labor market clears.

At t4, if both parties in the firm agreed to continue the relationship at t3 , workers produce

goods using their acquired skills effortlessly. Ex-post surplus S from sales (revenue minus the

outside options of both parties) is divided between the employer and the employees, according

to labor laws, with OS and (1 - 0) S going to the workers and the employer, respectively. The



homogeneous sector produces and sells an amount hlo of goods. All goods markets clear. There

is no discounting between tl and t4.

1.2.5 Firm-level Equilibrium

Preliminaries

I solve the model backward in time from t4. First, I solve for the workers optimal effort of

investments. Then I go back in time to pin down a firm's optimal level of employment. and

the implied price, output, revenue and profit. Given c, with the assumption of symmetric

equilibrium, the solutions to all firms' problems are identical. Thus, in this section, I focus on a

single firm and suppress the firm subscript w. Sector subscript s is also suppressed when there

is no ambiguity.

Given downward-sloping demand for each variety, the price of a variety and firm revenue

(as a function of y) are expressed as follows:

p = A'-1y" ; R = Al- yr, (1.2)

where r7 = 1-1/o and A, is the demand level for goods in sector s (to be solved in equilibrium). 13

Since each firm is infinitesimal, As is taken as given by agents in each firm. Because 77 < 1, firm

revenue is concave in its output, ensuring unique solutions for the optimal levels of employment

and workers' investments (see below).

With the value of a worker's outside option equal to h, and that of the employer normalized

to 0, the ex-post surplus of a firm with a measure I of workers equals S = R - hil

Workers' Investment in Firm-specific Skills (at t2)

Since workers' investments in specific skills are non-contractible, employers have no way to

impose their preferred levels of investments. Workers invest optimally at t2, anticipating payoffs

from ex-post bargaining at t3. Throughout the paper, I assume that firms do not directly invest

in workers' human capital. 14

1 3 As = P.-lbSY
14They do, however, indirectly pay for them in equilibrium through ex-ante transfers.



To simplify algebra, I assume that the marginal cost of skill acquisition n equals 1. Since

a worker in a firm with a measure 1 of workers expects to get OS (a) /1 + h, the representative

employee of the firm maximizes her expected ex-post payoffs by choosing the level of investment

in specific skills. a, subject to the linear effort cost as:

max OR (a) /l + (1 - 0) h - a

where from (1.2). R (a) A` -' (caL iAl)71 .

With 1 pre-determined, the first order condition delivers the optimal investment level of

specific skills a* as:

a* (A, ) )= [AB (chl-A)] '1-" (1.3)

where B = (A/1) 1-  is a function of sector-level demand, A, and firm-level employment, 1, both

taken as given by workers in the maximization problem.

Stronger workers' bargaining power p increases a*, ceteris paribus, for the following reason.

When workers anticipate a larger share of firm revenue due to higher bargaining power, they

are more willing to invest in the interest of the firm. This is a standard second-best result in

a world with incomplete contracting. To illustrate this, consider the situation when human

capital investments are contractible for the moment. The employer can therefore impose her

preferred levels of investments on the workers to maximize joint surplus. Denote the first-best

investment level under complete contracting as ac = arg maxa R (a) /1 - a. The corresponding
1 1

first-order conditions show that ac = [•ArB (ehl))' " > [4AIB ( = a*. This

inequality implies that workers always underinvest in firm-specific skills compared to the first-

best level. This is an outcome of a one-sided hold-up problem, of which workers are not the

full residual claimants of the gains derived from their investments (i.e. when 4 < 1).15 In

other words, as 4 approaches 1, workers choose an investment level closer to what the employer

prefers.16

15In reality, q is never close to 1. Also, this simple model does not include capital as a factor of production.
With capital as a factor of production, an employer will always require some surplus to cover her sunk investment
costs.

16The focus of this paper is on comparative advantage arising from labor regulations. The current discussion
about . has no normative implications for optimal labor laws. For welfare analysis for countries with different
labor laws, readers are referred to a review by Nickell (1997).



Using a* (A, 0) from (1.3), I can derive firm labor productivity in terms of parameters and

aggregate variables as:

f* (A, ) = [ChA (oAIB)A (1.4)

The effect of employer-specific exogenous productivity c on f* (A, o) is magnified with 1 > 1.

In addition to the direct effect. there is an indirect effect stemming from workers' increased

incentives in human capital investment in a more productive firm. More importantly, the effect

of labor regulations on firm productivity, which underlies the proposed institutional comparative

advantage in this paper, is summarized by the following lemma. 17

Lemma 1 Let s, (A, o) =- 0 in f* (A, 0) / In 6 be the elasticity of f* (A, 0) with respect to 0,

and 'a - In f* (A, () /a In A be the elasticity of f* (A, o) with respect to A. I have that:

i) C (A. !) > 0;

ii) 0a, (A, ) /OA > 0 and Bae (A, o) /06 > 0.

Proof: See Appendix.

Part (i) of this lemma highlights that all else equal, higher bargaining power of workers

enhances labor productivity. In the current model in which workers are the only party investing

in human capital, workers' anticipation of higher ex-post payoffs induces acquisition of specific

skills, which in turn enhances firm productivity.

More importantly, part (ii) of this lemma captures the key determinant of institutional

comparative advantage in the paper. The positive effect of granting workers bargaining power

is larger for firm-specific skill-intensive firms. Specifically, when there is a greater need for

firm-specific skills in production, the proportional increase in f* (A, 0) due to labor protection

is larger. In other words, the more important workers' specific investments are in production,

the more beneficial it is (in the sense of enhancing productivity) to grant the workers more

residual claims, so as to lessen the hold-up. This insight is consistent with Roberts and Van

den Steen (2000), who argue that it is optimal for an employer to grant her employees a larger

share of equity ownership, or essentially a bigger role in governance, when non-contractible

17f* (A. 6) is increasing in B = (A/1)1 -' . However, since both A and I are taken as given at this stage, and

will be determined in equilibrium, no general-equilibrium comparative statics on f* can be done for either A or
I here.



human-capital investments become more important.

While Lemnma 2 shows comparative statics of 6 and A based on elasticities, its implication

is more general. To illustrate this, consider a world with two countries: i and k, which are

identical on all aspects besides that labor laws are more protective in i than k, i.e. Oi > 6k. To

show that the impact of labor protection on different sectors varies, consider the ratio of firm

labor productivity between two countries:

f* (A, o;i,) ,i I-_

This ratio is increasing in A as long as oi > ok. Intuitively, through endogenous workers'

skill acquisition. the model delivers an upward-sloping technology schedule (in A) summarizing

comparative advantage of the two countries. In spirit, this schedule is similar to the exogenous

technology schedule in Dornbusch, Fischer and Samuelson's (1977) two-country Ricardian trade

model with a continuum of industries.

At t3 , because of ex-post efficiency of Nash bargaining, both parties always agree to continue

the relationship. Workers produce goods effortlessly with the acquired skills at t4.

Firm Employment Decision (tl)

Now go back in time to ti. Anticipating a payoff of (1 - 0) S (a*), the employer hires workers

by offering a contractible wage, wl. She chooses the level of employment 1 to maximize the

expected net surplus as follows:

~ (a*) -max (1 -) [R (a*) - l] - wi1.

At tl, the outside options for workers are determined by the (expected) employment oppor-

tunities in the homogeneous-good sector. Since the wage of each unit of general skills equals 1,

a worker endowed with h units of general skills has an outside option equal to h. On the other

hand, if a worker joins a firm with e, she gets w1 (E), expecting to undertake optimal invest-

ments a* (E) to obtain payoffs OR + (1 - ¢) h after production. Hence, the ex-ante participation



constraint for a worker joining the firm at tl is

wi (c) + oR (a*, ) + (1- )h- a* > h.

Inelastic supply of ex-ante identical workers implies that wl (c) will adjust in a way until the

participation constraint binds. Therefore, wl (6) is pinned down as follows:

?w () = - [6R (a*. F) /1 - a*] + 6h. (1.5)

Notice that w, (E) < 0. Since a higher E implies higher ex-post payoffs for the workers, all

else being equal, a higher e reduces the "required" ex-ante transfer Wl (c) to employ workers.

Furthermore. with the concavity of R (a*, c), optimal efforts chosen by workers ensure that the

term inside the square brackets in (1.5) is always positive. Therefore, w1 is less than Oh, and

can even be negative. 18 For simplicity, I assume that workers are not borrowing-constrained,

so that a negative wl is feasible. Substituting wl into the firm's objective function yields

(a*, E) _ max R (a*, c) - a*l - hi.

With a* (A, ¢) solved in (1.3), I can derive R (a* (A, ¢) ,c) in terms of A, ¢ and c, and rewrite

the employer's problem as (see derivation in appendix):

* (, A, ) = max (Al-1 ") 1-\r? 0 (, A) (hl) - hl, (1.6)

where 0 (0, A) = (OA) (1 - 6Ari). Since 0 < 6 (A) = < 1, the problem is convex.

Together with 4 (0, A) > 0, the first order condition of this problem yields a unique optimal level

of employment. Substituting the optimal choice of employment into (1.2) delivers the following

functions of firm price, output, revenue and the employer's net surplus as (see derivation in

18To show that shirking is never an equilibrium outcome, consider the situation when a worker shirks, and
invest in no skills at all. The expected "life-time" income of a shirker is equal to wi plus her outside option at t3 ,
which will become h, i.e. Ushirk = (wi (F) + h) /P. For a worker who exerts optimal effort to acquire skills, she

will get Uo,,t. = [h + wl (E)+ w2 (a*. c) - a*] /P. Since w2 (a*, E) is concave in a, optimal choices a* guarantee

that w2 (a*, e) - a* > 0. Thus, Uto. > Us'hirk and shirking is always an off-equilibrium outcome.



appendix):

p(oA ) x(A) y c) - A

R( ,A.c) A(O(0 A)) -  (1.7)

om ' r l(1.8)P p(Ourin,) -A ((1 - 01eAs) (1- nsd)ld t (1.8) t nC77 I - A-7

o (6, A)= 1- I 7)1 ; A = (1- A)-(1-A) A-A.

These firm values take the familiar functional forms. Price is a standard mark-up over

marginal cost 0 (l, A), with a smaller markup associated with a higher elasticity of demand. A

lhligher employer-specific exogenous productivity term, c, decreases prices, and increases output,

revenue and employers' net surplus. Furthermore, a higher sector-level demand A increases

output, revenue and employers' net surplus linearly.

Perhaps surprisingly, all these equations are independent of the nominal wage, h. It happens

that h is multiplied to 1 in both the employers' surplus and labor costs, which offset each other in

these equations. Importantly, the effects of labor protection on these firm values are summarized

by the following proposition.

Proposition 1 (Profitability): All else being equal, higher workers' bargaining power in-

creases firm output, revenue and the employer's net surplus. These effects of labor laws are

more pronounced in sectors for which firm-specific skills are more important.

Proof: See appendix.

The intuition of Proposition 1 follows that of Lemma 1. When the workers in a firm are

given more bargaining power, they expect to receive a bigger fraction of ex-post surplus derived

from investments in specific skills. For this reason, they exert more effort to acquire skills,

which in turn increase firm productivity. Consequently, in sectors for which specific skills are

more important in production, the productivity effect due to protective labor laws is more

pronounced.



One may argue that since the employer's ex-post surplus is decreasing with Q, all else being

equal, the employer should be worse off when the workers gain more bargaining power. However,

with a constant ex-ante outside option h for the workers, ex-ante transfers to the workers wi (e)

adjust in such a way so that all workers across firms and sectors receive the same "life-time"

income. Hence, when a higher o increases investments in specific skills and therefore joint

surplus, the employer's net surplus increases one for one.19

In this closed-economy model, workers invest only in firm-specific skills. However, the model

is flexible enough to also incorporate investment decisions for general skills. In the previous

version of the paper, I develop a model in which workers undertake non-contractible activities

to acquire both firm-specific and general skills on the job. The solutions of the extended

model posit that higher workers' bargaining power alleviates the underinvestment problems for

all human capital investments, more so for production that depends more on specific skills.

The rationale is that since specific skills are not transferable across firms, the corresponding

underinvestment problem is more severe. If protective labor laws have an effect in alleviating

the underinvestment problems for both types of skills, the impact will be greater for specific

human-capital investments, and for production that depends more on them. Although the

extended model is more realistic, the main insight about comparative advantage in the paper

is unchanged. I therefore choose to present a simpler model in this paper.

1.3 The Multi-Country Open-Economy Model

In this section, I embed the closed-economy model in a multi-country open-economy framework

with heterogeneous firms, a la Helpman, Melitz and Yeaple (2004). The ultimate goal of this

section is to derive sector-level gravity equations, which capture the impact of labor market

institutions on both the intensive and extensive margins of trade. Without imposing the firm

free-entry condition, general equilibrium solutions cannot be characterized without specific

assumptions about the number of firms in each sector. Therefore, I first present the partial-

19 Notice that the timing of the game is crucial for the results here. Since workers acquire specific skills after they
receive the transfers, the amount of the transfers no longer matters for their investment incentives. Therefore,
even though the employer's net surplus increases one for one, workers' incentives to invest does not decrease. In

fact, exactly the opposite happens: anticipating a larger share of firm surplus, workers have more incentives to

invest, driving up the employer's (expected) surplus by adjusting the ex-ante incentive-neutral transfers.



equilibrium version of the open-economy model by taking the measure of firms in each sector as

given. This approach was first employed by Helpman, Melitz and Rubinstein (2007). and was

extended by Manova (2007) to a multi-sector setting. Later, I show that by making the same

assumptions as Chaney (2007), I can close the model in general equilibrium. Importantly. the

predictions based on the partial-equilibrium solutions are unchanged in general equilibrium.

1.3.1 The Environment

Consider an open economy with N countries. All goods are potentially tradable across countries.

While the homogeneous (numbraire) goods are freely traded. differentiated-good firms face

fixed and variable trade costs to export. The variable cost takes the form of an "iceberg"

transportation cost. Specifically, for a unit of a variety in sector s shipped from country i to

country j, only a fraction 1/rij < 1 arrives in the destination. The higher 7. the higher the

variable trade cost. In addition, to export to country j, a firm in country i has to pay an

up-front fixed cost fij in units of the numrnraire. 20 For simplicity, I assume symmetric variable

and fixed trade costs between any two trade partners, i.e. rij = Tji and fij = fji.

I consider only equilibria of which all countries produce some numeraire goods. This con-

dition will hold as long as the expenditure share of the num6raire (1 - a) is large enough, or

trade costs for differentiated goods are high enough. Provided that per worker endowment of

general skills is hi and the homogeneous-good sector is active, all workers' life-time incomes in

country i equal hi. Thus, for notational simplicity, I denote country i's nominal wage wi = hi.

To construct an empirical framework to test the extensive margin of trade in the following

sections, I introduce heterogeneous firm productivity into the model. Upon setting up a firm,

the employer draws costlessly an exogenous productivity parameter E, which determines part

of the firm's labor productivity. As in Helpman, Melitz and Yeaple (2004), firms from different

sectors draw E's from the same Pareto distribution over bounded support [1, CH] 21 with the

20Examples of the fixed export costs include costs for setting up a distribution network, research on the foreign
markets, and so on.

21The assumption of Pareto distribution of exogenous productivity, orginally proposed by Melitz (2003), was
adopted by a series of papers, such as Chaney (2007), Helpman, Melitz and Rubinstein (2007), among others.
See Helpman, Melitz and Yeaple (2004) for evidence that the sample distributions of firm size in the U.S. and
Europe are approximated closely by Pareto distribution.



cumulative distribution function of e equal to

where ( > cr - 1 is a measure of the dispersion of c's across firms.22 The smaller ý, the more

concentrated c's are around the lower bound. which is normalized to 1. Importantly, c is drawn

before hiring, which becomes common knowledge once it is drawn.

1.3.2 Sectoral Export Thresholds for a Foreign Market

Denote O, = (oi, A (s)) , and the employer's net surplus from exporting to j in sector s,

7Wj (c, 6i, A (s)) = Tij~ (E). From (8), I can express the employer's net surplus from exporting to

j as:

js (CIC > < ) 1b5Yj. (1 - ) ))

where Yj is the aggregate spending of j, Pj3 is the price index of goods in sector s and country j,
and c*, is the productivity threshold above which firms export to j (to be determined below).

Notice that the "iceberg cost" -ij > 1 enters the employer's net surplus equation through

"marking up" the domestic unit price in (1.8). Evidently, all else being equal, a firm in i

exports more to j if Yj and/or Pjs are higher.

More importantly, the employer's net surplus depends on the term of endogenous compar-

ative advantage due to exporter i's labor laws, Ois. Since firms in country i find it profitable

to export to j only if the expected net surplus is sufficient to cover the fixed export cost, fij,

exporting firms are only a subset of existing firms. Specifically, the productivity threshold Ce*

is determined by the break-even rule 7rij (c) = 0 as

, isiPjj bs Yjl--r
-ijs P'-s i )Y (1.9)

where
01

22This assumption ensures that the distribution of firm sales has a finite mean in equilibrium.

2 2 This assumption ensures that the distribution of firm sales has a finite mean in equilibrium.



With the presence of fixed trade costs, there are increasing returns to exporting at the firm

level. Therefore, e* is increasing in fixed trade costs, fij, and is decreasing in j's income, Yj

and the sectoral price level, Pj,. Notably, the impact of labor laws on C*, is summarized by

the following lemma:

Lemma 2 (Firm Selection into Exporting): All else being equal, the productivity thresh-

olds for exporting are lower when labor laws become more protective. IMioreover, the productiv-

ity thresholds are reduced by more in sectors for which firm-specific skills are more important.

Proof: See Appendix

This is a direct result from Proposition 1, which states that the employer's net surplus rijs

is increasing in workers' bargaining power, ceteris paribus, and proportionally more so for the

more firm-specific skill-intensive sectors. Hence, the "required" exogenous productivity c to

sustain the exporting status decreases, more so in more specific skill-intensive sectors.

Without firm-level data for a large sample of countries, Lemma 2 cannot be tested empiri-

cally. However, given a measure Nij, of firms in country i and sector s, and a distribution G(e)

of firm productivity, the fraction of firms exporting in sector s is 0 < 1 - G (e*,) < 1 with

,js E (1, EH). In other words, at the country level, Lemma 2 can be interpreted as the likelihood

of country i's exporting to a given country, which implies the following testable proposition.

Proposition 2 (Extensive Margin of Trade): Among a country's trading partners, those

with more protective labor laws are more likely to export in more firm-specific skill-intensive

sectors.

1.3.3 Sectoral Export Volumes for a Foreign Market

Next, I consider the impact of labor protection on sectoral export volumes in the theoretical

framework of Helpman, Melitz and Rubinstein (2007). By rewriting the demand level, A, in

(1.7) in terms of the sectoral price (Pj,) and aggregate spending (Yj) in country j, firm revenue



from exporting to j is expressed as:

Js

By aggregating xijs C( > Cs) across all firms in sector s that export to j, I obtain the

sectoral volume of exports from i to j as follows (see derivation in appendix):

b- 7\ ( O, " j)3 j I) I

where Nis is the number of firms in sector s of country i, which is assumed to be exogenous for

the moment, and

S H CEi aIdG (E) if EC EH

0 otherwise

The sectoral export volume, Xijs, increases with the number of producers, Nis, because for

a given fraction of exporting firms, a bigger mass of firms implies more exports. In addition,

Xij s increases with the sectoral price level of the importing country, Pjs, because Pjs is higher

when the goods market in the foreign country is less competitive. Ceteris paribus, firms export

more to j to make profits in a less competitive goods market, resulting in higher export volumes

at the sector level.

With e following a Pareto distribution over bounded support [1, H], Xij, can be solved in

closed form as

XJS, = iP"s (OisTij)- (c'-i) Wij, (1.10)

where

Wijsj = max -(- - 1, . (1.11)

These equations imply that labor protection affects the sectoral volume of exports through

two channels. The first channel is the intensive-margin channel. From Lemma 1, more protective

labor laws, ceteris paribus, increase productivity. Higher firm productivity is translated into

lower prices (given a constant mark-up over marginal cost), and therefore higher firm and

sectoral export volumes. This positive impact is more pronounced in firm-specific skill-intensive



industries.

The second channel is the extensive margin, as already discussed in Lemma 2. For a given

foreign market, a higher ¢i implies more exporting firms in a given sector, ceteris paribus. The

positive impact is more pronounced when specific skills become more important in production.

Since both channels imply positive effects of labor protection on exports, ceteris paribus, the

combined effects of labor laws on trade flows are summarized by the following proposition.

Proposition 3 (Intensive Margin of Trade): Among a country's trading partners, those

with more protective labor laws export relatively more in more firm-specific skill-intensive

sectors.

Proof: see appendix.

1.3.4 General Equilibrium

This section discusses how the model can be closed in general equilibrium. The sector-level

gravity equation derived in general equilibrium will be used as the specification for traditional

gravity estimation using OLS. To close the model in general equilibrium, I follow Chaney

(2007) to make the following three assumptions. First, instead of imposing the firm free-entry

condition, I assume that the number of firms in each sector is proportional to the size of

the economy, wiLi. 23 Second, profits exist due to heterogeneous firm productivity, which are

distributed back to workers through a global mutual fund. I assume that each worker in country

i owns wi shares of a global mutual fund, which collects profits from firms, and distributes 7r per

share without transaction costs to each shareholder. Therefore, aggregate income of country i

equals wi (1 + 7r) Li, where the dividend per share 7r is

N S

> j > wLj [f v (c) dG (c)]
ij s

N
ZwjLj

Finally. I assume that CH -- oc. Notice that for Proposition 2 to hold, CH needs to be

23Eaton and Kortum (2002) make a similar assumption by taking the set of goods as exogenously given.



bounded. Otherwise, the "likelihood" of exporting is not defined. The assumption that c - oc

is just an approximation so that closed-form solutions can be obtained in general equilibrium.

One should not interpret this as a contradiction to the effects of labor laws on the extensive

margin of trade.

Under these assumptions, the ideal price index for goods in sector s and country i is ex-

pressed as

Pi Pis p (w)l d 1- wjLj JS dG () (1.12)

By substituting c*j from (1.9) into Pi,. I obtain the equilibrium sectoral price in country j

as follows (see derivation in appendix):

1 1

P8 - 1 ¾ 1-± AJ. (1.13)

where pi is a sector-specific constant.2 4 and Aj = • 1+7 • i f Aj is an

index of the remoteness of country j from the rest of the world. It accounts for the impact of

fixed and variable trade costs j imposes on other countries. The more geographically remote

j is, the higher the average trade costs it has to bear, and therefore a higher price level for

sector s. Notice that Aj is similar to the term denoted as "multilateral resistance" in Anderson

and van Wincoop (1998). While in their paper, a country's multilateral resistance depends on

its trading partners' respective multilateral resistances, here Aj summarizes the effects on the

sectoral price of j's trading partners' nominal income, YE, and their degrees of labor protection,

Oi, weighted by the respective distances from its trading partners. For instance, suppose that

country j is close to country i, Tij and fij are likely to be low. Thus, if country i has high

nominal income (high Yi) Pjs decreases for all sectors because being close to a rich country i

implies more varieties shipped to country j with low trade costs.

With aggregate variable Aj, = P-l 1bsYj now solved solely as a function of Yj, I can express

the volume of firm-level exports, xij,, and the productivity threshold for exporting, ej,, in

24 1 ( 1)) ((A )b ) + 1P4 I = I ( , )7 ( 1 - 0 )1 --7)0 ? T



terms of parameters and the destination's income as:

xijs ( E 2 ijs) = ,2A r- L , • (1.14)
1 1

-_Us - f.~1§XzJ'1 is, (1.15)

where P.2 and P3 are sector-specific constants. 25 Perhaps surprisingly, xij, is increasing in the

remoteness of j, Aj. The intuition is that when country j is far from any other country in the

world, the relative distance between i and j is shorter. However, this "remoteness" effect is

likely to be dominated by both fixed and variable trade costs (fij and 7ij), which deter exports

and increase the exporting threshold as shown in the equations.

To illustrate that Proposition 3 (on the intensive margin of trade) continues to hold in this

context. I derive Xijs as:

1Aj-1-(u-1)) 11(.fi - (1.16)Xj 4 .3 Ayiyj( Ti 1 - oQA (s) '3

where p4 is a sector-specific constant (see derivation in appendix). 26 As in a standard grav-

ity equation, Xijs is decreasing in both variable and fixed trade costs, and increasing in the

product of incomes of the trading partners. Importantly, the comparative statics of 0 and A

for sector-level exports derived in partial equilibrium, summarized in Proposition 2 in section

1.3.2, continue to hold here. 27

Finally, the labor market clears in each economy, as long as the homogeneous-good sector

is active in all countries.

25/2 = b.."-y and 13 = b.-" y'-
26 •(l--ir)'i(l+Tr- 

1  1
27 =4 - 1-(-1)

27However, with the assumption of CH --+ 00, the prediction of the extensive margin of trade no longer holds.
It is important to note that this assumption is needed to close the model in general equilibrium. Empirical
evidence for the extensive margin of trade reported later in this paper requires E distributed over a bounded
support, regardless of whether G (E) is Pareto or not.



1.4 Empirical Framework

In the rest of the paper, I seek to test the theoretical predictions for the intensive and extensive

margins of trade. To this end, I follow Manova (2007) in implementing Helpman, Melitz and

Rubinstein's (2007) two-stage estimation procedure to estimate bilateral trade flows at the

sector level. The first stage is a selection equation, based on the solution of c* in section

1.3.2. while the second stage is a gravity equation, based on the solution of Xijs in section

1.3.3. Implementing this procedure achieves two goals. First, the first-stage estimation tests

the theoretical prediction on the extensive margin of trade. Second, according to HMR, this

two-stage procedure serves as a structural framework for correcting two potential biases in the

traditional gravity estimates using OLS: the Heckman sample selection bias from a dataset with

many zeros. and a bias due to firm self-selection into exporting. In essence, I use the predicted

probability of exporting in each sector from the first-stage estimation to construct regressors

in the second stage to correct the two biases. Before developing the framework for two-stage

estimation, I first specify the equation for traditional gravity estimation.

1.4.1 Baseline Empirical Specification

To derive the econometric specification of the gravity equation, I assume stochastic trade

costs. For variable trade costs, let r- 1' = DJe- j.- , where Dij represents the distance

(broadly defined) between i and j, and Uijs - N (0, a2) Vs captures any (symmetric) un-

measured trade frictions for the country pair at the sector level. For fixed trade costs, let

fij -- exp ('ex,i + e imj + +m 7Pij - vijs), where vij, -- N (0, O2 ) represents unobserved fixed

trade costs for the country pair. iex,i is a measure of observed fixed export costs in country i

(to any destination); 'Pim,j captures the observed trade barrier imposed by j on all importers;

'ij represents other observed fixed trade costs that are specific to the country pair.

The baseline empirical results of the paper are based on estimating the empirical counterpart

of bilateral exports (Xijs) solved in general equilibrium (equation (1.16)), in which the extensive

margin is subsumed. Taking log over (1.16) yields a log-linear sector-level bilateral trade flow

equation as follows:

In Xijj = a + f3Labori x Spec, + 6, + 6i + 6j - CpCfj - 'f•• ) + Xijs, (1.17)



where the explanatory variable of interest, Labori x Spec,, is an interaction of exporter i's degree

of labor protection with sector s's firm-specific skill intensity.28 According to Proposition 3,

when labor laws become more protective (higher Laborw), in Xij, is relatively higher in specific

skill-intensive sectors (higher Specs). Therefore, Proposition 3 predicts 3 > 0. a is a constant

and 6, is a sector fixed effect, which are derived from in p 4 (see (16)). 6i = InYi - •- x,,i

is an exporter fixed effect; bj = In Y --1)imj + Aj is an importer fixed effect; Cf
and C. = In Dij are vectors of fixed and variable trade costs between a country

pair, respectively; X:ij, - uijs + vijs is an error term coming from both unmeasured variable

and fixed trade costs.

1.4.2 Empirical Specification for Two-Stage Estimation

There are two potential biases in the OLS estimates. The first bias is the Heckman (1979)

sample selection bias. My sample shows that about 50% of the countries do not trade with

each other in 1995.29 At the sector level, about 80% of the observations contains zero trade

flows. This non-random selection induces a positive correlation between the unobserved trade

frictions (uijs and vijs) and the observed ones ("'s and Dij). Intuitively, with only positive

trade flows included in the sample, countries with high observed trade costs that trade with

each other (high Dij for example) are likely to have low unobserved trade frictions. Hence,

excluding the out-of-sample zeros from the regression induces a downward bias (closer to 0)

in the estimates of the determinants of trade flows. To correct the selection bias, I include

the inverse Mills' ratio of a standard Heckman (1979) two-stage estimation in my second-stage

equation. In particular, the inverse Mills' ratio is imputed using the predicted probability of

exporting (by sector) from the first-stage estimation.

Furthermore, HMR posit that in a world with firm heterogeneity, firm self-selection into

exporting may lead to overestimation in the traditional estimates of the gravity equation using

OLS. To illustrate this type of bias, I relax the three assumptions of Chaney (2007), and take

28The interaction term proxies for in li, - In (1 - 4A\ (s) rl) in the model.
29It means that country i does not export to country j , or vice versa. This number is very close to what HMR

(2007) find.



log over equation (1.10) to obtain the following log-linear econometric specification:

In Xijs = a' + 3'Labori x Specs + nis + pis - ddij + wijs + 56s ++ +5[ + uijs. (1.18)

With stochastic Tijs and fij specified above, this specification includes a set of fixed effects: 6•,

65 and 6[ (sector, importer and exporter fixed effects). a' is a constant and dij = In Dij is the

(log) bilateral distance. 30

Here, two modifications of the baseline specification (1.17) worth discussion at length. First,

according to (1.10), the volume of exports to country j in sector s depends on the (log) number

of firms nis = In Ni, in sector s of country i, and the (log) sectoral price level pj, = In Pjs in

sector s of country j.

Second. in contrast to (1.17), this specification includes a term wijS = In Wijs, which

captures two features in the econometric model. First, in equation (1.11), wijs is expressed as

a function of the exporting productivity threshold js,. In the model, the fixed trade costs fij

affect trade flows only through the extensive margin by determining the fraction of exporting

firms. When the level of fixed costs increases, fewer firms export, thus decreasing the sectoral

volume of exports. Therefore, the estimated low export volumes can be results of a lower

export volume per firm, or fewer exporting firms, or both. For this reason, in equation (1.18),

fij is subsumed in wij,, which implies that uijs comes only from the unobserved part of the

variable trade costs. Second, wijs summarizes the composition of exporting firms to country j,

which affects the magnitude of the estimated elasticities of trade flows with respect to trade

frictions and exporters' labor protection. These two particular features of wijs suggest that

including wij, is essential for obtaining consistent estimates of the effects of institutions on

trade flows. Omitting wijs, similar to any omitted variables problem, results in overestimation

of all estimates in the trade flow equation.

For the purpose of correcting both types of biases, I follow HMR in implementing a two-

stage estimation procedure parametrically. To this end, in the following section, I outline the

specification of the first-stage selection equation, from which I obtain predicted probability of

exporting for each country-pair-sector observation. Using these predicted values, I impute an

30 / = (a - 1) In 7j; ' = In wi, 6j = In Yj



estimated Lýj. based on equation (1.9). Since the implementation of the two-stage procedure is

discussed in detail in HMR, readers are referred to their paper for the details of this procedure.

Firm Selection Into Exporting (Foundation of the First-stage Estimation)

I derive the econometric specification for testing the extensive margin of trade based on equation

(1.11). In theory, when there are positive trade flows between i and j in sector s, WI1,ijs > 0.

Therefore. I define a latent variable Zij., - CH/( s such that 17 i, =j Z', -1 is a monotonic

function of ZijB, where 6 = -( (see (1.11)), and 4ij. > 0 if and only if Zij, > 1. With c*.

solved explicitly in (1.9), I can express the latent variable as

Zij = (HPJs ) -1 bYj
7isTi-j fij

This equation serves as the foundation of the first-stage estimation. Using the fixed and variable

trade costs specified above, I obtain the log-linear specification for the first-stage estimation as

z. - In Zijs = z  ,3zLabor, x Specs + py, +6 - Wdij -J ijj + cijs,

where ei• uijs + vij, - N (0, T' + or) is an i.i.d. error term;" 6', 6j and 6z are sector,

importer and exporter fixed effects, respectively. oz is a constant term and jj is a measure of

observed fixed trade costs between a country pair. 32

With positive trade flows, W• j, > 0 and Zij, > 1, implying a positive In Zijs. Since Zj,s is

unobservable in the data, I use an indicator variable lijs E {0, 1} to represent In Zijs. Specifi-

cally, IiS equals 1 if trade flows are observed from i to j in sector s (i.e. when Wijs > 0 in the

model), and 0 otherwise. I therefore estimate the selection equation by a Probit model as:

Pijs- Pr (ij = 1 observed vars.) (1.19)

4 , (W* + Xf*Labor, x Spec, + pjs + 6S + •i + 6. - W*dij - *2iij) ,

31.it and ,1 . are assumed to be uncorrelated. Therefore, uij, and vJ., are jointly normal. By construction,
however, e;,, is correlated with ui.1, in the gravity equation.

3 2
Laobor, x Spec. reprensents (1 - (7) In TIj,

" = In b,



where 4 (.) is the c.d.f. of a unit-normal distribution. All starred coefficients represent the

original ones (with superscripts 'z') divided by ae, the standard deviation of e. This coefficient

transformation is essential if a unit-normal distribution of the error term is assumed.

This Probit estimation serves two purposes. First, it tests Proposition 2. Second., it allows

me to impute Dijs, a regressor to be included in the second-stage estimation to account for the

extensive margin of trade. Although Zij, is unobservable and obtaining an estimate of Wij,

seems impossible, I can use predicted probabilities of exporting at the sector level, ij,'S, from

estimating (19) to impute the estimated latent variable as j, = -1 (pijs). In turn. I estimate

Wijs according to (1.11) as Wij = Z*s -1, 0, where 6 = and i = exp j .3 3

As a result, the required regressor wij s = In Wij, that corrects the bias due to firm self-selection

into exporting takes the functional form of In {exp (S6zijA) - 1}. Appendix 1.8.2 discusses in

detail how a consistent estimate of wijs is imputed using the first-stage estimates.

1.5 Data

1.5.1 Sector Proxies for firm-specific skill intensity

For the purpose of testing the theoretical predictions, I construct sector proxies for firm-specific

skill intensity, which to my knowledge, were not estimated before. To this end, I follow the

labor economics literature on tenure effects on wages (Altonji and Shakotko, 1987; Topel,

1991; Altonji and Williams, 2005; Kambourov and Manovskii, 2007) in using returns to firm

tenure in the U.S. as evidence of the presence of firm-specific skills. Several alternative theories

can explain an upward-sloping wage profile due to firm tenure. They include, among others,

theories of incentive contracts to elicit workers' effort (Lazear, 1981), asymmetric information

about workers' abilities (Katz and Gibbons, 1991) and wage compression due to search frictions

in labor markets (Acemoglu and Pischke, 1999). I abstract from these theories, and instead

adopt the most common and original explanation as the basis to construct my sector proxies.

Specifically, I estimate the wage equation by including employees' job tenure with their

current firms (and its squared term). To capture different returns to firm tenure across sectors,

33a, is multiplied in front of the exponent of equation (11) because in the Probit model, all variables, including
the predicted value, are divided by oe. See HMR (2007) for details.



I interact an individual's job tenure with the dummy of the sector she currently belongs to. The

theory of firm-specific human capital predicts a higher estimated coefficient on the interaction

term of the sector for which firm-specific skills are more important in production.

Formally, the regression specification for constructing the sector proxies takes the following

form:

S111k,,7st -= Sec, (/31,Firm_Tenkt + 2s ,F -mTC?-,,t)

+ylWorkExpkt + Y,2WorkExpkt + ContkAnt + 1kmst + Ekmst-

where k, m, s and t stand for person, employer, sector and year. respectively. wkmnst denotes

the real wage rate. Secs is a dummy for sector s. Firmr,_TenA:,, is the worker self-reported

tenure with the current employer.

I use the estimates of the coefficients on FirmTenkmt and its squared term (/s31, /l2s) to

construct the sector proxies of specific skill intensity as follows:

Spec = ,1, x T + 2s X2

where SpecT is the predicted return to T years of firm tenure (up to a squared term). It is

important to note that the estimated 02s's are small, and the bilateral correlation between any

two SpecT V T E [1, 10] is always higher than 95%. Hence, the results of the following empirical

analyses are insensitive to the choice of this tenure duration. For simplicity, I choose T = 5 as

the benchmark to construct my baseline sector measures of specificity.

To account for the unexplained match-specific productivity which affects the decision to

continue a relationship, I include a continuation dummy Cont, which equals 1 if it is not the

first year of tenure. I also control for workers' experience in the labor market, Work_Expit (and

its squared term) to parse out the effects of general (transferable) skills on wages. As in most

wage equations, I include a set of controls in the regression (Fkmst), which include education

(and its squared term); a dummy for union membership; and sector, occupation (at the 1-digit

level), state and year fixed effects.

It is often argued that Ekmst can be correlated with the unobserved workers' ability or

employer's characteristics. For example, a more capable worker is more likely to stay with her



employer for a longer period of time (due to a lower probability of firing or higher tolerance to her

employer), or a worker prefers to stay with a productive firm. These unobserved characteristics

are obviously correlated with firm tenure. To parse out these unobserved components, I follow

Altonji and Shakotko (1987) in using the deviation of employer tenure from its mean of the

current employment spell (Firm_Tenijt - FirmTenij) as an instrument for firm tenure. The

idea is that this "deviation" operation eliminates the time-invariant, match-specific unobserved

effects. They claim that the "deviated" firm tenure is a valid instrument as it is orthogonal

to the time-invariant unobserved worker and match characteristics by construction. Similarly,

I use deviations from means as instruments for labor market experience and the continuation

indicator. 34

Data on wages, employees' tenure and other workers' characteristics are taken from the

Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) dataset for 9 waves over 1985-1993. 35 I use U.S. as

the reference country for two reasons. First, I am limited by data availability to construct

these measures for a large sample of countries. Second, according to the model, a flexible

labor market in the U.S. implies that investments in firm-specific skills are less for all sectors

compared to countries with more protective labor laws. Hence, if one can observe differences

in tenure effects across sectors in the U.S., these effects will probably be magnified in countries

where labor laws are more protective. The bottom line is that identification does not require

the level of returns to tenure to be exactly the same across countries. However, it does depend

on the ranking remaining stable across countries. 36

Following the literature on the effects of seniority on wages, I use a PSID sample that

includes males who are heads of households, aged between 18 and 64, worked for at least 500

hours in a year, and earned real hourly wages of at least $2 (in 1990 dollars). Furthermore,

because for a large sample of countries, trade flow data are available only for manufacturing

sectors, I include only observations from manufacturing sectors in the PSID sample. Then

34This approach is recently used by Kambourov and Manovskii (2007) to study the importance of occupation-
specific tenure effects.

35I choose this sample period because of concerns about data quality.
3 6The approach of using sector measures constructed using U.S. data originates from Rajan and Zingales

(1998). In their study of the effects of countries' financial development on differential growth by sector, they
use sector measures of dependence on external finance, which are constructed using data of U.S. publicly-listed
firms. Subsequent empirical studies on comparative advantage have used the same approach. See Romalis (2003),
Levchenko (2007), Nunn (2007) and Manova (2007), among others.



I use the variable-construction procedure proposed in Kambourov and Manovskii (2007) to

improve the quality of the data. In particular, this procedure aims at making an individual's

self-reported values of tenure and experience to be consistent across years (See Appendix B). All

manufacturing sectors are included in estimating the return to firm tenure by sector. Although

tenure effects (3 •, , 2s) can potentially be estimated for all manufacturing sectors, I exclude

the estimates of the sectors that have fewer than 40 observations in the cleaned PSID sample

(after applying the standard filters mentioned in Appendix B). At the end, I obtain a list of

32 sector measures of firm-specific skill intensity under the PSID classification (which has 76

sectors in total at the 3-digit level). 37 Among these 32 measures, 28 of them are significantly

different from 0 at the 5% significance level.38

Readers may be concerned of the validity of the empirical results based on a sample with

about half of the sectors missing the proxies for specific skill intensity. Nevertheless, the fact

that a sector has sufficient observations to remain in the final sample implies that it is a

major employing industry in the U.S. (at least during the sample period). It turns out that

the included sectors account for more than 60% of global manufacturing trade flows in 1995,

including the out-of-sample countries (to be discussed below).

Appendix Table A2 lists the estimates of 5-year returns to tenure of 32 sectors included in

the regression analyses. For the bottom 8 sectors, the average firm-tenure effects are negative.

There are at least two possible explanations for this. First, if the average nominal wage growth

in a sector is lower than inflation, the average real wage is decreasing in that sector. Second,

since I control for working experience in the regression, the partial effects of firm-specific skills

can well be negative for sectors in which general skills account for a substantial part of real wage

growth. In this situation, staying with the same firm for long may reduce the accumulation

of general skills, and therefore earnings. Nevertheless, in the sample of 32 sectors, 24 of them

show positive estimated returns to firm tenure. For example, a worker who stays with the same

employer for five years in the sector of "Construction and Material Handling Machines," which

3 7Under the original census classification, the PSID dataset contains data for 81 (3-digit) census manufacturing
sectors. However, five of them have no mapping to SIC codes, such as "Not specified electrical machinery,
equipment, and supplies."

38Estimates which are not significantly different from 0 are very close to 0. I am aware that estimates of two
consecutive sectors in the ranking may not be significantly different from each other. However, existing measures
on contract dependence, for example, are estimated using the averaging approach and may suffer from the same
problem.



ranks the highest in firm-specific skill intensity, experiences a mean real wage growth due to

firm tenure of 41.5% over 5 years. equivalent to an annual growth of 7.2%.

Finally, these 32 sector proxies are normalized between 0 and 1, and mapped to 67 SIC87

3-digit categories (out of 116 categories). 39 The mapping algorithm, especially for issues related

to multiple mapping, is described in detail in section 1.8.2 (Appendix B).

1.5.2 Other Country-level and Sector-level Data

Industry-level data on bilateral exports in 1995 are adopted from Feenstra (2000) World Trade

Flows Dataset. I choose this year for its proximity to the time period for which labor regu-

lation indices and other country-level data are available. To unify the definition of a sector,

which varies across data sources under different industry classifications, I define a sector as an

SIC87 3-digit category. Since Feenstra's trade data are classified under the SITC (rev.2) 4-digit

classification, I first aggregate unilateral export volumes across SITC 4-digit codes belonging

to the same SITC 3-digit category, and convert the SITC 3-digit codes to SIC 3-digit codes

using the concordance file on Feenstra's website. 40 Similarly, for other sector-level data un-

der classification systems different from the SIC system, I use publicly available concordance

files to convert different industry codes to the SIC codes. The sources of the concordance files

and the mapping algorithms between different systems are discussed in detail in Appendix B.

The resulting dataset of sector-level characteristics contains 116 SIC87 3-digit categories, which

suffice to cover all observations in Feenstra's trade data set. The availability of specific skill

intensity proxies reduces the number of sectors from 116 to 67 in the sample.

Data on labor law protection of 84 countries are taken from Botero et al. (2004). 41 The

authors reviewed legal documents of each country in the late 90's to codify the degree of

regulations of labor markets through employment, collective relations and social security. For

the purposes of the current study, I use the average of two indices available in their paper -

39 The original SIC87 3-digit classification has 140 sectors. However, using the concordance file from Feenstra's
website (see appendix), 117 SIC87 3-digit sectors suffice to cover all observations in the trade dataset.

40 Concordance file: http://cid.econ.ucdavis.edu/usixd/wp5515d.html
Since there are more SITC categories than SIC categories, I allow multiple mapping from SITC to SIC, but

not vice versa.
41The Botero et al. (2004) dataset contains 85 countries. Here, I do not include Taiwan in my sample, as trade

costs data for Taiwan are not available.



"Employment Laws" index and "Collective Relations" index. The "Employment Laws" index

represents costs associated with firing and employment contract adjustment. Specifically., it is

an average of four subindices: (i) alternative employment contracts. (ii) costs of increasing hours

worked. (iii) cost of firing workers, (iv) dismissal procedures. The "Collective Relations" index

is an average of two subindices: (i) labor union power and (ii) collective disputes. A higher

index is associated with more stringent labor laws. Appendix Table Al lists the countries'

indices of labor law protection in the sample. Among the 84 countries, the two countries with

the most protective labor laws (according to the average of the two indices) are Kazakhstan

(0.731) and Portugal (0.729), while the two countries with the most flexible labor regulations

are Jamaica (0.195) and Malaysia (0.188).

For the purpose of estimating the gravity equation, I obtain bilateral "trade costs" variables

from different sources. The first source is a data set from the Centre d'Etudes Prospectives et

d'Informations Internationales (CEPII), which contains information on geographical variables

and colonial relationships. For missing data, I refer to Glick and Rose (2002) and CIA World

Factbook to augment the CEPII data. Second, I obtain information on whether two countries

are signatories of a regional trade agreement (RTA) from the websites of WTO and various

regional trade blocs. Finally, I obtain information for whether two countries share a common

legal origin from Botero et al. (2004). See Appendix B for more details of these variables.

Other country-level and sector-level variables used in the empirical analysis are described in

detail in Appendix B.

The final sample contains 84 countries and 67 SIC 3-digit sectors, which captures more

than 60% of global manufacturing trade flows in 1995, including the out-of-sample countries

and sectors.

1.6 Results

1.6.1 Cross-country Correlation between Labor Protection and Industrial

Specialization

Before testing the predictions about the effects of labor laws on export patterns in the structural

framework developed in section 1.4, I first present reduced-form cross-country evidence to verify



whether countries with protective labor laws tend to export more in specific skill-intensive

sectors. To this end, I construct a country's proxy for firm-specific skill intensity of exports as

follows:

XSpeci = Specs, (1.20)

where X.s is the value of country i's exports (in US 2000 dollars) to the rest of the world in

sector s, Xi is country i's total exports. Specs is the measure of sector s's firm-specific skill

intensity constructed in section 1.5.

The model predicts that XSpeci is positively correlated with workers' bargaining power

in country i, 0i. As mentioned in the introduction, Figure 1-2 confirms this prediction using

data on countries' exports in 1995. The positive correlation is also preserved among the OECD

countries (Figure 1-3).42

To show the correlation between the two indices more formally, I regress XSpeci on the

measure of labor protection, according to the following specification:

XSpeci = a + fLabor_Protecti + Zi + ej, (1.21)

where LaborProtecti is country i's index of labor protection, Zi is a set of controls of country

i's characteristics, ei is the error term, and a is a constant. Table 1 presents the cross-country

regression results. The regression for column (1) corresponds to Figure 1-2. The positive and

significant correlation (0 = 0.196, t-stat= 2.61) between XSpeci and labor protection is con-

sistent with the theoretical predictions of this paper on comparative advantage. In columns

(2) through (4), I include countries' per capita endowments of human capital, physical cap-

ital, natural resources, and per capita income in the regressions to control for other country

characteristics that may drive my results. 43

Since firm-specific investments are non-contractible in the model, the underinvestment prob-

lem becomes more severe in countries with less developed contracting institutions. As a result,

42These correlations remain robust even after I purge the partial effect of education on XSpecs. This purging
excludes the possibility that higher content of firm-specific skills in exports is due to a more educated labor force,
who have lower costs of human capital investments. It also provides an indirect evidence confirming that my
measure of firm-specific skills is not strongly correlated with general human capital.

43Appendix B describes these variables in detail.



one may argue that the positive correlation between labor laws and specialization in specific

skill-intensive sectors are results of cross-country differences in contracting institutions. By

including the measure of the quality of judicial environment in column (5), I find a positive

but insignificant coefficient on judicial quality, while that on labor protection continues to be

significant.

Recent research argues that industrial specialization due to trade may in turn affect insti-

tutions (Acemrnoglu et al., 2005; Do and Levchenko, 2007). In light of this argument, I use legal

origins (British, French. German, Scandinavian legal origins, with the Socialist legal origin as

the excluded variable) as instruments for labor protection, and estimate (1.21) using 2SLS in

columns (6) and (7). Legal origins are also used by Botero et al. (2004) as instruments in

their study of the effects of labor regulations on labor market outcomes. 44 The results from the

second stage of the 2SLS estimation show that controlling for reverse causality, labor protection

induces specialization in specific skill-intensive sectors. Although a country's legal origin can be

used to isolate countries' variation in labor market institutions unaffected by trade flows, they

may affect specialization through other channels, such as contracting institutions. Therefore,

when interpreting these results, one should keep in mind that legal origins may not satisfy the

exclusion restrictions. 45

1.6.2 The Impact of Labor Laws on Export Volumes

In this section, I test whether labor protection affects countries' intensive and extensive margins

of trade by estimating sector-level gravity equations. The baseline results for testing the inten-

sive margin are based on traditional gravity estimation using OLS. After presenting the results

from OLS estimation, I implement the two-stage estimation procedure based on specifications

(1.18) and (1.19) in section 1.4.

Each observation in the sample represents a bilateral trade relationship in each sector.

Since a pair of countries can appear twice in the sample, there are altogether 467,124 potential

44In unreported results, I find that legal origins strongly predict labor law rigidity in the first stage of the 2SLS
estimation, with an R 2 equal to 0.43.

45Nunn (2007) also uses legal origins as instruments for contracting institutions, and discusses that these
instruments may not satisfy the exclusion restritcions. This is why I do not use legal origins in the following
gravity estimation, even though the IV regression results also support the main predictions of the paper (in
unreported results).



bilateral relationships (84x 83x 67). In my sample, about half of the countries do not trade with

each other in 1995. This is consistent with the findings in HMR for the 80's. At the sector

level, about 80% of the potential trade relationships are zeros.46

First, I estimate (1.17) using OLS. In column (1) of Table 2, I regress (log) export volume

from i to j in sector s (In Xijs) on the interaction term of labor protection with firm-specific skill

intensity. I find a positive point estimate on the interaction term (3 = 0.382. t - stat = 4.19),

which supports Proposition 3. As specified in (1.17), included in the regression are exporter,

importer and sector fixed effects. Moreover, I always cluster standard errors by importer-

exporter pair to account for the correlation of unobserved trade barriers (uij, and vijs) common

across sectors for each country pair.

To control for observable trade costs and distances that may affect the revealed patterns

of trade, I include 9 "trade costs" variables between two trading partners in the regression.

Consistent with the traditional gravity estimates, the estimated coefficients on these "trade

costs" variables show that two countries trade relatively more with each other if (i) they are

closer to each other, (ii) share a common border, (iii) have majority of the populations speaking

a common language, (iv) have ever been in a colonial relationship after 1945, (v) are signatories

of a regional trade agreement, (vi) share the same legal origin. The estimates of the remaining

three "trade costs" dummies: (vii) whether the countries shared the same colonial power ever in

the past, (viii) whether one of the countries is landlocked and (ix) whether one of the countries

is an island are of expected signs, but are statistically insignificant. Unless specified otherwise,

all regressions in the remainder of the empirical analyses include the entire set of "trade costs"

as controls.

The sectoral volume of exports depends on the competitiveness in the sector of the importing

country, which according to (1.18), is captured by pjs (In (Pjs)) in equilibrium. In the absence

of measures of sectoral prices for a large sample of countries, I proxy pj, by the interactions of

country j's price level of consumption (relative to the U.S.) with sector dummies. 47 In column

(2), I re-run the regression of column (1) by including these interactions, and find that the

baseline estimates remain almost identical.

46Manova (2007) finds that 75% of potential trade flows is 0 at a more aggregated industry level (28 ISIC
sectors).

47Manova (2007) also uses the same interaction terms as the baseline proxies for importers' sectoral prices.



Column (3) takes into account the Heckscher-Ohlin determinants of comparative advantage

by including interactions between countries' factor endowments and sectors' factor intensities.

Controlling for the effects of per capita endowments of capital and human capital on export

volumes. labor market institutions remain a significant determinant of comparative advantage.

Additionally, column (4) controls for the effect of per capita endowments of natural resources

on trade flows.

The effect of labor regulations is economically significant. For example, if the U.S., the

country at the 10th percentile of the distribution of labor protection, adopts the set of labor

laws of Germany. the country at the 90th quartile, the resulting difference between the average

unilateral export volume of industrial inorganic chemicals (highly firm-specific skill-intensive,

about 75th percentile in the distribution) and that of communications equipment (highly general

skill-intensive. about 10th percentile in the distribution) will be 12 percentage points.48

According to (1.18), the sectoral volume of exports also depends on the number of producers

in the exporting country. In light of this, column (5) presents the results of the regression with

the (log) number of firms in the exporter's sector included as a control. 49 The baseline estimates

again remain statistically significant.

In the following section of robustness checks, I start from the regression of column (4), and

progressively include more interactions. I use this specification instead of the one in column (5)

because of concerns of potential collinearity between institutions and the number of firms in a

given exporting country. For example, better contracting institutions are often associated with

lower business costs, which encourage entrepreneurship, and therefore increase the number of

firms in a given country. Moreover, this effect is probably different across sectors with different

degrees of contract dependence, fixed costs of entry, and so on.50

48This comparative statics exercise is based on the estimates in column (4). Formally, this "diff-in-diff' result
is derived from the following formula exp [AnXi., - AlnXj, , = exp [•A Labor" x ASpec,] 1.12

where __ 0.486, The difference in the indices of labor protection between Germany and the U.S. is ALabor. =
0.65 - 0.24, and the difference in specificity between the two industries is ASpec., 0.67 - 0.12. Notice that
this "diff-in-diff' exercise has no prediction on the direction of the change in exports of either sector.49The measure for the number of firms per sector in 1995 is from UNIDO 2005 dataset, which is disaggregated
at the ISIC 3-digit industry level (28 industries).

50In unreported results, when the (log) number of firms by sector is added as a regressor, the estimated
coefficient on Labor Law Rigid x Firm-Spec becomes even more economically and statistically significant.



Robustness Checks

In Table 3, I check whether the baseline results are driven by alternative hypotheses proposed

in the existing literature on institutional comparative advantage. For this purpose, I re-run the

regression of column (4) in Table 2 by progressively adding more interactions as controls.

First, one may claim that since uncertainty of firm sales deters workers' ex-ante investments

in firm-specific skills, the sector measure of firm-specific skill intensity may be highly correlated

with sales volatility. If this is the case. the results in Table (2) can be interpreted as support-

ing evidence for Cufiat and Melitz (2007). who show both theoretically and empirically that

countries with flexible (rigid) labor markets specialize in volatile (stable) sectors. To address

this concern, first, I find a small and positive bilateral correlation between sales volatility and

specific skill intensity in my sample of 67 sectors (corr. = 0.11). This suggests that specific skill

intensity and sales volatility do not seem to capture similar sector characteristic. To address

the Cufiat-Melitz hypothesis that may overturn my results, I re-run regression (4) in Table 2 by

adding an interaction of a country's labor protection with sectoral sales volatility. The results

in column (1) support the Cufiat-Melitz prediction: countries with rigid labor laws export less

in the more volatile sectors. In column (2), I use another sector measure of volatility - sectoral

gross job flow rates in the U.S. from Davis, Haltiwanger and Schuh (1996). This measure cap-

tures different degrees of instability of an employer-employee relationship across sectors. I find

a negative coefficient on the interaction using sectoral job flows rates, which is again consistent

with Cufiat and Melitz (2007). Importantly, sectoral differences in specific skill intensity remain

an independent and important aspect through which labor laws affect trade patterns.

Next, I examine whether the effects of contracting institutions drive my results. As discussed

in the model, another important determinant of comparative advantage concerning firm-specific

investments is the quality of a country's contracting institutions. In the present context, in

countries with more developed contracting institutions, the underinvestment problem becomes

less severe, which may result in specialization in specific skill-intensive exports. Furthermore,

recent literature on institutional comparative advantage shows that countries with better con-

tracting institutions specialize in contract-dependent sectors (Levchenko, 2007; Nunn, 2007).



It is interesting in its own right to study this theory in a bilateral-trade set-up. 51 In column

(3), I control for this channel by including an interaction of the quality of judicial system and

sectors' dependence on contract enforcement, the same interaction term used by Nunn (2007).

Specifically. a sector's dependence on contract enforcement is proxied by the average market

thickness of the upstream industries of that sector (see Appendix B for definition). Using

this sector measure, I find supporting evidence for the existing literature on contract enforce-

ment and trade. Importantly, my conclusion regarding labor market institutions as a source of

comparative advantage remains unchanged.

In the last column of Table 3. I report beta coefficients to compare the economic significance

of the respective institutional channels of comparative advantage. An increase of one standard

deviation in the labor law interaction term is associated with an increase of 0.05 standard devia-

tion in the natural log of the volume of exports to a country. While it seems small, the economic

significance is in fact substantial (as already discussed in the US-Germany hypothetical exercise

in the previous sub-section). As a comparison, the beta coefficient on the labor-law-job-flow

interaction is -0.06, while that on the legal-contract interaction is 0.09.52

After controlling for the variables of the alternative hypotheses in the regressions, I examine

in Table 4 whether other country characteristics, other than labor market institutions, cause

countries to specialize in specific skill-intensive sectors. I do this by adding interactions of

specific skill intensity with different countries' characteristics one at a time into regression (4)

of Table 3. First, I find that richer countries specialize in specific skill-intensive sectors (column

(1)). An explanation is that the labor force in richer countries tends to have higher education,

and therefore lower costs of investments in human capital. Columns (2) and (3) confirm this

claim: Higher education and higher capital endowment enhance exports of specific skill-intensive

goods.

Second, I find that countries with better contracting institutions also specialize in these

sectors (column (4)). This result is consistent with the hypothesis that firm-specific investments

are often subject to hold-up problems. When a country's contracting institutions improve, the

51A recent paper by Chor (2007) also examines empirically how cross-country differences in contracting insti-
tutions affect export patterns in a bilateral trade flow specification.

52 Chor (2007) finds the same order of magnitude of the beta coefficients on these institutional comparative
advantage interactions.



underinvestment problem becomes less severe, implying a comparative advantage in specific

skill-intensive sectors. I also find evidence that a country's financial development matters in

the present context in column (5). All these regressions include interaction terms of factor

endowments. and the two alternative hypotheses studied earlier. Importantly, the estimate on

the interaction of labor protection with specific skill intensity remains significant throughout

the above robustness checks.

1.6.3 First-stage Estimation of the Extensive Margin of Trade

Next I present the empirical results of the two-stage estimation outlined in section 1.4. In

particular. I disentangle the impacts of labor market institutions on trade patterns into that

for firm selection into exporting, and that for export volumes.

Proposition 2 posits that countries with more protective labor laws are more likely to export

in specific skill-intensive sectors. I test this proposition by estimating its empirical counterpart,

formulated as a Probit equation in (1.19). The dependent variable is an indicator which is equal

to 1 if positive trade flows are observed from country i to country j in sector s, and 0 otherwise.

As suggested by the model, I estimate (1.19), including exporter, importer, sector fixed

effects, proxies for sectoral prices in the importing country, and the 9 gravity "trade costs"

variables. Table 5 presents the results of the first-stage Probit estimation.

Estimated coefficients on all "trade costs" variables have the same signs (although not always

significant) as those of the trade flow equation reported in Table 3. These results suggest that

most trade frictions have the nature of both fixed and variable costs. Importantly, the estimates

across all four specifications show that countries with more protective labor laws are more

likely to export to another country in specific skill-intensive sectors. These findings support

Proposition 2, and are robust to the inclusion of variables for other sources of comparative

advantage, including factor endowments, contracting institutions, and the volatility channel

through which labor market institutions can affect trade flows (reported in columns (3) and

(4)).

Based on the model, a higher probability of exporting is a direct result of a larger fraction

of existing firms self-selecting into exporting. Therefore, as mentioned in HMR, even without

firm-level data, Lemma 2 can be verified based on the empirical results at the country-sector



level. In other words, the results in Table 5 can be interpreted as follows: relatively more firms

self-select into exporting in the specific skill-intensive sectors in countries where labor laws are

more protective.

1.6.4 Second-stage Estimation of the Trade Flow Equation

Finally I examine whether labor regulations still affect trade patterns. after I correct both types

of biases in OLS estimation parametrically as discussed in section 1.4. I implement the second-

stage trade flow equation (1.18) controlling for the effects of firm self-selection into exporting.

To correct for the bias due to this unobserved firm heterogeneity, I include an estimate of

wijs as a regressor. As discussed in section 1.8.1, a consistent estimate of wij, in (1.18) is

is In [exp (3z (js + is)) - 1]. where +- = (ij), and i*j, = 6 ( Ds) / ((jj,).

Both equations depend on the predicted probability of exporting ij, (by sector), which I

obtain for each country-sector observation from the first-stage Probit estimation. Additionally,

to correct the Heckman selection bias, I include the inverse Mills' ratio ej, as a stand-alone

regressor. Because -wijs is a non-linear function of 2js and ei, I first estimate (1.18) using a

Maximum Likelihood Estimator.

To correct the Heckman selection bias, a variable that satisfies the exclusion restrictions is

needed. This variable has to affect countries' selection into exporting, but not export volumes.

I choose the dummy variable for whether at least one country is an island as the excluded

variable for the following reason: while the island dummy is never significant (though always

negative) in the OLS estimation of the trade flow equation, it becomes strongly significant

in the first-stage selection equation (as shown in Table 1.5). In words, this variable predicts

that an island country appears to present a high fixed trade cost for firms, which deter firms'

selection into export markets, and therefore reducing the likelihood of a country's exporting to

any countries. However, once this hurdle is overcome, it does not seem to impair trade flows.

One possible explanation is that the costs for transportation over sea are similar to those on

land, but their respective fixed costs can be different. 53

Table 1.6 presents the results of the second-stage MLE estimation. With all regressors

from the first-stage but the island dummy included, the interaction term of labor protection

53This excluded variable is also used in Manova (2007).



remains positive and significant. This result is insensitive to the inclusion of the interactions

for the Heckscher-Ohlin sources of trade and the two alternative hypotheses tested in Table 1.3

(unreported in the table to conserve space). As robustness checks, I relax the assumption of a

Pareto distribution of firm-level productivity and joint normality of the unobserved fixed and

variable trade costs (uijs and ,vij). To this end, I control directly for the predicted probability

of exporting by categorizing all country-pair-sector level predicted probability., ij 's into 50

bins, and use dummies for each bin in an OLS second-stage regression. The results presented

in Panel B of Table 1.6 confirm the findings of the MLE estimation. In sum, the regression

results from the two-stage estimation support the OLS findings.

Perhaps surprisingly, almost all estimated coefficients are bigger than the OLS counterparts

in Tables 1.2 and 1.3. These results imply that the downward Heckman selection bias dominates

the upward bias arising from omitting the extensive margin of trade in OLS estimation. This

result is different from the conclusion of HMR, who find that the upward bias dominates. A

possible explanation for our differences is that there are more zeros in my sector-level bilateral

trade flow data than their aggregate country-level data, which increase the economic significance

of the Heckman selection bias. Table 1.7 summarizes the estimated coefficients on the labor law

interaction from the estimations using OLS, MLE, OLS with 50 bins for predicted probability,

and OLS with the Heckman correction but without the extensive-margin control, respectively.

The four columns in the table are parallel to those in Table 1.6. Evidently, the coefficients

from the OLS estimation with only the Heckman correction is substantially bigger than the

traditional OLS estimates, which suggests a possible net downward bias in the OLS estimates

after controlling for the extensive margin of trade.

1.7 Conclusions

This paper identifies a new source of comparative advantage arising from the interaction between

workers' investments in firm-specific skills and labor regulations. Importantly, I show that this

endogenous channel of comparative advantage is independent of the examined sectoral volatility

channel through which labor market institutions affect trade patterns.

I develop a simple model to show that workers, when given more bargaining power by labor



laws, have more incentives to acquire firm-specific skills relative to general skills. Embedding

this model in an miulti-sector open-economy framework shows that countries where law laws

are more protective specialize in firm-specific skill-intensive sectors. In particular, for a given

importer, countries with more protective labor laws export relatively more (the intensive mar-

gin), and are more likely to export (the extensive margin) in industries for which firm-specific

skills are more important.

By estimating sector-level gravity equations on a sample of 84 countries and 67 sectors. I

find supporting evidence for the theoretical predictions. Importantly, the empirical results are

robust to the correction of the biases arising from countries' selection into trade partners, and

firm self-selection into exporting. The empirical findings are independent of other sources of

comparative advantage. including factor endowments, income, and contracting institutions.

In work in progress, I construct sector measures of firm-specific skill intensity for more

sectors using a longer time series of PSID data. Future research includes constructing sector

measures of specific skill intensity using data of other countries, and extending the model to

multiple periods with hiring and firing so that different aspects of labor laws can be discussed.

A potential direction of this research is to examine how trade openness, by affecting workers'

skill acquisition, may reinforce the persistent differences in labor market institutions across

countries.
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1.9 Appendix

1.9.1 Appendix A - Proofs and Derivation

Proof of Lemma 1

Since In f -= In (ArBh)i + In Eh, I have that c A >0. 1 > 0,and - 1-A -_ 2

and

In (oX, 7B h)

where cx > 0 if &6AqBh1-'7 > e" and Ax < 0 if A•XrBhl- r < c'/. Although the sign of the

elasticity of f with respect to A depends on parameter values, it is increasing with 0 as shown

below

7 =- > 0.

Rewriting the employer's maximization problem Given that : (P, A, c) = R (A , C) -

a(A, ) 1 - hi, I can rewrite it by substituting R (A, ¢, c) = A 1-" (a (A, ) 1)7' where a (A, ) =
1

[¢,ArB (hL'-") ]O - from (3).

= R(A,1 ,)-a(A, )i-h

-[A•7B (chl-) \ ]

- (Al- ) 1 (,Ar)- 7, (1 - CA7) ( '1--i7Aq) (I -OIq) (ý1

1

- hi

Derivation of p, y, R and F

Using A' (¢, A) = (A) -\ , (1- OAr/), l* = 6(A) (Al-c) )

f*= [ci -x

(A, A•) )1-6

and 5 = (1 , I derive the price of a variety of firm1-A77 '

· ·;( (1- ~77~21

+ 1 nh.
(1- _ Aq)2 (

1
1-X,7

(¢A (A/1*)' ) ]



with productivity parameter c as

= A-, (f*1*)-1

( 1- X )) [l (6Ao q) -]

where 0 (o, A)

A ) 17

I lAl and(( ,)1-cp7l) (1 - A) A) A A. Similarly, R (c)

and y (c) = Ap(e) " A

I solve for the net surplus of the employer T starting from equation (1.4) as follows:

1A ( 1-A) , 
1 (A) I

I[(A'
1

I -A ix, 1

( I -
A 

1)

I - OAq
SA(O(, A))

) (Ax)
6 (A) 1-6M [I -6 (A)

(1 - OA) (1 -r )
I - Xq

Proof of Proposition 1

First, it is helpful to sign the elasticities of 0 (O. A) with respect to 0 and A.

In 0 (, A) = (1- A) ln 1- A In 0, I have that

<0

O In 0( ,A)
OA 0 In 6 (1 - 0,q)2 <o(1~)

p (6, A, c)

Ap (c)- "

-A 1-
( 1- A) ( - .)
1 - AT.

Since

SIn (, A) _ 1 - 07n -I-n

A (,A



In addition:

0 In E (i, A)
O InA

a In E (P, A)
A _

In (1 -1Z)
In1 - OAr/

.(1-A)7 (1 -A) rl n
1 - OA7 1 - Ar J

Although the sign of On O(Q,A) depends on parameter values, the sign of the marginal effect of

increasing 6 is determined as follows.

0 In (, A)
dO0 In A

SA[(1-2A) + (/X\)2 -1

(1 - 0A /,)2 0.

= A <0.I - 02; (2 - ( l) 2

Since the first term inside the square brackets is less than 1. After deriving the comparative

statics on (-) (6, A), it is straightforward to do the same for i (0, A, c) as follows.

SIn ý

dln 1 - PAq )

Direct differentiation gives

Similarly,

& &lnir
> 0.

OA O In

0 0 In = (1 a In O (, A)
o5 0 In A ( 0  In A (1

= (o - 1) A --'  '
Repeating the same steps for prices and revenue yields:2A

Repeating the same steps for prices and revenue yields:

dlnp < 0;
SIn 0

& &lnp
< 0;

dA 0 In 0

An

- 6A77)2

7 - ' (A71)2

& &lnp
<009 0 In A

> 0.

> 0.

= A I-

SA 1 - l 7



OlnR

0 In O
0 alnR

>0
0A In ¢

Proof of Lemma 2

Denote EOj = E (j, A (s)) and jS = (0j, (s)).
1

where Ti, = 84, ') ,

0 OlnR
>0.

0 0 In A

1

Recall that .*. = ,.,4 (b.j 1-a

Consider the elasticity of Ij (o, A) with respect to Q

SIln is A7 (1 - )
- <0

T In t 1 -e Are

The partial impacts of higher A or 0 on the elasticity are

a alIn is
OA a ln

0 0 In Ais
8¢ O1n A

a a In OiA ++ 1 --71 -0,r
1-

(1- Ar) (1 - )11

A - 1 - 2Xq - 0 (,(\)2 1

1 - 2Aq - (/\7)2

o91n 8 0
SIn < 0
19 In

a In .*.
OA alno <0 <0

¢ aIlnA

Consider two exporters, i and k, which are identical beside that labor laws are more rigid

country i than k, i.e. qi > Ok. The ratio of the cutoffs of exporting to j between two exporters
C.'_2 _,n < 1 with (9 In Eis = K 1 with > 1. Therefore, - O < 0 and o Olnli3kjsecreasing in .

decreasing in A.M

Proof of Proposition 3

Recall that X, = , (p1 iSTi) W, here Wejs = -(-1)

< 0 imply that . iskjs

- 1,0}. From

Lemma 2, I show that Eis,,is is decreasing in A if /i > Ok. Therefore, VWij, > 0, Wijls/Wkj, is

increasing A. Similarly, given 6i > Ok, Xijs/Xkjs > 1. From Proposition 1 that 1nE(,A) < 0oao InA

Therefore,

< 0.

rl7(1 - ¢)= ) - < 0.(1O- Aq)2



and OAi-In- < 0, Xls/Xk•j, is increasing in A.M

Derivation of Pjs in General Equilibrium

Denote Ejs = 0 (j. A (s)) and 'Ij' = 9 (0j, A (s)). With c following a Pareto distribution,

and the assumptions that EH -+ c. and Nj? = wjLj, sectoral price of goods s in country j

beconmes

S r-1oj Lj Ej
wL 1

1.i E"-ldG ()

By substituting Eci s - Tij
-is- pjq

p -a
7 s

N

= wjLj

N

- ZwjLj
j

1
f?~i )" from (1.9) into the equation, I obtain

Ojsa-i
S- (u - 1)

jsiPis -E

Oj((1 -( A1
1 -
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bi i-

7) (1 - rl) 1r
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P(is 1+-ar

Rearranging gives
1 1
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ý 1
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a Ai,
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Derivation of Xijs in General Equilibrium

Denote •, = (,A (s)) and iy =' (Q, A (s)) . From (10) and (11), Xij, -(i), (isT1) '7i

where W-1 s = . - 1, 0 . With the assumption that Nis = wiLi, the volume of sec-

toral exports is Xijs - wiL J f xi.j (E) G (c). Substituting xij (E) = Ai9 
j 1  (

from equation (1.14), I have

where

vij, e d (c) if Qis <• CH

0 otherwise

With the assumption that cH 0 oc, substituting )i = p3 A ) Tfij i, from equation

(1.15) delivers the following:

Xijs = wiLi1- 2 A 1 i( ij ( 73 y1

S- (o - 1) 2 ) 1 -

-- 4iaJ\ 2•is 1 1 - Ar U1 (UIfij)-(_ A1) 3 'P)isv (1+A)-11 - q. I
( 17-

4 ,pis

where P4 b= -T-•)[(- b .)

The Consistent Estimate of •is

Since uijs is correlated with observable trade frictions (dij) due to the Heckman sample se-

lection, and w ij, is correlated with uij, because the error term of the selection equation is

eijs = Uijs + Vijs, I cannot use the predicted value 7is alone, which contains eijs, to ob-

tain a consistent estimate for wijs. According to HMR, consistent estimation of Wijs re-

quires controlling for firm selection into exporting conditional on positive exports, ie. -ijs =

E [wij, lijs = 1], and the standard Heckman correction for sample selection bias, E [uij, 1|ijs = 1]

= corr(uijs,eijs) ((u/aJe) eijs. Both terms depend on eijs = / i s , the inverse



Mills' ratio. Thus, the consistent estimate of the latent variable, .j and wijp are zij s = jseij s

and •i, In I exp I-2s - 1 respectively. Therefore, I include both - and a•', as regres-

sors in the second-stage trade flow equation.



1.9.2 Appendix B - Dataset Construction and Definition of Variables

I. Improving the quality of the PSID data for the construction of sector proxies for

firm-specific skill intensity

The sample for constructing the sector proxies for firm-specific skill intensity includes ob-

servations in the PSID dataset (1985-1993) which satisfy the following filters in order:

1) Following the related literature, the sample is restricted to white male heads of households,

aged 18 to 64. who worked in manufacturing sectors for at least 500 hours in a year. and earned

real hourly wages of at least $2 (in 1990 dollars).

2) I follow the exact procedures reported in the "Variable Construction Procedures" section

in Kambourov and Manovskii (2007) to enhance data quality. In essence, this procedure iden-

tifies an employer switch whenever the reported length of present employment is smaller than

the time elapsed since the last interview date. The same rule applies to sector switches. An

updated employee's time-series of firm tenure is constructed based on her corrected sequence

of firm and sector switches. The procedure also checks consistency of the reported tenure and

working experience, and make adjustments accordingly. For example, a worker may report to

have worked for 8 years in the previous interview, but report 8 years again a year later. In this

case, 1 year is added to the previously reported experience. Similar corrections are made for

the subsequent reported experience of the same worker accordingly.

3) An individual might report to have been with the same employer, but have switched

sector. In that case, within the same employer-specific job spell, the sector that appears more

than half of the time is identified to be the sector for that spell. If no sector appears more than

50% of the time within a spell, all observations of that spell are dropped from the sample. This

rule excludes 17% of the observations in the restricted sample after applying filter 1.

4) Only sectors that have at least 2 observations in any given year, at least 25 unique

individuals, and at least 40 observations are kept in the sample.

II. Mapping industry codes from different classification systems

1. Mapping census codes to SIC72 codes The concordance file is taken from Ap-

pendix 2 of 1981 PSID wave XIV documentation. Since the number of categories under the



census classification is 76 (The original classification has 81 sectors, but 5 of them have no

mapping to SIC72 codes.), while the number of SIC72 categories is 143, I restrict a SIC72 code

from being mapped to more than one census code. For the same reason, some census categories

have more than one SIC72 match. For the SIC72 categories that have more than one census

maps (282, 331, 333, 334, 335. 336. 339, 357, 379), I use the average of the specific skill intensity

measures across the census categories belonging to the same SIC category as the measure for

that SIC category. At the end, each of the 143 SIC72 code is mapped into a census code.

2. Mapping SIC72 (3-digit) codes to SIC87 (3-digit) codes The concordance file is

taken from Bartelsman and Gray (1996) at the NBER-CES Manufacturing Industry Database. 54

Of the 140 SIC87 3-digit codes, 136 remain the same as the SIC72 codes. For those SIC87 (3-

digit) categories that have multiple SIC72 (3-digit) categories identified, I choose the SIC72

one that commands the largest value of shipment. As a result, 143 SIC72 3-digit categories are

mapped into 140 SIC87 3-digit categories.

3. Mapping SITC (4-digit rev. 2) codes to SIC87 (4-digit) codes Mapping SITC

(4-digit rev.2) into SIC87 (4-digit) requires first converting each of the classification systems to

the Harmonized system (HS 10-digit). The concordance file for mapping SITC (4 digit revision

2) codes to HS codes is taken from Feenstra's website55 . The concordance file for mapping

SIC87 (4-digit) codes to HS codes is taken from Peter Schott's website56. Following Nunn

(2007), I use the number of 10-digit Harmonized-system categories shared between two codes

from different classification systems to decide which SIC code to use for a given SITC code.

When more than one SIC codes are identified for a SITC code, the SIC code that shares more

HS10 categories with that SITC code is used. For some rare cases, a SITC code has multiple

SIC codes tied in the number of HS10 categories shared (It happens for 26 SITC codes out of

760 total). In those situations, I manually choose a unique match. As a result, 116 SIC87 codes

suffice to cover all SITC codes. Twenty-three SIC87 codes are redundant in the trade dataset.

III. Bilateral Variables

54 http://www.nber.org/nberces/
55http://cid.econ.ucdavis.edu/usixd/wp5515d.html
56http://www.som.yale.edu/faculty/pks4/subinternational.htm



Bilateral Export Volumes at the Sector Level : From Feenstra (2000), for the year

1995. Sector-level bilateral exports data are categorized at the 4-digit SITC (4-digit rev. 2)

level.

Bilateral "Trade Costs": From the Centre d'Etudes Prospectives et d'Informations

Internationales (CEPII).5 7 Physical distance between two countries is calculated using the great

circle formula. Other "trade costs"; variables include 1) a "Common Language" dummy equal to

1 if at least 9% of the population in each country's speaks a common language; 2) a "Colony"

dummy equal to 1 if a country had been a colony of the other; 3) a "Common colonizer"

dummy equal to 1 if both countries had been colonized by the same colonial power after 1945;

4) a "Border" dummy equal to 1 if the countries share a common land border; 5) an "Island"

dummy equal to 1 if one of the countries is an island; 6) a "Landlocked" dummy equal to 1 if

one of the countries is landlocked. 7) a "Legal" dummy equal to 1 if both trade partners share

the same legal origin (British, French, German, Scandinavian). I refer to Rose (2004) and CIA

World Factbook to augment the CEPII data, so all these "trade costs" variables are available

for all country pairs in my sample.

Trade Partnership: I include dummies to capture the effect due to trade agreements

signed between trade partners. The dummies are constructed based on information from the

websites of WTO and various regional trade blocs. Trade agreement dummies include 1) an

"RTA" dummy equal to 1 if both countries are signatories of one of the following regional

trade agreements: EU, US-Isreal, NAFTA, Canada-US, CARICOM, PATCRA, ANZ-CERTA,

CACM, MERCOSUR, ASEAN, SPARTECA.

IV. Country Characteristics

Labor Regulations: From Botero et al. (2004).5 s A country's labor protection index is

an unweighted average of two indices: "Employment Laws" index and "Collective Relations"

index. The "Employment Laws" is an unweighted average of the following four subindices of the

57http://www.cepii.fr/anglaisgraph/bdd/distances.htm
58http://www.economics.harvard.edu/faculty/shleifer/Data/labordataset qjedataforweb-2005.xls



labor market: (1) Alternative employment contracts (2) Costs of increasing hours worked (3)

Costs of firing workers., (4) Dismissal procedures. The "Collective Relations' index includes (1)

Labor Union Power and (2) Collective Disputes. With Taiwan excluded from the sample due to

missing "trade costs ' data on bilateral variables, the sample for the baseline regression contains

84 countries. Indices are constructed by the authors based on countries legal documents in the

late 90's.

Factor Endowments: Physical capital endowment and human capital endowment are

taken from Antweiler and Trefler (2002). A country's stock of physical capital is natural log of

the average capital stock per worker. The stock of human capital is the natural log of the ratio

of workers that completed high school to those that did not. The measures used are from 1992,

the closest year of which data are available. Fifty-six of the countries in my sample have both

of these measures.

Natural resources endowment is adopted from the World Bank's "Expanding the Measure

of Wealth" dataset. A country's stock of raw materials is the natural log of the estimated dollar

value of natural resources stock per worker. Natural resources included in this measure are 1)

pastureland, 2) cropland, 3) timber resources, 4) nontimber forest resources, 5) protected areas

and 6) subsoil assets. Fifty countries in my sample have this mneasure.

Price Level of Consumption: From the Penn World Tables. It is the PPP over the

value of consumption divided by the exchange rate. By construction, the price level of the

U.S. is set equal to 1, such that cross-country price levels can be compared within a year. All

countries in my sample have this measure.

Quality of the Judicial System: From Kaufmann, Kraay, and Mastruzzi (2006). Data

to construct this measure were collected in 1996 by World Bank staff. The measure I use is a

composite of 3 subindices, which include i) perceptions of incidence of crime; ii) the effectiveness

and predictability of judiciary; iii) the enforceability of contracts. The original measure ranges

from -2.5 to 2.5, with a higher number indicates better judiciary. Following Nunn (2007), I

rescale it to range between 0 and 1. All countries in my sample have this measure.



Financial Development: From Beck et al.'s (2000) Financial Structure and Economic

Development. Equal to the amount of credit extended by banks and other financial interme-

diaries to the private sector divided by GDP. I use the value from 1995. Sixty-nine of the

countries in my sample have this measure.

V. Industry Characteristics

Factor Intensities: Sources are from Bartelsman and Gray's (1996) US Manufacturing

Database, maintained by the National Bureau of Economic Research. I consider a 4-factor

production function (Skilled, Unskilled Labor, Capital and Materials) as in Levchenko (2007).

Material intensity (sm) is the ratio of the value of material costs to the sum of value added

and material costs. Capital intensity (sk) is 1 minus the share of total payroll in value added,

multiplied by 1 minus the material intensity (1 - Sm). Skilled labor intensity (sh) is the ratio of

non-production worker to total employment multiplied by the share of labor in value added, then

multiplied by the 1 minus the material intensity (1 - sm). This standard methodology ensures

that the sum of intensity measures is equal to 1 minus labor intensity (1 - sl), which is always

excluded from the regressions due to perfect colinearity with the other intensity measures. Since

original data are disaggregated at the 4-digit level. First I average intensity measures for each

4-digit categories over 1991-1996, the last year of which data are available. The average value of

the 4-digit categories belonging to each 3-digit category is used as the measure for that 3-digit

sector. 59 Measures for 140 manufacturing sectors are available.

"Contract Dependence" From Nunn (2007). A sector is considered more contract-

dependent if a larger fraction (by value) of its inputs are not sold on an organized exchange,

according to the classification constructed by Rauch (1999). Since his measures are grouped

into BEA IO categories, I use the mapping algorithm from Nunn (2007) to map them into

SIC87 categories. For cases in which multiple IO categories are identified as maps for a given

59Alternatively, I can use the median of the intensity measures at the 4-digit SIC level as my 3-digit level
measure. The piecewise correlation between the measure using the mean and that using the median is about
0.98 for the intensity measures. Expectedly, the empirical results using two different mesaures are unchanged.
For this reason, averages are used for other sector measures when original measures are available at a more
disaggregated industry level.



SIC category. the IO category with the greatest number of shared HS codes is used. After

applying this procedure, three SIC 4-digit categories remain to have multiple IO categories

identified. For these cases, I manually pick the unique crosswalk. As a result, 389 SIC87 4-digit

categories have the "contract dependence" measure. The average value of across the 4-digit

categories belonging to each 3-digit is used as the measure for that 3-digit sector. Measures

for 137 manufacturing sectors are available.

Sales Volatility From Cufiat and Melitz (2007), through E-mail communication. It is

equal to the employment-weighted standard deviation of sales growth for publicly listed firms

in the 1980-2004 Compustat data set. All 3-digit SIC sectors have this measure.

Gross Job Flows From an updated dataset of Davis, Haltiwanger and Schuh (1996) at

Haltiwanger's website.60 The rate of gross job flows for a sector is defined as the average of job

creation and destruction rates. The job creation rate of a sector is defined as the employment-

weighted average of employment growth across plants within that sector. The job destruction

rate of a sector is defined as employment-weighted average of the absolute value of negative

employment growth across plants within that sector. I use the annual series of gross job flows

over 1972-1998. First, I compute the employee-weighted average over the SIC 4-digit category

belonging to each SIC 3-digit category. The final measure is a time-series average for each SIC

3-digit category over 1972-1998. All 3-digit SIC sectors have this measure.

Dependence on External Finance From Rajan and Zingales (1998). It is defined to

be the fraction of total capital expenditure over 1980-1989 not financed by internal cash flow.

Computed based on the publicly listed firms in the Compustat dataset. Original data are

constructed at the ISIC (rev.2) 3-digit industry level. I manually map them into SIC87 2-digit,

and then into 67 SIC87 3-digit categories in my sample. Averages are used when a mapping

goes from a less aggregated code to a more aggregated code.

60http://www.econ.umd.edu/~haltiwan/download.htm



1.10 Tables and Figures

Figure 1-2: Countries' Firm-specific Skill Intensity of
Exports and Labor Protection (Full Sample)
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Figure 1-3: Countries' Firm-specific Skill Intensity of Exports
and Labor Protection (OECD Countries)
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Table 1.1: Labor Protection and Specialization in Firm-specific Skill-Intensive Goods

This table examines the effects of abor protectwon on speciaization patterns, based on regression specification (1.21)

Dependent Variable = Firm-specific Skill Intensity of Exports: XSpeci

( (2) (3) (4) (75) 6)  7)
Baseline KRL + H/L Resources Income Legal Inst 2SLS (I1 2SLS (2)

Labor Protection 0.196 0.205 0.281 0.271 0.289 0.250 0.306
(2.61)"' (2.52)" (3.02)" . (3.01)". (3.09)."' (1.78)^ (2.09)-"

Human Capital In(H/L) 0.192 0.203 0.182 0. 140 0 173 0.146
(1.6 ) (1.61) (1.40) (1.08) (1.38) (1.16)

Capital In(KVL) -0.014 -0.029 -0.065 -0.048 -0 063 -0.049
(-0.76) (-1.41) i-1.58) (-1.03) (-1.55) (-1.05)

Resources: in(Resource;L) 0.033 0.030 0.034 0.030 0.034
(1.96Y (1.76)* (1 93 ( i.67) (1 87)

Income Level. In(GDP'L) 0.058 0.0 82 0.059 0.011
1.09) (0 16) (.10) (0.14)

Judicial Quality 0.184 0.187
(1.42) (1.42)

Rý 0.06 0.t16 0.24 0.26 0 29 0.26 0.26
# countries 84 56 50 50 50 50 50

Note: Huber-White robust t-statistics are in parentheses.
*". and ý denote 1%, 5% and 10% significance levels.
See Appendix B for detailed description of variables.
Mn columns (6) and (7), legal origins are used as instruments for labor protection.



Table 1.2: Labor Protection and Export Volumes

This table examines the effects of labor protection on bilateral exports volumes, based on regression specification ( 1.17).

Dependent Variable: (In) bilateral exports from i to j by sector: ln(X,1)

Labor Protect. x Spec.

In(distance)

Common Colonizer

Ever Colony

Common Language

Common Border

Common Legal Origin

RTA Members

Any Landlocked

Any Island

In(KIL) x Capital Intensity

Baseline
0.382

(4.19)"'A
-0.55 8

(-22.87)"**
0.015
(0.43)
0.296

(4.26)'**
0.183

(3.55Y"'
0.664

(7.28)*"'
0.246

(6.59)"**
0.356

(5.37)*"
-0.248
(-1 .22)
-0.152
(-1. 16)

(2)

with Pas
0.379

(4.12)"**
-0.566

(-23.04)"**
0.051
(0.51)
0.301

(4.31 )**"
0.178

(3.43)"'*
0.665

(7.31))"'
0.252

(6.76)"**
0.370

(5.58)***
-0.233
(- 1.14)
-0.143
(-1.10)

In(H/L) x Skill Intensity

In(Resource/L) x Mat. Intensity

(3)
+ K/L & H/L

Endowments
0.350

(3.78)***
-0.603

(-22.8 1 )"
-0.004
(-0.04)
0.333

(4.79)*"'
0.169

(3.16)"*'
0.651

(6.23)*W*
0.252

(6.11)*"
0.343

(4.63)"**
-0.305
(-1.45)
-0.130
(-0.98)
-0.100
(-0.83)
6.557

(17.76)"

(4)
+ Natural

Resources
0.485

(5.06) **

-0.628
(-21.60) **"

0.020
(0.14)
0.345

(4.81)"'
0.189

(3.24)*""
0.586

(5.52)"***
0.257

(5.97)"**
0.308

(3.78)
"

1
*

'

0.585
(-1.84)*
-0.114
(-0.65)
-0.157
(-1.25)
9.563

(23.64)'*"
1.331

(5)
Controlling #

Exporting Firms
0.560

(6.04)*"'
-0.651

(-22.44)**"
0.001
(0.01)
0.353

(4.88)"**

0.194
(3.28) ""
0.578

(5.34) "'
0.259

(5.99) ***
0.301

(3.64) *-
-0.368
(-1.77)*
-0.097
(-0.57)
-0.163
(-1.32)
7.276

(18.64)***
1.309

(I11.24)"** (10.98)***
R 0.46 0.47 0.50 0.51 0.53
# exporters 84 84 56 50 50
# clusters 2,527 2,527 2,211 2,096 2,068
# observations 94,255 94,255 77,332 70,485 69,430

Note: All regressions include exporter, importer and sector fixed effects.
Standard errors are clustered by importer-exporter pair. t-statistics are in parentheses.
*" *" and * denote 1%, 5% and 10% significance levels respectively.
See Appendix B for detailed description of vanables.



Table 1.3: Labor Protection and Export Volumes (with Alternative Hypotheses)

This table examines the erfects of labor protection on btlateral exports volumes, based on regression spec:fication
(1.17). Additional interactions are added progressively to column (4) in Table 1.2.

Dependent Variable: (in) bilateral exports from i to j by sector: ln(X 5,)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Labor Law Labor Law Legal Inst Contract & Contract & Contract &

Interactions: x Volatility x Volatility x Contract Vol. Vol. Vol. (betas)
Saies Gross Job Sales Gross Job Gross Job

Measure of Volatility Volatility Flows - Volatility Flows Flows
Labor Protect. x Spec. 0.556 0.536 0.486 0.558 0.537 0.048

(5.865)" (5.31)" (5.05)-*" (5.84)"*t (5.29)-" (5.29)""
Labor Law x Volatiity -2.644 -3.448 -2.646 -3.461 -0.057

(-3.75)"* (-4.39?*" (3.75) '  (-4.36)" (-4.36)" *

Judicial x Contract Dep. 1.352 1.053 1 .063 0 091
(2.47)** (2.48)" (2 49.9 (2.49)"

RP 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52
exporters 50 50 50 50 50 50

# clusters 2 096 2.096 2..096 2,096 2 096 2.096
# observations 70.485 70,485 70,485 70.485 70,485 70.485

Controls: Interactions between 1) capital endowment and capitai intensity; 2) human capital endowment and
human capital intensity; 3) resource endowment and materal intensity. 4; importers' CPI and sector dummies
9 trade frictions variables; exporter, importer and sector fixed effects.

Note: Standard errors are clustered by importer-exporter pair. t-statistics are reported in parentheses.
**, " and * denote 1%, 5% and 10% significance levels respectively.
Column (6) reports standardized coefficients of those in column (5).
See Appendix B for detailed description of variables.



Table 1.4: Labor Protection and Bilateral Export Volumes (Controlling for Country Characteristics)

This table examines the effects of abor protect o I on blateral exports voliumes. :;asee on reg.ession specfIc.ation
1 17). Additional interactions are added progress vely to coLumn (4) n Tan e 1.3

De endent Variable: In) biiiatera ex:prts from i to i by sector: in(X
(1 12i) (34) r 4 (7r) t

Exporters Human Jurdicial Ali i(w All (wi job
Characterishels ncorne Capital Capita' QuaCitv Fin. Dev. sales vol.) flows)
Labor Protect. x Spec. 0.496 0.749 0.393 0.566 0.583 0.336 0.288

(5.28)" (7.57)'" (4.13)S" (6.06)"' (6.05)" (2.75)'" (2.31)"
Inh(rgd 'p pe*r cap) x Spec 3s;p -, " '-''

S976"'- 18) -2.5
Ini(HL) x Spe- 0 307 -0. 17 -0.117

(7.42 '' ..- 1 0 -I
IncKIL. x Spec 0 269 258 0.20 T 3

(i9 721 3 15''" ( .t'"
Jcdical x Spec 3 5'0 1 51'

(9 94)'•  v .... 5 5 ). .

In(credit.L; x Spec 0 161 - ' 168 -0 8 I1
(4.07"' (-300)i*' (-3.00.".

R 0.52 0.52 0.52 0. 52 .52 0.52 0 52

# exporters 51 50 50 50 50 50 50
# cuisters 2 096 209 1 2 .( 2 09 2 079 22 079 2.079

, observations 70,485 7E 348 70.485 70 485 70,278 70 278 70 278

Controls: Interactions between 1) capital endowment and capital intensity: 2) human capital endowment and human capital intensity:
3) resource endowment and materiai intens ty: 4') mpoters' CPI and sector dummies' 5) Labor Law Rigidity and Sales Volatil:t 6G
Quality of Legal System and Contract Dependence.
9 trade frictions variables; exporter. importer ano sector fixed effects.

Note: Standard errors are clustered by .mporter-exporter pair. t-statistics are reported in parentheses-
", *" and * denote 1%, 5% and 10% srgnificance :evel respectively.
See Appendix B for detailed description of variables.



Table 1.5: Labor Protection and Firm Selection into Exporting (First-Stage Probit Est.)

This table examines the effects of labor protection on the extensive nmargin of trade. based on regression
specification (1.!19). Columns (1) through (3) have the same set of controls as column (1), (2) and (4) in
Table 1.2. Similarly. column (4) corresponds to column (4) in Table 1.3.

Dependent Variable: Indicator equal to I if positive trade flow is observed from i to j in s

Labor Law x Spec.

Labor Law x Volatility

Legal x Contract Dep.

Baseline
0.614

(10.05)..

(2)
Baseline
(with P;.)

0.619
(9.98)."'

In(KIL) x C-apital Intensity

In(HIL) x Skill Intensity

In(Resource!L) x Mat. Intensity

In(distance)

Common Colonizer

Ever Colony

Common Language

Common Border

Any Landlocked

Any Island

Common Legal Origin

RTA Members

-0.631
(-35 15 )*"*

-0. 109
(-1. 10)
0.280

(4.42)""***
0.259

(8.06)***"
0.334

(3.35)**"
-0.174
(-1.84)"
0.200

(-3.67)*""
0.223

(9.24)**"
0.106

(2.17)"*

-0.643
(-35.07)"''

-0. 109
(-1.09)
0.290

(4.43)""'
0.260

(7.94)*
0.340

(3.35)"..
-0.172
(-1.77)'
-0.204

(-3.57)"'
0.226

(9.21)'""
0.106

(2.16)**

(3)
+ K'L + H1L

+ Resources
0.706

(9.43)'""

0 106
(1.42)
6 853

(22.69)'"*
I 095

(16.50) ..
-0.703

(-39 .40)"'
-0.042
(-0.32)
0.387

(5.23)*"*
0.310

(8.29)"**
0.292

(1.98)*"
-0.150
(-1.i5)
-0.120

(-2.12)**
0.154

(6.47)""
0.049
(0.88)

R2 0.54 0.55 0.55
# exporters 84 84 50
# clusters 3,486 3,486 2,875
# observations 461.563 461.563 274,700

(4)
Alternative
Hypotheses

0.724
(9.77)"'
-0.902
(-1 50'
1 206

(5.41) '".
0 030
(0.42)
6 649

(21.59) ""
I 128

(16.97 '"

-0.703
(-39.40'"
-0.043
(-0 32)
0.386

(5 22)"*
0.310

(8.30) *t
0.292
(1.98y)"
-0.149
(-1.15)
-0.1 19

(-2.12)"
0 154

(6.47)**
0 049
(0.88)
0.55
50

2.875
274,700

Controls: exporter, importer and sector fixed effects:
dummies.

interactions of importers' CPI with sector

Note: Standard errors are clustered by importer-exporter pair. z-statistics are reported in parentheses. "*'. *" and
* denote 1%, 5% and 10% significance level respectively. See Appendix B for detailed description of variables.

-------



Table 1.6: Labor Protection and Export Volumes (Second-Stage MILE Estimation)

This table reports the second-stage gravity estimation results correspond ng to the first-stage n Table 1.5. ; 4from
w:•) is the variable contro ling fcr tne extensive margin of traie. e_ is the inverse M'il"ts' ratio correcting the Heckman
selection bias See section 1 4.2 'or details.

Dependent Variable: In) of bilateral expoti from to j in sector s In:(X~s
Panel A: Maximum Likelihood

Interactior Terms 1 2) (3) 4
Baseline + KL + H-L Alternat ve

Baseline vwith Pijs) + Resources Hypotheses
Labor Law x Spec. 0.534 0.491 0.605 0.669

(5.74)-"- (5.23)" (6.25)' " (6.93)"-
Larbor Law x V oiatilty -2.250

Legal x Contract Dep (i90i
12 :3.)."

l(from w (j0. 0603 I0. 53 0.0608 0 069

12 26)" 62 3' i4.00'" f3s 83'"'

e ~, 7301 1.607 1.614 19
(22 3'.3' .33" (20 40Q" (20.44".

Panel B: Most flexible specification: OLS using 50 bins for predicted probability
Labor Law x Spec. 0.468 0.403 0.513 0.571

(4.72)" ' (4.08)"' (4.94)"' (5.51)'
Labor Law x Volatilt -2.237

(-:3. 291"'

Legpal x Contract Dep. 0 972
(2.33)"

R5 0.50 0.51 0 56 0.56

# exporters 84 84 50 50
# cdusters 2 527 2,527 2.096 2.096
# observations 94,255 94.255 70,484 70,485
Controls: all 8 trade frictton variables (no island cdummy), exporter, importer and sector fixed effects.
'nteraction terms as indicated for each column.

Note: Standard errors are clustered by niporter-exporter pair z-statist cs are reported .n parentheses. "
* and * denote 1%. 5% and 10% significance level respectively. See Appendix B for detailed descript on
of variables.

Table 1.7: Estimates on Labor Law Interaction using Different Econometric Methods

This table summarizes the estimated coefficients on labor law interaction from regressions (i1)
to (4) in Table 1 6 using diferent econometric methods. Row (1I shows the traditional OLS
estimates. Row (2) reports the MLE estimates in Table 1.6. Row (3) shows the estimates of the
OLS regressions using 50 bins for predicted orobability of exports. Row (4) shows the
estimates of the second-stage trade flow equation, using OLS with Mtlls' rato included to
correct the Heckman selection bias, but withiout controlling the extensive margin oa trade.

2 3 4
i(1 Coeff. from OLS 0 .382 0.379 0 485 0.558
(2) Coeff_ from MLE 0.534 0.491 0 605 0.668
(31 Cofeff. from "50-bins" OLS 0.468 0.403 0 .513 0.571
(4I Coeff. with only Heckman Correction 0 814 0.76 ;8, 0 911 0.983



Appendix Tables

Table A1.1: Countries and their Labor Protection Indices in the Sample

Country
Kazakhstan
Portugal"
France"•
Russian Fed.
Mozambique'
Georgia
Norwayv"
Spain" -

Germany" 'f
italyi"
Sweden," '

Latvia
Ukraine
Slovenia
Kyrgyz Republic
Poland
Tunisia" '

Netherlands"•'

Venezuela"'
Perukir
Mexico"
Lithuania
Arnenia
Slovak Republic
Senegal'
Panama ,"
Jordan'
Indonesia"'
MaIll
Finland .""

Labor 'rotection
0. 731

S.706
0.703
0.688
0.6703
0.667

0.654
0.640
0.640

0.63 19
01 6 11
0.604
0.603
0.59i8
0.595
0.593
0.587
0.586
0.560
0.560
0.555
0.542
0.540
0.539
0.537
0.530
0.528

Labor protection index is the unweighted average of "Employment Law" index and "Collective Relations" index from Bolero et al. (2004).
Superscripts 'k' and T indicate that the country has both physical capital and human capital endowments measures from Antweiler and
Trefler (2002). Superscript 'r' denotes that the country has the natural resources endowment measure from the World Bank. See
Appendix B for detailed description of these measures.

Country
Ecuador"'
Vietnam'
Tanzaniac' '
Greecek•'
Denmark"'1

Phiirppines•, '

Korea•
' .

Hungary
Sri Lanka"ý'
Burkina Faso'
Bulgaria
Brazif •'
Croatia
Madagascarr '

Belgiumk" r
Argentina" ''

Lebanon
Romania
Turkeyk~'

Dominican Rep."t
Switzerland'
South Africa"k

Austria" '"
Czech Republic
Chile k".'
Bolivia ,':

Colombia"'
India"~
Ireland ý'
Japan k '

Labor Protection
0.517
0.511
0.504
0.502
0496
0.496
0. 495
0 492
0. 487
0.483
0 481
0 473
0.470
0 470
0 468
0,461
0.458
0 442
0.438
0.434
0.434
0. 433
0.430
0.430
0..427
0 417
0.415
0.414
0.404
0.396

Country
Egypt"'
Ghana "'
Thailand"ý

Chinda
Morocco'"r
Uganda'
Australia ' .

Z mbabwe-""
Singapore"
Pakistan lr'
Uruguayk! '
Hong Kong"1

Israelk"
Kenya'
Mongolia
United States"'
United Kingdomn• '
Canadad'

Zambia k!'
r

Malawi L'
New Zealand"'
Nigeria k"
Jamaica" '

Malaysia""

Labor Protection
0.390
0.385
0.383
0.381
0.375
0.367
0.362
0.347
0.327
0.326
0.315
0.313
0.299
0.297
0277
0.238
0.235
0.229
0.220
0.215
0.205
0.199
0. 195
0.188



Table AI1.2: Sector Measures of Firm-specific Skill Intensity

Census Num,
Code Industry Category (SIC 72) 5-yr Ten. SObs

79' Coinstruction and materiai handling machines (353) 0.415 1.000 58
109 Miscellaneous wood products (244, 249) 0 397 0.972 43
259 Miscellaneous manufacturirtg industries (39) 0 .88 0.957 87
187 Metalworking machinery (354 0 :377 0.940 1
289 Beverage industries (208 0.355 0. 907 81
328 ., Pulp. paper, and paperboard nmis :(26 1-263. 26;) 0.290 0.8016 59
357 Drus and medicines Q283) 0 279 0. 70 5_
338 Newspiaper publishing and pri•intong (271) 0.258 .75 7 72
228 Shi2p and boat bti:ii: and reoain• (373i 0227 0.70 917
347 Industrial chemicals (281} 0.221 0.700 51
189 E ectronic computing equipnment (3573) 0.218 0.696 155
269) Dairy products (202; 0.218 0.695 45

F18 Fabricated structural rnetal products '344 0 217 3 694 85
337 Paperboard containers arnd boxes (265) 0.148 0.589 81
21t Motor vehidces and imotor vehcle equipmnent (371) 0. 088 0.49 319
227 Aircraft and pads (372,) O065 0.4:0 4 92
I68 Miscellaneous fabricated m-eta. products 34 1.341. 347; 348, 349)' 0 .i 4 0459 7
11 Fum n ture and fixtures (25) 00:5' 0.4'8 143
108 Sawmills, pianing mils. and mili wvork (242. 243) 0.044 0.428 106
339 Printing: publishing, and allied ndustries, not newspapers (272-2791) 0 03) 0.420 235
208 E ectrica mrachinery. equipmnent and sTppoes n.e.c. 1361-369C 0.033 0.4 10 12 1
239 Scientific and controlling instruments i381 382) 0.025 00.399 60
287 Bakery products (205) 0.006 0.351 61
268 M"eat products (201 ' 0.012 0.342 93
389 Footwear. except rubber (313ý 314< -0 017 0.334 45
387 Miscellaneous plastic products (307" -0 044 0.293 143
:3'9 Apparel and accessories (231-23f8) -0.049 0.284 84
197 Machinery, except electrical, ne c (355, 356, 358, 359) -0 080 C0 238 158
247 Optical and health senrices suppiies ý383-385) -0 132 0. 157 67
207 Radio, T.V., and communication equiprnent (365, 366) -0 '152 0. 127 59
379 Rubber pr-oducts (301-303, 306.: -0 159 0. 115 94
317 Yarn, thread. and fabric miils (221-224 228) -0 234 0.000 79

* denotes not significant at the 5% level



Table AI.3: Summary Statistics of Sector-level Variables (SIC87 3-digit)

Min 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th Max Std. Dev No. "Obs
Firm-Spec 0.000 0 116 0.273 0.403 0.667 0.919 1.000 0.270 80
K Intensity 0.130 0.207 0.254 0 313 0.359 0.425 0.765 0.101 140
H Intensity 0.028 0 ..05:3 0.063 0 .082 0.1 04 0.150 0.283 0.046 140
Mat. Intensity 0.190 0 346 0.418 0.483 0.558 0 649 0.845 0.123 140
Sales Vol. 0.090 0 124 0. 138 0 157 0. i193 0 233 0.351 0.170 140
Job Flows 0.075 0 '127 0.163 0. 187 0.224 0.253 0.393 0.005 1401
Contract Dep. 0.331 0 672 0.802 0.954 0.974 0994 1.000 0.150 137

Note: 116 of 140 sectors suffice to cover all SITC (ev 2 4-dinit) sectors in Feenstra s (1000) dataset of trade flows.

Table A1.4: Correlation between Sector-level NVariables (SIC87 3-digit)

Firm-Spec K Intensity H Intensity Mat. Intensity Sales Vol. Job Flows
K Intensity 0.048
H Intensity 0.128 0.629
Mat. Intensity 0.047 -0.854 -0.663
SaIes Vol. 0. 1,15 0.002 0.084 0.064
Job Flows -0.066 -0.. 123 -0.050 -0.018 0.077
Contract Dep. -0.148 0.399 0.436 -0.565 -0.095 0.317

Table Ai.5: Summary Statistics of Country Variables

Min 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th Max Std. Dev No. Obs.
Labor Law 0.188 0.238 0.382 0.471 0.573 0.654 0.731 0.140 84
In(real GDPL) 6.186 6.851 7.945 8.830 9.703 10.038 10.284 1.088 84
In(HiL -7.820 -6.398 -5.21 6 -4.335 -3.424 -3.206 -2.957 1.277 56
In{KiL) -4.535 -3.270 -2 178 -1.582 -1.170 -0.830 -0.334 0.960 56
ln(Resource!L) 6.780 7.549 7.901 8.567 9.114 9 748 10.841 0.899 60
ln{Credi*t GDP) -3.326 -2.433 -1 607 -0.974 -0.305 0.014 0.509 0.913 69
Judicial Quality 0.240 0.339 0.428 0.537 0.755 0 899 0.972 0.203 84

Table A1.6: Correlation between Country Variables

Labor Law In(real GDP/L) In(H/L) In(K!L) In(Resource/L) ln(Credit,'GDP)
In(real GDP.L) 0.268
ln(H/L) 0.328 0.936
In(,KIL) 0.197 0.831 0.832
In(Resource/L) -0.037 0.490 0.555 0 567
ln(Credit/GDP) 0.145 0.753 0.704 0.667 0.277
Judicial Quality 0.054 0.847 0.714 0.656 0.414 0.700



Chapter 2

Spillovers from Foreign Direct

Investment in China: The Role of

Ownership

2.1 Introduction

Attracting foreign direct investment (FDI) has been high on the development agenda of many

developing countries' governments. It is believed that FDI can improve the host country's bal-

ance of payments, promote exports, and complement other economic policies to induce growth

through employment creation and technology transfer. Hence, governments often employ a

variety of policies, including tax exemptions, tax holidays, tariff reduction and subsidies for

infrastructure and exports to attract FDI.

Among the benefits brought by FDI, productivity spillovers have received the most attention

by policy makers, who believe that technology and know-how of foreign firms will be diffused to

domestic firms and enhance their productivity. As such, there exists a vast literature searching

for positive productivity spillovers from FDI. However, in contrast to the previously widely-held

belief, recent studies based on micro-level panel data mostly find either insignificant or negative

spillovers from FDI in the same sector. The disconnect between these recent findings and the

conventional view of positive productivity spillovers from FDI is succinctly summarized by Dani



Rodrik (1999), who remarks "Today's policy literature is filled with extravagant claims about

positive spillovers from FDI, [but] the hard evidence is sobering."

Yet, maximizing productivity spillovers remains an important objective of FDI policies in

many developing countries. Among these policies, domestic equity ownership in foreign invested

projects was often enforced by policy makers, who believed that advanced knowledge would

be first transferred to the local partners in joint-ventures. then spill over to the rest of the

economy. From the foreign investors' point of view, however, restricting sole foreign ownership

limits their ability to internalize the benefits of possessing superior technology and know-how.

This concern is particularly relevant in countries with poor rule of law, where contracts cannot

be effectively enforced to restrict know-how "leakage." As such, foreign investors often prefer to

increase equity ownership, hoping that the associated control rights can enhance their ability

to prevent knowledge dissipation. Thus, the tension between governments and foreign investors

over equity ownership urges one to ask the question: "Does the ownership structure of foreign

affiliates really matter for productivity spillovers?"

The objective of this paper is two fold. First, using firm-level panel data of more than 90,000

Chinese manufacturing firms over the period from 1998 to 2001, I examine whether there exist

productivity spillovers from FDI in China. In particular, I follow the recent literature by

Javorcik (2004) and Blalock and Gertler (2006) to disentangle spillover effects into horizontal

(intra-industry) and vertical (inter-industry) spillovers. Although there are already studies on

productivity spillovers in China, to my understanding, this study covers the most recent years

for which data are available, and the most comprehensive sample of manufacturing firms. The

second contribution of this paper is to examine whether the structure and nationality of foreign

ownership affects the magnitude of spillovers. In particular, I examine spillovers from majority,

minority and wholly owned foreign firms. Moreover, specific to the Chinese economy, I examine

whether higher equity participation by ethnic-Chinese foreign investors is associated with higher

productivity spillovers to domestic firms.

To verify whether FDI affects domestic firm productivity, I use two methods to measure

firm total factor productivity (TFP). First, I use a firm's Solow residual computed based on a

sector-specific production function as my baseline measure of TFP. Second, I estimate a Cobb-

Douglas production function for each sector; then for each firm, I take the difference between



the actual log of output and the predicted log of output as my second TFP measure. To correct

for the bias in the firm estimated TFP due to firm endogenous input selection, I adopt the

semi-parametric two-stage estimation procedure of Olley and Pakes (1996) to obtain consistent

estimates of input elasticities.

To capture the scope of horizontal spillovers, I follow the existing literature to use the share

of output produced by foreign affiliates in a sector. For vertical spillovers from FDI to local

input-supplying firms through backward linkages, I use coefficients from the input-output table

for China to represent linkages across sectors. Specifically, the proxy for vertical spillovers for

a local intermediate-input supplier is a weighted average of foreign presence across the firm's

downstream sectors, with the weights equal to the corresponding downstream sectors' shares in

aggregate expenditure on intermediate inputs produced by the sector the firm belongs to.

With the measures of firm TFP and the scope of spillovers constructed, I test for the

existence of spillovers by regressing firm productivity growth on the first differences of the

horizontal and vertical spillover measures, respectively. I find that higher foreign penetration

is associated with lower domestic-firm productivity growth in the same sector. The negative

impact is economically meaningful. A one standard-deviation increase in the share of output

produced by foreign affiliates (a 4 percentage-point increase) in the same sector is associated

with about 1 percentage-point decline in domestic-firm productivity growth.

These findings are consistent with the recent studies which also find negative horizontal

spillovers. The authors of these studies attribute the observed negative spillovers to competition

arising from foreign entry. The argument is based on the condition of increasing returns to scale

due to the existence of fixed costs of production. When foreign firms "steal" market shares from

domestic firms, the latter will have to spread fixed costs over a lower level of output, resulting

in lower observed productivity.

In contrast to the recent literature, I find no evidence of vertical spillovers through backward

linkages at the national level. In other words, when more foreign firms operate in a sector,

the average productivity of their domestic suppliers is unaffected. Nevertheless, I find that

higher foreign presence in the downstream sectors located in the same province is associated

with lower domestic-firm productivity growth. While these findings are new, an explanation

similar to the one for the well-documented negative horizontal spillovers can be applied here.



On the one hand, downstream foreign firms transfer superior know-how to domestic input

suppliers. hoping to improve their performance. On the other hand, theoretical models of

FDI show that multinational firms can import intermediate inputs and crowd out demand for

locally produced intermediate inputs (Rodriguez-Clare, 1996; Markusen and Venables, 1999).

Under the condition of firms' increasing returns to scale, lower demand for locally-produced

inputs implies higher average costs, which leads to lower observed productivity. Therefore, a

priori, there is no presumption that higher foreign penetration in downstream sectors is always

associated with positive backward spillovers, although it is the dominating view in the literature

(Javorcik. 2004; Blalock and Gertler, 2006; Javorcik and Spatareanu, 2008). In the current

study, I find that for China, the positive knowledge-diffusion effects and negative "crowding-

out" effects happen to cancel out at the national level, with the negative effects dominating at

the province level.

Next, I examine whether foreign firms of different ownership structures are associated with

different degrees of spillovers. To this end, I use information on equity ownership by different

types of investors to construct measures for the presence of minority, majority and wholly

owned foreign firms in each sector, respectively. I find that compared to joint-ventures, wholly

and majority owned foreign firms are associated with more negative horizontal spillovers. On

the other hand, the ownership structure of foreign affiliates does not appear to affect spillovers

through backward linkages at the national level. Nevertheless, I find negative vertical spillovers

within the same province, and that these negative spillovers came only from wholly owned

foreign firms, but not joint ventures. These results support the general theme of the paper that

wholly owned foreign firms are more able to prevent knowledge dissipation or less willing to

transfer technology to the locals, letting the "crowding-out" effects dominate at the province

level.

Furthermore, I explore whether foreign ownership by different source countries affects the

pattern of spillovers. Since the majority of foreign direct investment came from Hong Kong,

Macau and Taiwan, I focus on the differences between spillovers from ethnic-Chinese and non-

Chinese foreign investors, respectively. According to the recent work on the relationship between

ethnicity and knowledge diffusion (Agrawal et al., 2007; Kerr, 2007), ethnic-Chinese foreign in-

vestors should have a higher propensity for knowledge dissipation. In contrast to the prediction



of the theory on ethnic-network effects, I find that the presence of ethnic-Chinese foreign firms

are associated with lower domestic-firm productivity in the same sector, although I find no

relationship between ethnic-Chinese foreign ownership and vertical spillovers.

Finally, I examine whether the observed productivity spillovers associated with different

ownership structures vary across different subsamples of recipient firms. I find that nega-

tive horizontal spillovers are particularly strong for domestic enterprises that are state-owned,

technologically backward and located in inland provinces. Importantly, the effects are more

pronounced for spillovers from wholly owned foreign firms than joint ventures across the board.

These findings suggest that the entry of foreign firms into a sector forces less productive firms to

reduce production, possibly enhancing the long-run average productivity of the host economy.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 reviews the literature on pro-

ductivity spillovers from FDI, and how the ownership structure of foreign affiliates affects the

spillover patterns. Section 2.3 describes the data set used in the empirical analysis. Section 2.4

presents a brief history of FDI in China. Section 2.5 formalizes the empirical strategy. Section

2.6 reports the findings and the final section concludes.

2.2 Theories of Productivity Spillovers from FDI and Related

Literature

2.2.1 Horizontal Spillovers

Productivity (efficiency) spillovers from FDI to domestic firms are the most researched topic in

the literature on the benefits of FDI. 1 Theories argue that domestic firms benefit from the entry

of foreign firms through imitation, competition, arms-length transactions, and worker turnover

(Kokko, 1996). Specifically, when more foreign affiliates operate in a sector of the host economy,

domestic firms enhance their productivity by imitating foreign production technologies. They

will also invest more in product development and quality assurance, or simply allocate resources

more efficiently to stay competitive. Reinforcing these two channels is the turnover of workers,

who bring with them the knowledge acquired from foreign managers when they move from

1See Gorg and Greenway (2004) for an extensive review of the vast literature on FDI spillovers.



foreign affiliates to domestic firms. Likewise, domestic business partners of jointly-invested

projects can apply management skills acquired from their foreign partners in projects of their

w n.

Consistent with these theoretical predictions, early empirical studies based on industry-level

data find evidence of positive spillovers. Among them, a pioneering study by Caves (1974)

finds that a higher share of output produced by foreign firms is associated with higher average

productivity for Australian manufacturing industries in the 60s. Subsequently, Globerman

(1979) also finds a positive correlation between the two for Canadian industries in the 60s. More

recently, Blomstrom and Wolff (1994) find that in Mexico, productivity growth and convergence

to the productivity frontier of the U.S. affiliates were faster in manufacturing sectors with higher

penetration of multinationals.

The conclusions of these pioneering empirical studies have been questioned for the problems

of reverse causality and omitting time and industry effects. The common criticism is that

foreign investors tend to "cherry-pick" high-productivity sectors to invest, and therefore, it is

hard to determine the direction of causality using sector-level data. Recent studies based on

micro-level (firms or establishments) panel data cast doubt on the evidence of positive spillovers,

and find either insignificant or negative intra-industry spillovers. Among them, Haddad and

Harrison (1993) find no significant relationship between the level of FDI and domestic-plant

productivity growth in the same sector for Morocco in the late 80s; Aitken and Harrison (1999)

find a negative relationship between the two for Venezuelan manufacturing industries for the

70s and 80s, followed by similar findings for the 90s by Djankov and Hoekman (2000) on Czech

Republic, Konings (2001) on Bulgaria and Romania, 2 and Javorcik (2004) on Lithuania. The

authors of this literature put forth the possibility of negative efficiency spillovers arising from

foreign firms stealing market shares from domestic firms. Specifically, when there are fixed costs

of production, a lower level of output dispersed over the same fixed costs would imply lower

observed productivity. They hypothesize that this "market-stealing" effect can dominate the

positive benefits of knowledge dissipation from FDI, resulting in negative productivity spillovers.

The findings for developed countries are more encouraging. Keller and Yeaple (2005) and

Haskel, Pereira and Slaughter (2007), find evidence for positive horizontal spillovers for manu-

'Konings (2001) finds no spillovers to domestic firms in Poland.



facturing plants in the U.S. and U.K., respectively. Nevertheless, according to a comprehensive

review by Gorg and Greenway (2004), among 24 firm-level panel studies, only 5 of them find

positive spillovers, of which 4 of them are from developed countries, with Ghana being the only

developing country having positive spillovers from FDI.

There have been several papers on FDI spillovers in China.3 Liu (2008) also uses firm-level

panel data and finds negative horizontal spillovers to manufacturing firms in China. He extends

the study by examining the dynamic aspects of spillovers, and finds that despite the negative

contemporaneous correlation between foreign penetration and domestic-firm productivity, there

is a time lag for positive productivity spillovers to realize. 4 He attributes the lag of positive

spillovers to managers' substituting production time for foreign know-how acquisition. There

are several differences between his work and mine. First, his data set covers the first half of

the 90s for medium- to large-sized firms, while mine covers the late 90s for all firms with at

least five employees. Importantly, our focuses are different. He takes on a more novel path to

explain the negative contemporaneous horizontal spillovers, focusing on the delay of spillovers

due to manager's acquisition of foreign know-how, and I adopt a more conventional approach

of using competition effects to explain negative spillovers. I also focus on how the structure of

ownership of foreign firms affects the pattern of spillovers.

This paper is closely related to a recent study by Abraham, Konings and Slootmaekers

(2007), which also examines productivity spillovers from FDI in China. The authors focus on

horizontal spillovers, and how the magnitude of spillovers varies across recipient firms with

different characteristics. Importantly, using a data set of publicly-listed, medium- and large-

sized firms, they find positive horizontal spillovers, and that joint-ventures are responsible for

most of the positive externalities. 5 Consistent with their findings, I find that joint-ventures

are associated with less negative spillovers. In contrast to their findings, I find negative hori-

zontal spillovers to domestic firms. To my understanding, there are at least two explanations

for our drastic differences. First, the average firm size in their data set is bigger, and it is

3 See Hale and Long (2007) for a review of this literature.
4 Specifically, Liu (2008) interacts a time trend with the horizontal spillover term, and finds that the coefficient

on the interaction is positive and significant.
5Specifically, Abrahams et al. (2007) use a data set compiled by Bureau van Dijk, which contains publicly

listed firms, or firms with at least 150 employees, annual turnover (output) of at least 10 million USD, or total
assets of 20 million USD.



possible for them to find positive spillovers while I find negative spillovers. Supporting this

conjecture. Gorodnichenko et al. (2007) find positive spillovers in a sample of firms with more

than 30 employees in 17 emerging market economies, but not in a sample when smaller firms

are included. Recent literature (Tybout, 2001: Helpman, Melitz and Yeaple. 2004) also shows

that larger firms are on average more productive. Second, our regression specifications are

different. They run a level regression with firm controls, but not firm fixed effects. while I use

a first-difference specification, which removes firm fixed effects on productivity. The existence

of unobserved firm characteristics that affect productivity can possibly explain our different

conclusions. Along these lines, Hale and Long (2007) review several studies that find positive

spillovers in China, and argue that the findings could disappear once firm fixed effects are

controlled for.

2.2.2 Vertical Spillovers

The lack of observed positive horizontal spillovers from FDI leads researchers to search for

spillovers across industries through forward and backward linkages. The hypothesis is that

through forward linkages, productive foreign firms in the input-supplying sectors provide bet-

ter intermediate inputs, which would enhance downstream domestic-firm productivity. Through

backward linkages, foreign firms have incentives to transfer knowledge to the upstream intermediate-

input suppliers, hoping to improve the quality of the intermediate inputs. Supporting these

theories are case studies which show that knowledge is transferred from downstream foreign

affiliates to upstream domestic suppliers through intensive monitoring, training, and assistance

and supervision in the implementation of new technologies (Moran, 2001). Consistent with these

observations, recent studies using micro-level data find evidence showing that increased foreign

presence is associated with higher productivity (level or growth) of domestic input-supplying

firms. This literature includes earlier work by Blalock (2001) on Indonesia, and Schoors and

van der Tol (2002) on Hungary, followed by Javorcik (2004) on Lithuania and Javorcik and

Spatareanu (2008) on Romania.

Similar to horizontal spillovers, in theory, vertical spillovers do not have to be unambigu-

ously positive. Theoretical models by Rodriguez-Clare (1996) and Markusen and Venables

(1999) posit that foreign firms sourcing intermediate inputs from abroad would "crowd-out"



the demand for locally-produced inputs. They predict that the share of intermediate inputs

sourced locally by multinationals is increasing in the distance between the multinational head-

quarters and the subsidiaries in the host country. Javorcik and Spatareanu (2008) use this

theory to explain their findings of negative vertical spillovers from European foreign affiliates

to Romanian manufacturing firms. Similarly, Liu (2008) reports negative vertical spillovers

through backward linkages in China. In sum, although the majority of findings in recent liter-

ature finds positive vertical spillovers, particularly through backward linkages, the conclusions

on the net effects of vertical spillovers remain mixed.

2.2.3 The Impact of Different Ownership Structures of Foreign Firms on

Spillovers

Domestic equity ownership requirement has been an important part of FDI policies in China

and other developing countries. Policy makers believed that foreign knowledge would be more

effectively transferred to the domestic parties within jointly owned firms, and eventually spill

over to the rest of the economy. The argument has been put forth by Blomstrom and Sj6holm

(1999), who claim that a local shareholder in a foreign-invested project often acquires propri-

etary technology which she can use in projects of her own.

From the foreign investors' point of view, however, restricting wholly foreign ownership

reduces their ability to internalize the benefits of possessing superior technology and know-

how. When contracts cannot be written or enforced to restrict know-how "leakage", foreign

investors will choose to increase equity ownership, hoping that the associated control rights

can enhance their ability to prevent knowledge dissipation. The predominance of wholly and

majority owned foreign enterprises in developing countries is consistent with this claim. Survey

findings also show that more advanced technology is deployed in wholly and majority owned

foreign firms in India (Ramachandaram, 1993) and China (Long, 2005).6 Consistently, Desai,

Foley and Hines (2004) find that compared to minority owned foreign firms, wholly and majority

owned foreign subsidiaries in host countries receive more investments in intangible assets from

their parent firms.

6In particular, Long (2005) finds that 39.7% of the majority owned and 31.7% of the solely owned foreign
firms use the same advanced technology as the parent companies; while the numbers for domestic majority owned
and equally-shared joint ventures are 5.8% and 22.6%, respectively.



At first sight, it seems that more technology transfer from the parents to the majority

owned foreign subsidiaries implies more spillovers. However. as foreign parent firms tend to

deploy more sophisticated know-how to their affiliates in the host economy, the resulting wide

technology gap between majority owned foreign firms and domestic enterprises may dampen

the potential for spillovers. In addition, the very reason why foreign investors choose to in-

crease their equity ownership in foreign affiliates is to prevent knowledge dissipation. Stronger

protection of knowledge externalities, along with a wider technology gap between local and

foreign firms. implies that higher foreign equity participation impedes spillovers, both within

and across industries.

For vertical spillovers through backward linkages, it has been argued that joint ventures

are also associated with more knowledge transfer to intermediate-input suppliers than wholly

owned foreign firms. Tile rationale is that joint ventures are more likely to source locally

with the help of domestic partners (Javorcik and Spatareanu, 2008). Therefore. through more

direct contacts with local suppliers, joint ventures are associated with more knowledge spillovers

to domestic firms through backward linkages. Reinforcing this is a reduction in imports of

intermediate inputs by joint-ventures relative to wholly owned foreign enterprises, which results

in less crowding-out to the demand for locally-produced inputs.

Finally, there has been a growing literature which emphasizes the role of ethnicity in pro-

moting knowledge transfer. Kerr (2007) shows that ethnicity of scientists is an important

determinant of global patent citation. In addition, Agrawal et al. (2007) develop a model

to understand the optimal spatial concentration of socially-proximate inventors. They predict

that although both co-location and co-ethnicity facilitates knowledge diffusion among inventors,

it's the latter that gives rise to a higher marginal benefit for innovation. While these theories

imply that ethnic-Chinese foreign affiliates would transfer more knowledge to the locals than

the non-Chinese foreign firms, Huang et al. (2008) find that ethnic-Chinese foreign affiliates in

China did not command higher returns to equity or assets than non-Chinese multinationals in

the late 90s.



2.3 FDI in China

Since 1979, the year the Chinese government opened its economy to foreign capital and trade

flows, China has implemented a variety of policies to attract FDI. These policies gave foreign-

invested enterprises favorable treatments, such as tax credits and subsidies for exports and

infrastructure. Along with China's incredible growth in the past 25 years, these policies have

been very successful in promoting FDI inflows. As illustrated in Figure 2-1, inward FDI flows to

China increased by more than a thousand times in the past 25 years, from 57 million US dollars

in 1981 to 70 billion US dollars in 2006. Evidently, FDI inflows picked up substantially after

the famous "southern journey" endorsing economic reforms made by the late Deng Xiaoping

in 1992. Since 1993, China has been the biggest recipient country of FDI among developing

countries. In 2006, China's FDI inflows (69.5 billion USD) accounted for 18% of the total FDI

flows to developing countries. The value is 80% of the total FDI flows to Latin America and the

Caribbean, about the same as the amount to Eastern European transition economies, and twice

as large as those to Africa (United Nations, 2007). In short, FDI has played an important role

in fueling China's economic growth by promoting exports, creating jobs, and providing capital

to productive business activities which were inadequately financed by the inefficient financial

market.

Turning to the distribution of FDI, by the end of 200,7 more than 80% of historical FDI

flows were in the form of greenfield investment (Long, 2005). As reported in Table 2.1 (the last

column), 60% of the total cumulated FDI went to the manufacturing sector, followed by real

estate as the second largest recipient sector, which received 15% of the total. Given that China

has been relying mainly on manufacturing output for growth, it is not surprising to see such a

large share of FDI going to the manufacturing sector. Another explanation is that investments

in many non-manufacturing sectors were prohibited by the Chinese government.8 Turning to

the source countries of FDI, East Asian economies have been the major source, because of their

proximity and ethnic connection to mainland China. As of 2002, the top three FDI source

countries were Hong Kong, United States and Japan, with Hong Kong itself contributed more

S2002 is the most recent year for which the statistics are available from China Ministry of Commerce.
8See the Law of People's Republic of China upon Foreign Wholly Owned Enterprises for details.



than half of the total realized FDI stock (See Table 2.2 for details). 9

In addition to using FDI as a main source of foreign capital to support growth, the Chinese

government was also concerned about knowledge transfer from foreign firms. To facilitate knowl-

edge transfer, in addition to financial incentives, the Chinese government laid out a series of

guii(elines and rules for foreign investors to follow, aiming at maximizing transfers of technology

and management skills to domestic firms.10 These rules diverted FDI to the "strategic' sectors

where know-how transfers were believed to be the most beneficial for economic development.

There were clauses which required foreign firms to satisfy minimum export and performance

requirements regularly. Perhaps the most stylized FDI regulation in China is domestic equity

requirement. Wholly foreign-owned enterprises were basically prohibited unless they promised

to bring advanced technology and equipment to benefit domestic firms. With China's accession

to WTO in 2001, this restriction was removed and a lot of previously jointly owned foreign

affiliates turned into wholly owned foreign firms (Long, 2005)."

2.4 Empirical Strategy

2.4.1 Baseline Specification

To examine whether foreign presence affects domestic-firm productivity through both the hori-

zontal and vertical channels, I regress the growth rate of firm TFP (defined as the first difference

of the natural log of productivity) on the first differences of the measures for horizontal and

vertical spillovers, respectively. I use first differences of all variables to remove all unobserved

firm characteristics that affect the level of productivity.'2 First-differencing also removes sector

9Notice that Taiwan stood at number 4 on the list. However, Long (2005) points out that many Taiwanese
businessmen invested in mainland China through Hong Kong, Virgin Islands and the Cayman Islands to avoid
restrictions imposed by the Taiwanese government. He speculates that the actual value of FDI stock from Taiwan
can be 2 to 3 times higher than what was recorded, making Taiwan the second largest FDI source for mainland
China.

10These guidelines and rules include the Law of People's Republic of China upon Foreign Wholly Owned
Enterprises, Law of the People's Republic of China upon Sino-Foreign Joint Ventures, and Guiding Directory on

Industries Open to Foreign Investment.
11Unfortunately, the data set which I have access to ends in 2001. A fruitful topic of future research is to

examine whether and how the spillover patterns changed after the restriction on sole foreign ownership was lifted
as a result of China's accession to WTO in 2001.

12 One can of course argue that productivity growth rate is also firm-specific, and therefore firm fixed effects
have to be controlled for in a first-difference specification. It will be ideal to do so if I have a longer time series.
Adding firm fixed effects in a 3-year unbalanced panel will greatly reduce the degree of freedom, and restrict



and region fixed effects on firm productivity to alleviate the endogeneity problem arising from

foreign investors' selection into productive sectors or regions. Moreover, since foreign investors

"cherry-pick" productive firms to invest, including foreign firms in the sample would lead to

overestimation of the true spillover effects. As such, I include only domestic manufacturing

firms for all the regressions in this paper. 13 Formally, the regression specification takes the

following form:14

A ln TFPij,t = a + i.HAHjt + ivAIjt + rlcAConcjt + rA lnImPjt + fj + fr + ft + eijrt (2.1)

where i, j, r, t stand for firm, sector, region and year, respectively. A denotes the change of the

corresponding variable from year t - 1 to t; In TFPij,.t is firm i's log of total factor productivity.

Hjt and Vjt are measures for horizontal and vertical spillovers for sector j, respectively (to be

discussed below). Positive 3's are interpreted as evidence of positive spillovers. While earlier

studies based on industry-level data rely on cross-sector variation of FDI to identify the effects

of spillovers, this specification instead relies on cross-sector variation of changes in FDI. Figures

2-2 and 2-3 illustrate that all 22 ISIC sectors have their measures of Hjt and Vjt varying over

time, which do not appear to be highly correlated. As a confirmation, Pearson correlation

between AHjt and AVjt is 0.05. See Appendix Table A2.3 for the correlation matrix between

the key spillover measures.

Concjt is a firm-concentration index of sector j in year t. It is measured by a 10-firm

Herfindahl index, defined as the square root of the sum of the squares of value-added shares

produced by the top 10 producers (by sales) in the sector in each year. A higher Concjt

corresponds to less competition in the goods market. This control is included because of the

hypothesis that stiffer competition is associated with higher average firm productivity. Impjt is

the value of imports in sector j, capturing the effects of import competition on firm productivity.

fj, fr and ft stand for sector, region and year fixed effects, respectively. In a first difference

identification based on limited within-firm variation in a short time series.
13Joavorcik and Spatareanu (2008) also include only domestic firms in their empirical analysis for the same

concern.
14Notice that this specification is very reduced-form. Because of data limitation, it is impossible to separate

horizontal spillovers into the knowledge-diffusion and competition effects. If data permit, future research should
examine these effects separately.



specification, these fixed effects represent the trends of productivity growth that are specific

to a sector, region or year. Finally. ict is an error term, assumed to be uncorrelated with the

regressors.

Unless otherwise specified, standard errors for all regressions in this paper are clustered

at the sector-year level to take into account the correlation between observations belonging to

the same industry and year. Moulton (1990) points out that for micro-level regressions, when

the regressors are aggregates at a higher level (in this case, at the sector-year level), estimated

errors from OLS without clustering will be seriously downward biased.

2.4.2 Measuring Firm TFP

To estimate the magnitude of spillovers from FDI. I use two methods to measure firm total

factor productivity (TFP). First. I compute Solow residuals based on sector-specific constant

returns to scale production functions. Second, by relaxing the assumption of constant returns

to scale, I estimate a Cobb-Douglas production function for each sector. Then for each firm.

I take the difference between the predicted and actual log value-added as my second measure

of firm TFP. To deal with the problem of firm endogenous input selection, I adopt a two-stage

version of the Olley-Pakes (1996) semi-parametric estimation procedure to correct for the bias

in the estimated input elasticities.

Solow Residuals

I assume that all firms in a sector produce with the same constant returns to scale production

technology, with capital and labor as inputs. 15 As such, I compute the Solow residual for a firm

as:

InTFPijt = yijt labor_shrj x lijt - (1 - labor_shrj) x kijt, (2.2)

where subscripts i, j and t refer to firm, sector and year, respectively; yijt is the natural loga-

rithm of output, measured in value-added terms; lij t and kijt stand for the natural logarithms

15Ideally, I would compute Solow residuals based on a 3-factor production function, with materials as an
additional input, and gross output instead of value-added as the firm output measure. Even though real out-
put measure is available in the Chinese data set, reliable data and price deflators for material inputs are not.
Therefore, I use a 2-factor model, similar to Liu (2008).



of labor and capital stock, respectively. labor_shrj = L is the time-invariant share of wage

bill in total value-added of sector j. of which data are obtained from OECD (2002) for the year

1997. disaggregated at the ISIC (Revision 3) 2-digit level, with 22 industries. This is also the

data set from which I obtain the input-output coefficients (see Section 2.5 below).

Cobb-Douglas Production Function Estimation with Olley-Pakes Correction

Second, to estimate a firm TFP, I assume sector-specific Cobb-Douglas production functions,

but relax the assumption of constant returns to scale in production. I regress log output (in

terms of value added) on log capital and labor as:

Yijt = a +- ikijt + ylijjt + cijt, (2.3)

where subscripts i, j and t refer to firm, sector and year, respectively. cijt is an error term (e.g.

measurement error). Since the underlying Cobb-Douglas production function is sector-specific,

y's are also sector specific, and I estimate equation (2.3) for each sector separately. With

input elasticities estimated, firm j's TFP is computed as the difference between the actual log

value-added and the predicted log value-added, i.e. In TFPijt = Yijt - y"j kijt - *ylijt

It is well-known that firms' choices of inputs are endogenous to unobserved productivity of

the firm. Suppose there exists a firm efficiency term wijt which is observed to the firm, but not

to the researchers. Then the term cijt is composed of wijt and some measurement error, which

is now correlated with the regressors. Thus, the OLS estimates of y's will be biased upward. To

correct for this bias, I follow the existing literature (e.g. Javorcik, 2004; Blalock and Gertler,

2006; Liu, 2008) to implement a two-step version of the Olley-Pakes (1996) estimation procedure

to obtain consistent y's and unbiased estimates of firm TFP. The Olley-Pakes estimation uses

investment as a proxy for wijt. The identifying assumption is that investment is monotonically

increasing in wijt, conditional on capital. Capital is a quasi-fixed factor of production, and

responds to wijt only in a lagged fashion through contemporaneous investment. Then the

return to labor can be estimated consistently by non-parametrically inverting investment and

16Notice that as long as I control for sector fixed effects in all my regressions, it does not matter whether I
subtract the sector-specific constant term from the actual log value-added or not.



capital to proxy for the unobserved shock.' 7 See Section 2.9.3 (Data Appendix) for details of

the Olley-Pakes estimation, and Appendix Table A2.1 for the estimated input elasticities for

each sector.

2.4.3 Constructing Proxies for Spillovers

To capture the scope of horizontal spillovers, I follow the existing literature to use the share

of output produced by foreign affiliates in the same sector. A firm is considered foreign if it

has at least 10% equity shares owned by foreigners. Based on this definition, I construct a

sector s measure of horizontal spillovers as the share of output produced by foreign affiliates in

the sector. formally as

ie/ Zj A t.

where Yt, is the value of output (measured in value-added terms in 1997 constant yuans). Aj is

the set of all firms (both foreign and domestic) in sector j. Fj C Aj is the set of foreign firms.

Likewise, I define the horizontal spillover term for minority, majority, jointly and wholly owned

foreign firms respectively as:

where g E {min, maj, 100, j}; F-yn represents the set of foreign affiliates with less than

(inclusive) 50% of equity shares owned by foreign investors, F aj represents the set of foreign

affiliates with more than (exclusive) 50% of equity shares owned by foreign investors, and F-100

and F !' represent the sets of foreign affiliates with 100% foreign equity and less than 100%

foreign equity, respectively. By construction, t = H i"•t + Imay and Hit = Htoo + HJ .

To examine the scope of vertical spillovers through backward linkages, for a firm in sector

j, I construct a proxy for foreign presence in the downstream sectors to which sector j supplies

1
7The Olley-Pakes estimation requires each observation included in the estimation to have positive investment.

In my panel data set, about 10% of the observations have non-positive investments, and are excluded from the es-
timation procedure. Alternatively, one can use a similar two-stage estimation procedure by Levinsohn and Petrin
(2003), which uses material inputs, instead of investments, to proxy for firm unobserved productivity. However,
limited availability of data on material inputs prevents me from adopting the Levinsohn-Petrin approach.
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its intermediate inputs as:

Vit = ajkHkt
k·j

where ajk is the proportion of sector j's output used by sector k. In other words, Vjt is a

weighted average of Hkt's across the sectors (k's) buying inputs from sector j. Notice that

since I do not have detailed information on firms' intermediate-input sourcing, I implicitly

assume that all firms in the same sector have the same input-output linkages to other sectors,

and assign the same input-output coefficients (ajk s) to all firms in the same sector.

To study the relationship between the ownership structure of foreign affiliates and the

degree of spillovers, I construct proxies for vertical spillovers from wholly, jointly, majority,

and minority owned foreign affiliates, respectively, using the corresponding horizontal spillover

measures. Formally,

klj

where Vjt represents the degree of vertical spillovers from foreign firms belonging to group g,

where g E {min, maj, 100, jv}, as defined above for horizontal spillovers. Table 2.4 lists the

summary statistics of all the spillover measures used in the empirical analyses.

2.5 Data

I use firm-level panel data adopted from National Bureau of Statistics of China (NBSC) to

conduct my empirical analysis. The data set contains the population of manufacturing firms

in China with sales in excess of 5 million yuans (about 600,000 USD) for each year between

1998 and 2001. It is estimated that the data set covers about 85-90% of total output in most

manufacturing industries.

In addition to detailed financial statement data, it includes information on equity ownership

in each firm, which allows researchers to measure the extent of foreign presence in each sector.

While the data set provides no information about the nationality of all foreign investors in

each firm, it does record the share of equity owned by overseas ethnic Chinese from Hong

Kong, Macau or Taiwan. Therefore, I can construct separate measures for foreign presence

of ethnic Chinese and non-Chinese investors, respectively. Furthermore, the data set contains
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information on different types of domestic owners, which are categorized into 4 different types

- 1) governments (either local or central government), 2) collective owners (e.g. township

and villages cooperatives) 3) institutional investors and 4) domestic private investors. With

these information, I can examine whether the magnitude of spillovers differs across domestic

enterprises with different types of ownership.

I focus on a sub-sample of the data set of firms with at least 5 workers in each year in the

panel. I drop observations with negative values for important variables (See Section 2.9.1 for

details about the cleaning procedure). After removing unusable observations, the final unbal-

anced panel contains 330,508 observations, with 71,644, 96,183, 91,933 and 73,748 observations

for 1998, 1999, 2000 and 2001, respectively."8 Of these observations, 80% are for domestic firms,

defined as enterprises with less than 10% foreign equity.

The data set contains data on firms' gross output in current and constant (1997) prices,

value-added and capital in current prices, and the number of employees. First, I obtain firm-

specific implicit output deflators by dividing gross output in current prices by gross output in

constant prices. I use these deflators to deflate the nominal value of value-added to obtain

real value-added, which I will use as my measure of output in the construction of firm TFP

measures. 19 Labor is measured by the total number of employees, instead of hours worked,

due to the lack of data. Capital stock is measured as the net value of fixed assets, deflated by

province-specific weighted average of separate cost indices for investments in construction and

installation, purchases of equipment and instruments, available in various issues of the China's

Statistical Yearbook (1999-2002).

To construct the proxies for the extent of foreign presence in each sector, I adopt the Chinese

input-output table for the year 1997 from the OECD Input-Output Database (2002). For each

sector, it contains information on the total value of output used as intermediate inputs by

all sectors. Based on these values, for a given sector, I calculate the input share in its total

intermediate-input sales of each of its downstream sectors. Since in the OECD data set, a

sector is defined as an ISIC (revision 3) 2-digit category, while in the Chinese firm census data

isThe balanced panel (containing firms which present in all 4 years) contains 31,289 firms.
19 Data on the costs of "intermediate inputs" are available for a subset of firms in the data set. However, simple

calculation shows that this measure contains much more than material inputs, which were included as an input
in productivity estimation in previous literature (e.g., Aitken and Harrison (1997) and Javorcik (2004)).
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set, it is classified under the Chinese NBSC system (at a more disaggregated level), I use the

concordance file available in the China's Industrial Statistical Yearbook to map all Chinese

NBSC industrial code to 22 ISIC 2-digit categories. Then I use the input-output coefficients as

weights to construct proxies for vertical spillovers for each firm (as discussed in Section 2.4.3).

From the same data set. I also take data on labor income and value-added to obtain sectoral

labor shares for the construction of Solow residuals, and import and export data as control

variables in the regressions.

2.6 Results

2.6.1 Baseline Results

The empirical analysis begins by examining whether there are spillovers within sectors (hor-

izontal) and across sectors through backward linkages (vertical). As discussed in section 2.2,

a priori, we do not know whether spillovers exist in either channel, and if so. whether they

are positive or negative. Horizontal spillovers would be expected to be positive if the positive

effects of knowledge diffusion dominate other negative effects, such as the competition effects.

Similarly, we would observe positive vertical spillovers if multinational firms transfer enough

knowledge to the upstream domestic firms, offsetting the possibility of negative crowding-out

effects arising from imports of intermediate inputs.

The baseline regression analysis, based on specification (2.1), is performed on the sample of

domestic firms, i.e. firms with less than 10% foreign equity. Results are reported in Table 2.5.

All regressions include sector, province and year fixed effects to capture sector- and province-

specific trends, and any economy-wide demand and supply shocks. Firm-specific productivity

is measured as Solow residuals according to equation (2.2). I first exclude the controls of

firm concentration and import penetration in the sector. In column (1), I find a negative and

significant relationship between an increase in the share of output produced by foreign affiliates

(AHjt) and the productivity growth of domestic firms in the same sector. The coefficient

on the horizontal spillover measure is statistically significant (at the 5% significance level)

and economically meaningful. A point estimate of -0.238 implies that one standard-deviation

increase in the change in foreign share of output in the same sector, AHjt (i.e. a 4% increase
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from the mean equal to 2%) is associated with a 0.95 percentage-point decline in domestic-firm

TFP growth.

In column (2). I regress firm productivity growth on the first difference of the vertical

spillover term, AXlt. The coefficient on AVt is insignificant at any conventional statistical

significance level. In other words, productivity growth of a local input supplier is unrelated to

the foreign presence in its downstream sectors (the sectors to which it supplies intermediate

inputs). When I include both AHit and AVjt as regressors in column (3), AHjt remains a

significant source of spillovers. In column (4). I control for a sector's firm concentration and

import penetration. The coefficients on both the Herfindahl index and the volume of imports

are statistically insignificant. These results are consistent with Nickell (1996), who points out

that theoretical predictions on the impact of competition on productivity growth are ambiguous.

Likewise, it is difficult to establish a causal relationship between a sector's volume of imports

and firm productivity. Nevertheless, the findings of negative horizontal spillovers and 0 vertical

spillovers remain robust across all four columns.

Researchers have argued that there can be a time lag for positive productivity spillovers to

realize (Liu, 2008). In a level regression specification, adding lagged values are more impor-

tant. In a first-difference specification, however, it is unclear whether lagged changes in foreign

presence are related to the firm productivity growth at present. Irrespectively, in column (5),

I include the lagged values of the first difference of the spillover terms. The coefficients on

both the lagged spillover terms are insignificant, consistent with the claim that the lag of for-

eign knowledge absorption by domestic firms may offset some of the contemporaneous negative

competition effects.2 0 In column (6), I deviate from the baseline specification of this paper

by running a level regression. I continue to find evidence of negative horizontal spillovers, but

not vertical spillovers. However, one should be careful in interpreting the results from a level

specification without fixed effects, which are removed in a first-difference specification. Finally,

I use a second-difference specification to verify the findings in column (7). The coefficient on the

horizontal spillover term continues to be negative, as in the first-difference specification, but is

2 0
1t is possible that a one-year lag is insufficient to account for the time lag of FDI spillovers. However, the

short time horizon of the data set does not allow me to control for more lagged values. With a longer time series,
studying the dynamic effects of spillovers is an interesting area of research.
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no longer statistically significant. 21 This result is consistent with the findings from the regres-

sion when lagged values of spillovers are used. If locals need time to acquire foreign knowledge,

an increase in foreign presence for two years (second differences) is likely to be associated with

more knowledge transfer, which may offset more of the short-run competition effects.

If the net negative effects are due to the dominance of the negative competition effects,

we should expect lower output growth of domestic firms associated with an increased foreign

presence in a sector. In Table 6, I repeat the analogous analyses I did in Table 5, by replacing

a firm's Solow residual growth by its value-added growth. In column (1), I find that the

coefficient on the horizontal spillover measure is also negative and significant (at 5% significance

level), consistent with the conjecture that foreign presence is associated with decreased domestic

production in the short run. The point estimate of -0.257 means that a 4 percentage-point

(one standard deviation) increase in the first difference of within-industry foreign presence is

associated with about 1 percentage-point decline in output growth.

The magnitude of the coefficient seems too small to explain the net negative horizontal

spillovers on TFP growth. To illustrate the point, consider the following simple exercise. Sup-

pose that the production function of a representative domestic firm in a sector is Y = A (Yf) X',

where Y represents firm output, X represents cost-minimizing choices of inputs, and Yf de-

notes an exogenous level of foreign output in the sector. The function A (Yf) > 0 represents

firm TFP, and is increasing in Yf to capture positive knowledge transfer from foreign firms.

For convenience, I assume that A (Yf) = Ya. Furthermore, increasing returns to scale due to

firms' decreasing average costs implies 7r > 1. On the demand side, to capture the negative

competition effects, suppose that demand for domestic products is negatively related to the

exogenous level of foreign output in the sector. Therefore, abstracting from other determinants

of demand, I denote demand for goods in a sector as Yd = B (Yf), with B' (Yf) < 0. For

expositional purposes, I assume B (Yf) = Y7 b, with b > 0. Taking log on both supply and

21With the sample size decreases by half from the baseline sample, readers should interpret the results from a
second-difference regression with caution.
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demand functions, I obtain the following system of two equations

y = a.y.t. + i/x

Yd = -byjf

where lower cases stand for log values. In equilibrium. a firm's output and Solow residual (y- x)

can be expressed in terms of Yf as:

Y = -byf,

iq

Assume for the moment that gross knowledge transfer from FDI has a negligible impact on

productivity, i.e. a = 0. The coefficient on yf on the output regression is -b, while that for the

productivity regression is (>1-1) b. The estimated coefficients from the corresponding regres-

sions (-b -0.257; -) b -0.238) imply returns to scale r of 13.5! Such an implausible

implied returns to scale can be a result of measurement errors in micro-level production data

for developing countries. For example, if capital is over-measured, or is heavily under-utilized

in reality but not captured in the data, measured productivity will be downward biased. In

addition, materials are an important input of production. Although I use value-added as my

measure of output., which already takes the omission of materials as an input into account, if

changes in material inputs are not controlled for (because of data limitation), estimated im-

pact of FDI on productivity growth can be biased away from 0. That said, further research is

needed to fully understand the inconsistency between the results from the output and produc-

tivity regressions. Readers should interpret the magnitude of the spillover effects of FDI with

this caveat in mind.

As reported from columns (2) to (4) of Table 2.6, I find a negative relationship between

changes in foreign presence in a sector and domestic-firm value-added growth, consistent with

the findings in Table 2.5. Similarly, I find no relationship between foreign equity participation

in a local firm's downstream sectors and its value-added growth. These results remain robust

after I control for changes in firm concentration and imports in the same sector. In column

(5), I find a positive coefficient on the lagged horizontal spillover term (significant at the 10%
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significance level), implying that an increase in foreign presence in a sector with a year lag is

associated with an increase in value-added growth of domestic firms. With the caveat of the

significance level in mind, this result is consistent with the argument about the time lag of FDI

spillovers. Finally, in column (7), I find evidence of negative horizontal spillovers based on a

specification using second differences.

To check the robustness of the results, in Table 2.7, I conduct the identical analyses of

Table 2.5, using Olley-Pakes estimated TFP growth as the dependent variable. Consistent with

the results in Table 2.5, besides the regression with lagged spillover terms, I find negative and

significant coefficients on the horizontal spillover term (AHjt) across all specifications. The

magnitudes of the coefficients are also comparable with those reported in Table 2.5. Likewise,

I also find no evidence of vertical spillovers (AVjt).

In sum, I find strong evidence supporting contemporaneous negative relationship between

higher foreign presence and domestic-firm productivity growth in the same sector (i.e. horizon-

tal negative spillovers) and no evidence of vertical spillovers. The first set of results supports

the recent literature which finds negative horizontal spillovers from FDI (Aitken and Harrison,

1999; Djankov and Hoekman, 2000; Konings, 2001; Javorcik, 2004). The second set of results

contrasts the findings of positive vertical spillovers through backward linkages in recent liter-

ature (Javorcik, 2004; Blalock and Gertler, 2006; Javorcik and Spatareanu, 2008). Although

the negative competition effects are the dominant explanation for the observed net negative

horizontal spillovers, I find no consistent results from the output regressions to support the

argument.

2.6.2 Within-Province Spillovers

Next, I examine whether productivity spillovers from FDI take place within and across provinces,

respectively. To this end, I decompose the measure for nation-wide horizontal spillovers into

two separate measures, one for own-province horizontal spillovers, another one for spillovers

from other provinces (cross-province spillovers). Specifically, the degree of own-province hori-

zontal spillovers is measured by the share of output produced by foreign affiliates in both the

same sector and province where the firm operates. The degree of horizontal spillovers from

other provinces is measured by the share of output produced by foreign affiliates in the same
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sector, but located outside the province where the firm operates. The procedure to construct

the vertical spillover measures is similar. Specifically, to construct the within-province vertical

spillover proxy for a domestic firmn, I use the same input-output coefficients taken to construct

the nation-wide spillover measures, along with within-province horizontal spillover measures, to

compute a weighted (weighted by input-output coefficients) average of the foreign presence in

a firm's downstream sectors in the same province. Similarly, I construct the cross-province ver-

tical spillover proxies, using the same input-output matrix, and the measures of cross-province

horizontal spillovers.

To test whether spillovers exist both within and across provinces, in Table 2.8, firm produc-

tivity growth is regressed on own- and cross-province spillover terms, respectively. In column

(1), using a firm's Solow residual as the measure of TFP. I find support for negative own-

province horizontal spillovers (at 10% significance level), but also negative vertical spillovers

from downstream foreign firms within the same province. The coefficient on the own-province

vertical spillover is negative and significant (at 1% significance level), with a large magnitude.

A one standard-deviation increase in the own-province vertical spillover measure (AVownjt)

(a 1% increase from the mean of 2%) is associated with an average of 0.57 percentage-point

decline in the productivity growth of domestic firms located in the same province.

In column (2), I replace all own-province spillover measures by their corresponding cross-

province measures to examine whether productivity can "spill over" to firms in other provinces.

I find evidence of negative horizontal spillovers from foreign firms in the same sector to a

domestic firm located in a different province. Importantly, the coefficient on the cross-province

horizontal spillover term is statistically significant, and bigger in magnitude than that for within-

province spillovers. While for vertical spillovers, no cross-province spillovers are found. These

results, together with those in column (1), are confirmed in column (3) when variables for both

own- and cross-province spillovers are included as regressors. Nevertheless, I do not find support

for negative spillovers when I use lagged values of spillover terms in column (4). From columns

(5) to (8), I repeat the same regressions in columns (1) to (4), using the Olley-Pakes estimated

TFP as the dependent variable. The results remain almost quantitatively identical.

These findings suggest that proximity to foreign firms is an important determinant of the

net effects of spillovers, and can be explained by the particular situation of economic fragmen-
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tation in China. First, the theory emphasizing knowledge dissipation due to workers' turnovers

can explain the observed different magnitudes of negative horizontal spillovers for within and

between provinces. It is well-known that due to governments' restriction, cross-province worker

mobility is low in China. As suggested by earlier literature (e.g. Kokko, 1996), if workers bring

foreign know-how to domestic firms when they move from foreign to domestic firms, increased

foreign presence in a province is more likely to transfer knowledge to domestic firms located

nearby, rather than to those located in a different province. Hence, more pronounced knowledge

diffusion effects within the same province can offset more of the competition effects, resulting

in less negative horizontal spillovers from foreign to domestic firms in the same province than

from other provinces.

Moreover, in contrast to the existing findings, I find negative vertical spillovers within the

same province. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that imports of intermediate

inputs by multinationals can crowd out demand for locally produced inputs. An explanation

is that until recently, a majority of foreign direct investment in China were for labor-intensive

final-stage assembly (Henley et al., 1999), which involved a lot of imported intermediate inputs.

According to the theoretical models of Rodriguez-Clare (1996) and Markusen and Venables

(1999), imported intermediate inputs substitute for locally-produced inputs, and can force

less productive domestic input suppliers to reduce production or shut down.22 Similar to the

explanation for negative horizontal spillovers, under the condition that firms produce with fixed

costs, the resulting short-run increasing returns to scale in production implies that crowding-out

by downstream foreign firms will lead to negative vertical spillovers.

An important question is why the crowding-out effects through backward linkages are ob-

served only within provinces, but not across provinces. As for the case of negative horizontal

spillovers, economic fragmentation in China can shed light on this phenomenon. In addition

to underdeveloped transportation infrastructure, fierce political and economic competition be-

tween provinces increase cross-province trade barriers in China (Kumur, 1994; Young, 2000),

especially for differentiated products (Huang and Wei, 2002). As a result of high trade costs

22In unreported results, when I regress value-added growth on the own-province vertical spillover term, I find
a significant and negative coefficient on the latter. This result shows that foreign entrants in the downstream
sectors of a firm did crowd out demand for its intermediate inputs. Similar to the earlier discussion about
the required returns to scale, however, I do not find a sufficiently large coefficient in the corresponding output
regression to explain the magnitude of the negative vertical spillovers. Further research is needed.
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between provinces, a recent study by Amiti and Javorcik (2006) find that both market and

supplier accesses are important determinants for the location of foreign firms in China, with

the latter being relatively more important. Thus, in an economically fragmented market, do-

inestic and foreign firms are more likely to source inputs from firms operating in the same

province. When foreign firms enter a sector, the crowding-out effects are particularly strong for

the local intermediate-input suppliers., but weak for suppliers located farther away. A stronger

crowding-out effect in the neighborhood of a domestic input supplier, therefore, can explain the

existence of negative vertical spillovers at the province level, but not at the national level.

2.6.3 Ownership Structure and Spillovers

The second part of the empirical analyses examines whether the structure of ownership and the

nationality of owners of foreign firms affect the extent of spillovers. First, I focus on the differ-

ences between spillovers associated with wholly and jointly owned foreign firms (joint-ventures),

respectively. Recent literature posits that joint ventures are associated with more knowledge

spillovers in the same sector. For vertical spillovers, joint-ventures are more likely to source

locally with the help of the domestic partners, enhancing the potential for knowledge trans-

fer to the intermediate-input producers through backward linkages (Javorcik and Spatareanu,

2008). Therefore, for both horizontal and vertical spillovers. it is expected that higher spillovers

are associated with joint ventures. Specific to the findings of negative horizontal spillovers in

this paper so far, wholly owned foreign firms are expected to be responsible for more negative

spillovers.

To formally study different spillover effects associated with different ownership structures, I

decompose nation-wide horizontal spillovers into two separate measures: a measure associated

with wholly owned foreign firms and another one for joint-ventures. As discussed in Section

2.4.3, the proxy for horizontal spillovers from wholly owned foreign firms is measured by the

share of output produced by these firms in the same sector. By construction, the share of

the remaining output produced by foreign affiliates is the spillover measure for joint-ventures.

Likewise, I decompose the vertical spillover proxy into measures for spillovers from wholly and

jointly owned foreign affiliates, respectively.

Table 2.9 shows the results of the regressions for spillovers associated with foreign firms with
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different ownership structures. In column (1), I regress firm TFP growth on the first differences

of the four spillover terms associated with wholly and jointly owned foreign firms. The coef-

ficients on the two horizontal spillover measures are negative and significant. suggesting that

both jointly and wholly owned foreign firms are responsible for lower domestic-firm productiv-

ity growth in the same sector. Importantly, the coefficient for wholly owned foreign firms is

bigger than that for joint-ventures (-0.525 compared to -0.294, although their difference is not

statistically significant). This result is consistent with the conjecture that joint-ventures tend

to transfer more knowledge to the locals, offsetting more of the negative competition effects.

In contrast, foreign presence in either form of ownership structure does not lead to vertical

spillovers.

These findings remain robust to the inclusion of controls of the Herfindahl index and import

growth of the sector (column (2)). In column (3), when lagged values of spillover terms are used

instead of contemporaneous values, results become insignificant. When I use second-differences

for all variables in column (4), I find that the coefficient for wholly-owned foreign firms is about

5 times the size of that for joint-ventures. The difference is statistically different (p-value of the

test for same coefficients is equal to 0 at two decimal places).2 3 Repeating the same exercises

using the Olley-Pakes estimated TFP yields quantitatively similar results (columns (5) - (8)).

Parallel to the study of own-province spillovers in Table 2.8, regressions in Table 2.10 exam-

ine whether the relationship between the ownership structure of foreign firms and spillovers is

observed both within and across provinces. To this end, I decompose the measures of spillovers

(horizontal or vertical) for each ownership structure (sole or joint ownership) into measures

for within- and cross-province spillovers. As such, I obtain eight different spillover measures,

four for own-province spillovers: four for cross-province spillovers. Formally, the regression

specification including all eight spillover measures takes the following form:

A ln TFPijrt = a + 31AHown t
10  + .32AHownVt + f 3AV-ownjr° + 0 4AV-ownjrt

+0 5AH-other00 + 3 AH _other t 37 AV. other + 8 AV -otherjrt + + °°7AV-othe t +0 ot j rt
+77cAConcjrt + rA ln Impjt + fj + fr + ft + eijrt,

23Because of the reduced sample size, readers should interpret these results with caution.
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where i. j, r and t continue to stand for firm, sector, region and time, respectively. The suffix

'owu'" stands for own-province spillovers, and "•other"" stands for cross-province spillovers.

superscripts "100" and "jv"c represent wholly and jointly owned foreign firms, respectively.

In columns (1), the growth of a firm's Solow residual is regressed on the four measures

for own-province spillovers. I find negative horizontal spillovers from wholly owned foreign

firms. but not from joint-ventures. The difference between the coefficient on the measure for

wholly-owned horizontal spillovers and that for joint-ventures is statistically different at the 5%,

significance level. These results are consistent with the main prediction of the paper that joint-

ventures are associated with more knowledge spillovers. Turning to vertical spillovers, I find

negative vertical spillovers from wholly owned foreign firms to local input suppliers in the same

province, while no such relationship is observed for joint-ventures. Importantly, the coefficients

on the two vertical spillover measures are significantly different at the 1%c significance level.

In column (2), consistent with the findings in Table 2.8, I find no cross-province vertical

spillovers from either jointly or wholly owned foreign firms. As discussed earlier, the mechanism

of economic fragmentation can be an explanation. For cross-province horizontal spillovers, I

find evidence of negative spillovers from joint ventures, but not wholly owned foreign firms.

These results are in contrast to the prediction that wholly-owned foreign firms are associated

with more negative horizontal spillovers. Including all eight spillover terms for own- or cross-

province spillovers associated with different ownership structures do not overturn the results

obtained in column (1) and (2). Repeating the same analyses using Olley-Pakes estimated TFP

also yields quantitatively similar results (columns (4) through (6)).

To check the robustness of the findings of spillovers from jointly and wholly owned foreign

firms, I examine whether majority owned foreign enterprises (foreign firms with more than 50%

foreign equity) are associated with more negative spillovers than minority owned foreign enter-

prises (those with less than 50% foreign equity). In Table 2.11, I find that increased presence of

majority owned foreign firms is associated with more negative horizontal spillovers, whenever

the coefficients on both the majority- and minority-owned spillover terms are statistically sig-

nificant. The findings remain robust in second-difference specifications (columns (4) and (8))

and when Olley-Pakes estimated TFP growth is used (columns (5) through (8)). In sum,

except columns (3) and (7), when lagged spillover terms are used, the coefficient on horizontal
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spillovers associated with majority owned foreign firms is always negative and significant at

the 1% significance level, with a magnitude higher than that for minority-owned foreign firms

(although the coefficients are not statistically different). These results are consistent with the

findings in Table 2.9.

2.6.4 Nationality of Foreign Investors

Besides studying the spillover effects of different equity-sharing structure between domestic and

foreign owners in foreign firms, I consider another dimension of equity ownership that can be

related to spillovers - the nationality of foreign investors. If data permit, it would be ideal to

examine how different source countries of FDI are related to the degree of spillovers. However,

the data set contains only information on whether a firm's foreign investors are from Hong Kong,

Macau and Taiwan (ethnic-Chinese henceforth) or other countries. Given that a majority of

foreign direct investment came from these three regions (See Table 2.2), it is still important to

study whether there exist different spillover patterns from ethnic-Chinese vis-h-vis non-Chinese

foreign firms.

Recent literature emphasizes the role of ethnicity in enhancing knowledge diffusion (Kerr,

2007; Agrawal, 2007). Kerr (2007) finds that scientists are more likely to cite patents by

others belonging to the same ethnic group. The direct implication to this paper is that ethnic-

Chinese foreign investors should be associated with more know-how transfer, and therefore

higher spillovers. To test this hypothesis, I construct measures for spillovers associated with

ethnic-Chinese and non-Chinese foreign firms, respectively. Specifically, the ethnic-Chinese

spillover measure is the share of output produced by foreign firms with at least 50% ethnic-

Chinese equity, i.e. equity owned by Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan investors. Correspondingly,

the remaining share of output produced by foreign firms will be considered a source of spillovers

from non-Chinese foreign affiliates.

In contrast to the predictions of the theory on ethnic-network effects, as reported in Table

2.12, I find that increased presence of ethnic-Chinese foreign firms in the same sector is asso-

ciated with lower domestic-firm productivity growth, while the entry of non-Chinese foreign

firms does not appear to matter at all. The coefficient on the ethnic-Chinese spillover measure

is always negative and significant (at 1% significance level), independent of whether I use a
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second-difference specification (columns (4) and (8)) or Olley-Pakes estimates as measures of

firm productivity (columns (5) through (8)). Importantly, when I use lagged changes in foreign

presence (columns (3) and (7)) as the explanatory variable of interest. I find evidence of negative

vertical spillovers from ethnic Chinese foreign firms, and positive vertical spillovers from the

non-Chinese ones. The first set of results is consistent with the findings of negative horizontal

spillovers from ethnic-Chinese foreign affiliates, while the second set of results supports the

existing literature which finds positive vertical spillovers through backward linkages (Javorcik,

2004: Blalock and Gertler, 2006) .

The findings of negative horizontal spillovers from ethnic-Chinese firms are puzzling. One

is tempted to think that ethnic Chinese firms are on average less technologically advanced

than non-Chinese foreign firms. and therefore are associated with less knowledge transfer. 24

However. lower productivity also implies lower sales by ethnic-Chinese foreign affiliates, and

smaller competition effects. Thus, the net spillover effects from ethnic-Chinese firms should

be ambiguous, according to the productivity-competition framework of the paper. One has to

deviate from this framework to explain the puzzle.

An explanation is that compared to other foreign investors, ethnic-Chinese foreign investors

mainly invest in small scale, labor-intensive projects, often focusing on processing of imported

inputs for re-export (Henley et al., 1999). Moreover, because of their proximity and therefore

relatively lower communication costs with their subsidiaries in mainland China, ethnic-Chinese

foreign owners leave a larger fraction of skill-intensive business services at home, letting more

low-skilled final-stage assembly work to be done in mainland China. Increased presence of

this sort of foreign presence, compared to those from other countries, have less potential for

technology spillovers. A study by Huang et al. (2008) provides evidence for this conjecture.

Using the same data set I use, they find that ethnic-Chinese foreign firms do not appear to

command higher returns on asset or equity than non-Chinese foreign firms. They explain this

by showing that ethnic-Chinese parent firms tend to invest less in intangible assets in their

subsidiaries in mainland China, than non-Chinese foreign parents. That said, further research

24For instance, geographical proximity and ethnic connection of Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan to mainland
China may imply lower fixed costs of entry for the ethnic-Chinese investors. If only more productive firms find
it profitable to pay the fixed costs of FDI, lower fixed costs for ethnic Chinese foreign investors implies lower
average productivity for their foreign affiliates, compared to non-Chinese foreign firms. For a formal analysis,
see Melitz (2003) and Antras and Helpman (2004), among others.
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is needed to fully understand the puzzle. 25

2.6.5 Different Types of Recipient Firms

Finally, I examine the spillover patterns across various ownership structures over different sub-

samples of domestic firms. First, I divide the sample of domestic firms into groups of state-owned

and non state-owned enterprises, respectively. Different from private enterprises, state-owned

enterprises have softer budget constraints and have little incentive to stay competitive. They

are therefore less responsive to changes in the market environment and are more reluctant to

adopt new technologies. As such, state-owned enterprises are expected to experience more

negative spillovers.

I define a firm as state-owned if it has more than 50% state-government equity. Using this

rule, 28% of the domestic firms in the sample are classified as state-owned enterprises. Columns

(1) through (4) in Table 2.13 show that productivity growth of state-owned enterprises is nega-

tively associated with increased presence of both wholly and jointly owned foreign firms in the

same sector, but is unaffected with their presence in the downstream sectors. Importantly, the

coefficient on the measure of horizontal spillovers from wholly owned foreign firms is twice as

big as that for joint-ventures. Turning to the subsample of non-state-owned firms, I find no

productivity spillovers through either horizontal or vertical channel, independent of the owner-

ship structure of foreign firms. In sum, state-owned enterprises bear very negative horizontal

spillovers from FDI, particularly from wholly owned foreign firms, possibly due to their lower

adoptability to new technology and softer budget constraints.

Second, I consider the subsamples of exporters and non-exporters, respectively. By directly

interacting with importing firms, exporters can acquire know-how directly from foreign im-

porters, in addition to FDI. Hence, their productivity growth should be less sensitive to the

entry of foreign firms into the domestic economy. I define a firm as an exporter if it exported in

all four sample years. As such, 16% of the domestic firms are classified as exporters. Columns

(5) through (8) in Table 2.13 show that exporters' productivity growth is unaffected by the

presence of either wholly or jointly owned foreign firms through both vertical and horizontal

25A direction of research is to examine whether ethnic-Chinese foreign firms receive different tax treatments,
compared to domestic and non-Chinese foreign firms, respectively.
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channels. For the subsample of non-exporters. I find strong evidence of horizontal spillovers,

mainly from joint-ventures. In sum, I find evidence supporting the hypothesis that productivity

of exporters is less sensitive to FDI., compared to non-exporters.

Third, I consider the subsamples of domestic firms located in coastal and inland provinces,

respectively. Since coastal provinces in China are more developed than inland provinces, FDI are

unevenly distributed, with the highest concentration of FDI in coastal regions. If geographical

proximity to FDI plays an important role for spillovers, as I already showed in the exercise

comparing within- and cross-province spillovers, we should expect different spillover patterns

between coastal and inland provinces. In columns (1) through (4) in Table 2.14. I find no

relationship between foreign penetration in a sector and productivity growth of domestic firms

in coastal provinces. However, for the sample of domestic firms in inland provinces, I identify

strongly negative horizontal spillovers.

It should be noted that these results do not contradict the conclusions of within-province

negative horizontal spillovers reported earlier. Within-province negative spillovers can be ex-

plained by a possibility of competition effects dominating the knowledge-diffusion effects. As

shown in Tables 2.8 and 2.10, cross-province spillovers arise from foreign firms in both the same

and other provinces. For domestic firms in inland provinces, staying far away from the center

of FDI in the coastal regions may imply less knowledge diffusion arising from interaction with

foreign firms and worker turnovers. Therefore, with very low knowledge diffusion and relatively

high competition effects from foreign firms in other provinces (as shown in Table 2.8), domestic

firms in inland provinces are likely to be hurt more by foreign entry in other provinces.

Finally, I consider the subsamples of technology leaders and laggards, respectively. Tech-

nology leaders are domestic firms with TFP (Solow Residuals or Olley-Pakes TFP estimates)

in the top 50 percentile in a sector. Recent literature finds that the technology gap between

domestic recipient firm and foreign firms determines the extent of knowledge transfer (Aghion

et al., 2005; Gorodnichenko et al., 2007), with technology transferability decreases with the gap.

More negative spillovers are therefore expected for technology laggards. As shown in columns

(5) through (8), the average productivity growth of technology laggards is negatively related

to the presence of wholly and jointly owned foreign firms, with the former having a three-time

bigger impact than the latter (the coefficients are statistically different at the 5% significance
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level when Solow residuals are used as the TFP measures). Nevertheless, I find no evidence of

positive spillovers from FDI to technology leaders.

The findings of negative spillovers mainly from the sample of state-owned, technologically

backward and non-exporters imply that FDI have disciplinary effects on the host economy by

forcing inefficient firms to reduce production. If that is the case, we should observe a positive

relationship between increased foreign presence in a sector and overall sectoral productivity

growth. To explore this relationship, in Table 2.15, I regress the growth rate of a sector's

weighted average of TFP (either Solow residuals or Olley-Pakes estimates) on changes in the

sector's foreign presence. 26 As expected, I find positive coefficients on both the horizontal

and vertical spillover terms. However, only when I exclude sector fixed effects and use Olley-

Pakes estimated productivity growth as the dependent variable, do I find statistically significant

coefficients on the horizontal spillover term. Readers should interpret these results with two

caveats. First, sector-level regressions examining spillovers are often subjected to the problem

of reverse causality. Second, with a short time series, it is difficult to fully capture the long-

term positive productivity effects of FDI on overall sectoral productivity. In short, this is a

first step to explore the cleansing effects of FDI, which were underemphasized in the previous

literature. Preliminary evidence seems to suggest that FDI is associated with higher overall

sectoral productivity growth.

2.7 Conclusions

This paper achieves two goals. The first goal is to examine whether there exist horizontal and

vertical spillovers through backward linkages in China. Using a rich panel data set of Chinese

manufacturing firms, I find evidence showing that FDI is associated with lower domestic-firm

productivity in the same sector. These results are consistent with the recent literature which

attributes negative horizontal spillovers to the dominance of negative competition effects over

positive knowledge-diffusion effects of FDI.

2 6 To calculate sectoral productivity, first, for both Solow residuals and Olley-Pakes estimated TFP,
I standardize In TFP for all firms using sector-specific mean and standard deviation of the variable. Then I
take the exponent of a firm's standardized In TFP to obtain the level of firm TFP. Then for each year, I
compute the weighted average of the levels of productivity of firms belonging to the same sector, using firms'
output share in the sector as weights. Sectoral productivity is the log of this weighted average.
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I find no evidence of vertical spillovers from FDI at the national level. However, I find

that increased foreign presence in the downstream sectors in the same province is associated

with lower productivity growth of local intermediate-input suppliers. This phenomenon can be

a result of negative crowding-out effects arising from multinationals' imports of intermediate

inputs, which are particularly strong in the economically fragmented Chinese market.

The second goal of the paper is to examine whether the structure of ownership of foreign

affiliates affects the magnitude of spillovers. It was believed that jointly owned foreign affiliates

are associated with more knowledge spillovers than wholly owned foreign firms. Consistent with

this prediction, I find that wholly owned foreign firms account for a larger share of negative

horizontal spillovers, compared to joint ventures. For vertical spillovers, I find no evidence

showing that the ownership structure of foreign firms matters. I also examine whether ethnic-

Chinese FDI is associated with more knowledge transfer and therefore higher spillovers, than

non-Chinese FDI. In contrast to the prediction of the theory on ethnic-network effects, I find

that ethnic-Chinese FDI is associated with much more negative horizontal spillovers than non-

Chinese FDI.

Finally, I investigate whether the findings of negative spillovers are observed across different

sub-samples of domestic firms. I find that mainly the domestic firms that are state-owned, tech-

nologically backward and located in inland provinces experience negative horizontal spillovers.

These results imply that FDI could exert disciplinary effects on the host economy by forcing

inefficient firms to reduce production.

In sum, this paper presents a static view of a negative relationship between FDI and

domestic-firm productivity growth. It should be noted that I find no relationship between

lagged changes in foreign presence and domestic-firm productivity growth. In other words, this

paper does not propose governments to restrict FDI inflows, nor reject the claim that FDI can

bring know-how and management skills to the host economy. Owing to the short time series

of the data set, it is difficult to study the dynamic effects of foreign entry in a sector on firm

productivity. In research in progress, I use an extended panel data set of Chinese manufacturing

firms with a longer time series to study the dynamic productivity effects of FDI, and also the

impact of the removal of domestic equity requirement in foreign firms after China's accession

to WTO in 2001.
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2.9 Appendix

2.9.1 Data Construction and Cleaning

1. Drop observations with non-positive values for gross output, value-added and fixed assets.

2. Reconstruct the unique firm identifier. based on the 6-digit regional code and the firm

identifier.

3. Drop observations with multiple sector affiliation in the four sample years.

2.9.2 Procedures to Construct V,

1. Assign OECD ISIC (Revision 3) 2-digit code to each observation in the firm panel data

set.

2. For each OECD category, compute the share of output produced by foreign firms (defined

as firms with at least 10% of foreign equity). These are the measures of horizontal

spillovers, Hit.

3. For each year t, multiple Hit to the input coefficient, acij, for sector j's input sourcing

from sector i.

4. Sum up aijHjt across all j's to obtain the vertical spillover measure,Vi , for sector i.

5. Other vertical measures are obtained similarly by using different H6ts.

2.9.3 Olley-Pakes Estimation

First Stage The first-stage equation of the Olley-Pakes estimation takes the following

form:

Yit = C + Okkkit + 0/lit + wit + cit, (2.4)

where 1,t (ln(labor)) is treated as a variable input and kit (In(capital stock)) is assumed to be

pre-determined at t - 1. Investment at t, iit is assumed to depend on kit and firm productivity
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wit, which is observed by the firm, but unknown to the researchers. In other words, I can

express lit as

iit = i (kit, it).

The identifying assumption is that lit is monotonically increasing in wijt, conditional on kit. By

inverting i (kit, wit). I obtain an expression for wit in terms of investment and capital stock at

year time t as

Substituting this into the regression specification, I obtain

Yit = a + /kkit + w (iit, kit) + /3lit + cit. (2.5)

h(iit,kit)

Denote the unknown function h (iit, kit) as

h (iit, kit) = a + Akkit + w (iit, kit)

Since the functional form of h (iit, kit) is unknown, I approximate w (iit, kit) by a third-order

polynomial in iit and kit to obtain consistent estimates for 31 from estimating (2.5).

Second Stage To estimate Ok, now I consider the expectation of yit+l - /llit+l

E [yit+l - ilit+|ikit+l] = a + /kkit+1 + E [w (iit+1, kit+l) 1w (iit, kit)] (2.6)

By assuming that w (iit, kit) follows a first-order Markov process with white noise ýt (wt =

wt-1 + ýt), I rewrite (2.6) as

E [Yit+l - 3llit+1 kit+l] = - kkit+1 + g (a + w (iit, kit))

From (2.5), w (iit, kit) = h (iit, kit) - ikkit - a. Hence, using h (iit, kit) estimated in the first

stage, and approximating g (w (iit, kit)) by a third-order polynomial in iit and kit, I estimate
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the second-stage equation as

it+ 1 /3it+I = UAt-kT + g ((i+ kI+) - kkit )+ t I + Cit+1

Since •A, is embedded in non-linear terms of function g, I use non-linear least square method to

estimate this equation. According to Olley and Pakes (1996), by restricting the coefficients on

kit to be the same both inside and outside the function g(.), the estimate of BkA will be consistent.

Readers are referred to Javorcik (2001) for a. more detailed description of the implementation

of the Olley-Pakes method.
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2.10 Tables and Figures

Figure 2-1: Inward FDI Flows and FDI/Capital Formation in China (1980 - 2006)

Source: United Nations World Investment Report (2007)

Note: FDI flows are measured in billions of current US dollars. The solid line corresponds to inward FDI flows, associated
with the vertical axis on the left. The dashed line corresponds to the share of FDI flows in total capital formation.
associated with the vertical axis on the right.
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Figure 2-2: Evolution of Horizontal and Vertical Spillovers (1998-2001)
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Figure 2-3: Evolution of First-differences of Horizontal and Vertical Spillovers (1998-2001)
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Figure 2-4: Evolution of Horizontal Spillovers by Ownership Structure (1998-2001)
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Figure 2-5: Evolution of Vertical Spillovers by Ownership Structure (1998-2001)
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Table 2.1: Distribution of FDI Stock in Different Industries iii China (to the end of 2001)

Ctnulat
in ForeSector

rManluractur ng] 4

Real estate ,

Social serFices
Logist cs and coarmuni cat on
Electricity, gas an, water 4

D istribut on

Co nst ructon
Others

Agricultural
R&D and technology senicet

Geo ogy nvest gation
F nance and insurance
Health and sports
Educatioln. cutUlre and film[s
Total

Sourtce: Clua n Satistical Yearbclbol: 3•2 and Len 2` I Lo

ed Investment
ign Afiliates
91 .322

49,094

,6,274
1 .442

19,505

4,9,92
1,2547

3,994
9. I' 135

4,33:4

3,282
4.237
2,089
2,77

1,390
75,011

Snhare

17.04%

%.43%4
474%:

0 246%

1. 60%

1.04%,

0.50%

0.48%

0.24%

0.32%

0. 096%100.00%

Cum:ulated Foreign
Direct r nvestmen: in

Foreign Affiliates

214.931
55.536

23, 88

15, 163
11.606

11,31'

7,743
7.179
4.763
2. 17

1.412

1.415
1.128

359,683

Table 2.2: Top 10 Source Countries of FDI in China (cumulated to the end of 2002 dollars)

Number of FDI Realized Share Among
projects (b Iliuns of USD: Top 10

-Hong Kong 210,876 204 90 5 .29%
JUnited Staces 37.280 39 90 9.98%
Japan 25.147 36.30 9.10%
Taiwan 55,691 33 10 8.29%
Virgin Islands 6,659 24.40 6.10%

Singapore 10.727 21 50 5.37%
SouTh Korea 22,208 75 20 3 80%
United K ngdom 3,4 18 10 70 2. 8%
Gernany 3,053 8.00 2 00%
France 2,033 5.50 1.39%

Source: Cmina Mialsnict• f Cotimerce (2003 and Ll 4ng (0015)

Table 2.3: Summary Statistics (Firm Level)

Num. Obs Mean Standard Dev.

V.alue-adde,_ (constant 19.97 mn yuan) 257 952 95.3460 64 9406
Output (constant 1997 mn yuan) 257 952 400.0462 216 3251
Labor 257.952 363.0409 1295.8 1
Capital (constant 1997 mn yuan) 257 952 339.8232 3603 0230
TFP Growth (Solow Residualsi 56, 4 7 0.0 146 0 7932
TFP Growth (Olley-Pakes Estimated) :156•47 0.0030 07843
No:te Su'mmnar-: tatistics are for tfe sample ofdamestic firun !definel as frm with le- than 10 " w foreial
equiv) Total tumber of observations is 323.74 I.wrth ?9 of theam a•s::oted with domesic firm'.
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Table 2.4: Summary Statistics (Sector Level)

Sector Level Variables
Hor zontal Spillovers

Wholly-Ownedo

Jo lt-Owredtl

Majority-Owned
Mino ritv-Ow ned

Ethn c-Ch onese
Non-OChinese

Vertical Spillovers

,Who. -Itv-:_- r.ned
Jointly-Owned

Majority-Owned
\M;i noritv,-Owv, ned
Ethn c-: Ch nese
Non-Chinese

Imports (currert mn USD)
Exports (current mn USD)
Herf ndahl ( 10-firm

Sector First-Differences
AHorizontal Spil overs

Whoi ly-Owned

Joint-Owned

Majority-O wned
Minority- Owned
Ethnmc-Ch nese
Non-Chinese

AVertical Splilovers
Wholly-Owned

Jonitly-Owned
Majori-ty-Owned
Minority-Owned

Ethn c-Ch inese
Non-Chinese

In( Imports)
In(Exports :
Herfindahl Index (10-firm)

Num. Obs
88
88

88
88

88

88

88

88

88

88

88

88
888888
88

88

Num. Obs
66

66

66
66
66

66
66

66
,6

66
66

66
66
66

Mean
0.3708

0.1370

0.2337
0.2295.
0.1413
0.1826
O. 'I 882
0.1882
0.3386

0. 1"2.

0.2169

0.2065

0. 1321

0.2214

0.2068E

10080.06

10725 5
0.0725

Mean
0.0208
0.0144

0.0065
0.0167
0.0042
0.0083
0. 0125

0.0201
0.0157

0.0043

0.0177

0.0023

0.0077
0.0141
0.1363
0.1065
-0.0017

Standard Dev.
0.1876

0 1288
0. 1049

0.0756

0_ 536

0.0276
00637

00975

0 0625
1344 1.92

I 132' ._7

Standard Dev.
0.0390

0.0230
0.0459

0.0260

0.0390

0.0316

0.0406
0 11 9
0. 0074
0.0109

0.0094

0.0069

0.0122

0. 1845

0. 1996

0.01389
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Table 2.5: Horizontal and Vertical Spillovers (Dependent Variable = Solow Residuals)

This table examine2i h rh-e ffectr of fcreign poesence on doinestic-fni-m TFP g:rowvti hrough both rhe horizontal and verntcal
(backward hi 1hkages). chamnnels The resus of first-ditfference second-difference and le-e regresion i are reported.

Dependent variable: Solow Residual (Level. First-difference or Second-difference)
,1 2 3• ) 4 ( ' , 7)

First [Diff S econd
Specification First Diff. First Diff First Diff First Dift iLagged) Level Di
Horizontal -. 238 -0 -0 ~1 -0 52 "  -0 3':7

C) 11 ) 0. 111) 15 0 125F i0 .220,

Vertical 0.098 0. 0 o38 -0553 -0 939 -00 51
(0.•17i 0.3i2) (0.32_) (0.422) 0 .7T 0 (00.731)

He indahl 10 0. 102 0.343 0.20 4 0.53

(0!274) ( 340) (0.550) (0.409)

In( iorts) -05 0 030 .0 4 -0.07T*

(0.04) I .2031f. 042i (0 043)

nixed E'fec:s Y Y Y y Y Y Y

R-squared 0 003 0.003 0.003 0.003 .004 .14 1 0.006

Number of O•s. 1,56 447 156,4477 156,44 15447 7, 220 257,•81 77,05)

A fim In Solo :,. :;esr •a in mea-nr1eit azco:ding to ed:iiati,:n (2.1 in thie ex:.
A:ll eges-on:: i:nc:lde a cn:ta:,: sectir. proiince ,nd n;ea: fixed effect•
S;tanrird enrs,. co:rected ri cistering at the tectoi-year lee: a::e :epc·red In paen:thee:.

'. * and * ienote 10. 5a and .:ie,:nificance re:es, respect:-ely
Only' doametic fianus .(t;h lets than i0% freien equ.:;) ae ncluded in the amnele
Cclumms (m ) -,:4) •se first-diffnrennces fc- alu variables.
Colu:im (5) ses lagged masares :of spilovers. Othre: vaiables are not Hazged
Cclunta (6) u es feve:s a:f al 'ia:ble, :m tead of fin differences.
Co0flun tI :es econd differnceS f all -arables, insteaad of fi -t diffeience;.
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Table 2.6: Horizontal and Vertical Spillovers (Dependent Var. = Value-added)

This table examines the effects of foreign presence on domestic-firm value-added growth through both the horizontal and
vertical (backward linkages) channels. The results of first-difference, second-difference and level regressions are
reported.

Dependent variable: Value-added (Level, First-difference or Second-difference)
(1)~ (2) (3)e  (4)e (5) (6)9 (7)

Ftrst Diff (Lagged
Specification First Diff. First Diff. First Diff. First Diff Spillovers) Level Second Diff
Horizontal -0.257"* -0.256" -0.25 1* 0.146' -0.617.. -0.350'

(0.115) (0.115) (0.123) (0.085) (0.155) (0.183)
Vertical -0.160 -0 146 -0 224 -0.474 -0.271 -0.88 '

(0.347) (0.345) (0.360) (0.502) (1.059) (0.511)
Herfindahl 10 -0. 119 0.141 1.212"* 0.134

(0.301) (0.44 1 (0.568) (0.346)
In(Imports) -0..025 0.. 034 -0.008 -0.061

(0.034) (0.028) (0.045) (0.039)
Fixed Effects Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

R-squared 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.089 0.007
Number of Obs. 156,447 156,447 156.447 156,447 73,220 257,681 77,051

Notes
a)
b)
c)

e)

All retressions include a constant, sectr. provice and year fixed effecti.
Standard errors, corrected for clustering at the sector-year level, are reported in parentheses.
* ". * and * denote 1%, 5.% and 10% significance levels. respectively.
Only domestic firms (with less than 10% foreign equity) ate included in the sample.
Colthtns (1) - (4) use first-differences for all variables.
Column (5) uses lagged measures of spilcovers. Other variables are not lagged.
Columun (6) uses levels of all variables, instead of frst differences.
Cohnmn (7) uses second differences of all variables, instead of firt differences.
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Table 2.7: Horizontal and Vertical Spillovers (Dependent V-ar. = Olley-Pakes Estimated TFP)

Thi'ý table examines the effect, of foreign prestence on domestic-finrn TFP igro, 1 tirough the horizontal and vertical
(backward linkageS) channels. The fresults of first-difference. second-diffrene and leve regreo rereso reported.

Dependent variable: Olley-Pakes Estimated TFP (Level, First-difference or Second-difference)
,' ,,'n iOV

First Dif (Lagged
Specification First Diff. First Dif First Diff. First Dif Spilovers) Level Second D ff
-Horizontal -0 250" -0 26" -. 262" 0. 120 -0.52T," -23

0. 110: (0. 11 ) 2 J17, D0 11; t0.125" I0.21B_
ter:cal 2: ._ 0.05J -0 09• -0.S66 -1 021 -.681

,1:.26 (0.32:3i ( 33I ' .30. .908 -• .703 j

-iHeindahll0 -01 0 024C i 0 535 0.438

(0.287) 0 37, i 3.532) (0 426)
In(r17prts) -02

i 4.I 00.1 -07

(.031 :0 030: (0.042) (0 042 ,

ixed E ecrs Y Y Y Y y

R--squared 0 002 C.2 000.2 0.002 .002 003 0. 367 0.006
'Number of 3S . 15;5.447 15 ,447 1 156,447 73.220 257.68 1 77051

A) .i finc aFP i, easured based oi: ie OIle-Paces e;~mna:icn ofr: secto:-speclc C'bC-Dl-r)cglasi pioduct"i ftuct:r. See Sectio:i Z9 Data
AppendS:) fur detais.

b: A1•reression include a crnstan.. r.cir:i ovnc:e and vea fixed efects
c' Standard erc::_. cor.ected frI c:~iterintg at ite ;ectc:er-.ear eel are reported m pareihesete.
d: * ". ": anrd * denote i%. 5'% and .'1: c in:ficance evels., respectcvely
e) anly domestic tfrins (with foreign cequsr; share less than 10P,) ae mincluded in tie sap;le
) Ctolumn (5) uses laed meaure of llieis Other variables ate not L-gged.
SColun (6 uses evel of all vaable s. ,istead of first differences.
h. Colun .t7) uses second differences cf all v.riables istead of first diffe:rences
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This tahbe xti1nes horizontal and
samre provmtsce

TablIe 2.8: I lorizontllt andI \V'ertical Spilloverlls w'ithin the Same Pro vince

vcrticWl ibackwrdL f spi!t) Aers to dmies 1tic firnns Iromn t"Ir'i'n tirmns iN i In It I atis it0

(1) (2) (3) (4 :5. (..

Dependent Variables ASolow ',Solow A.Solow \,Solw \Olley-Pakes \Olley-akes ',Olley-Pakes \OIley-Pakes
First Diff Lagged First Diff Lagged

Specification First Diff First Diff tFirst Diff Spillovers First Diff First iDiff S pillovser
\Horizontal (Own Province, -0.095' -0 099* 0.050 -0 099" -0.102' 0 03

(0.051) (0.051) (0.054) (0 051) (0 051) (0 051)
\Vertical (Own Province• -0 569"" .0 565" -0 065 -0 542"' -0 540'" -0 062

(0 116) (0 118) (0 085) (0.1 15 (0 117" (0 080)
AHorizora (Other Provinces -0 188" -0 1 96" 0 126 -0 198 -0 206" 0 114

Q1(0 087) (0 082) (0 130) (0 086) (0 082) i0 123)
AVertical (Other Provinces) 0.262 0 104 0,755 0 199 0 051 0 707

(0 247) (0 225) 0394 (0 241:, (0 223) -0 402
Fixed Effects Y Y y y y y Y
Control s ---- -- - ----- lin(imports) + ,Herf 10 - - -

R-squared 0 003 0 003 0 003 0 004 0 003 0 002 0 003 0003
Number of Obs 156 447 156 447 156447 73 220 156 447 156 447 156 447 73 220

hi·

IIII
iil
Fi

•th ~ •' l• 1. c n ' ! . l:l' i - t h" ji! r;ti iSn, I h . trI•, Ii•:• n• tkI ,: j it hI , I th I.1 l .l i : 1 . n ,1i 0 1 1-( id I ;, i ! ,. I n .o I u 11 F, II

A1 • ll - .i c r iti ', i nn')¾ si li• i • • • le .I l" " ,e 4; I t' ti ' l% '
St, dc ie c fIn" l ti. h i i q I r.ri 'll i 'l r , Ift; illq : I I: r' A fI itlii.c-tc iI lu::it ,il l.,I

(ilni r c i i Can I t ni I .' ,I e ( n' Iuiv I in clu <' I ni t hI ' Ciir IC i i 1 1 0 .n -, na 1 FilI . I al a un 1 1il "

iii



T'ab•le 2.9: i HorizIotaIl and Vertical Spillovers from Joint Venltu res anld NN ho llt.-owned Ioretian \ ffilia;tes

his z•a i2 )\a inis horiz ntai and vrtt •xi I( tk a:rd.I ptroductivity st. i ,lo ti dwii sxic fit s I: tro

vihoi 1-owncd lorQ in firnis i ' 100i i: Ir'inl 2q11t' 1 r1spcCti',.1 1 1I

( 1 (2) (3) (4 5) (6t "( (82

Dependent Var 'Solow Soow\Sl \olow .Solow \Oly-Pakes Olle y-Pakes \Olley-Pakeos ,,:• lley-Pakes

Specification No cntrol Vth controls Lagged spillovers Secon DIff No control 04th controlols L pagged spillovers Second Diff

AHonrzontal (100% owned: 0 525" -0 460' -0 711 1 588*" 0 488" 0 442' -0 775* 1 586"'

(0 240) (0 246) (0 464) (0 211: (0 242' (0 252: (0.447 0 22•3
N Horizontal (Joint-ventures) -0 294"'. -0 303'" 0 031 -0 324" 0 317 " 0 318" 0 004 0 364"

(0 097: (0 103 (0 176(0 159 (0 096 (0 104, (0 165 0 157'
A Vertical (100% owned' -0 197 -0.225 0 187 -0661 -0 297 -0.329 0.216 -0 776

(0 459) (0 447) (0044798 (0 644: (0 472 (0 463 (091 (710. 642)
\Vertical (Joint-ventures) 0,084 -0.046 -1 685" -0.559 0.059 -0,039 -1 939"•  -0.501

(0 382) (0.397) (0. 969 (0, 721) ,0 3940 (0 402) (0925 (0 706)
Controls No ni------- rn(imports) + ,Herfl0 ---------------- No ----------- ln(mports + HerflO --- ----

Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes ''Yes Yes

R-squared 0.003 0 ,003 0 004 0 006 0 003 0 003 0 003 0 006

Number of Obs, 156 447 156 447 73,220 77051 156 447 '156. 44 7 73,220 77 051
Horizontal 100
= Horizontal JV (p-value) 0 35 0 55 0 06 0 00 0 49 0 63 0 05 0 00
Vertical 100
= Vertical JV (p-value) 0.62 0,75 0,23 0, 86 0,54 0.61 0 15 0 63

N 'I.'

i•l ii '

'i the '

1 .. . . i2 I % 1 . L

. : I I T III I1 i-Il A k ýI I iL n-I -I-, I l '.

I-,:l~ ji I \i: mi() I alh alll Ii ;.rl: l~~i; I II: th81 !;i ;ih:flT ( Ii: I:-Pliii l~ in ()it : I(l) _:ti ;I l:i\ 1. lili lI t I 1 11 1 1 11 ' n i 1t I r I I w 11 1 s t I I t 1 l s I I 1 ha o n d s i b r



Table 2.10: Horizontal and Vertical Spillovers from Joint Ventures and Wholly-owned Foreign
Affiliates within the Same Province

This table examines horizontal and vertical (backward) productivity sprilovers to domestic firtns from jointly and wholly
owned foreign finns, and from within and outside the same province, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Dependent Var. ASolow ASolow ASolow AOlley-Pakes AOiley-Pakes SOlley-Pakes
AHorizontal (1 00 Own) -0.261 "* -0.258"** -0.274*** -0.271**

(0.092) (0.094) (0.092) (0.094)
AHorizontal (JV Own) -0.069 -0.075 -0 071 -0.076

(0 05•1• (0.050) (0.050) (o.050)
AVertical (100 Own) -1.061"* -1.051" -1.000"** -0 995 *"*

(0.231) (0.236) (0.227) (0.231)
AVertical (JV Own) 0.075 0.075 0.083 0.087

(0. 107) (0.105) (0. 106) (0.104)
AHorizontal (100 Others) 0.122 -0.044 0.107 -0.057

(0.274) (0.250) (0.271) (0.246)
AHorizontal (JV Others) -0.236" -0.215'" -0.244"* -0.224."'

(0.091) (0.081) (0.090) (0.081)
AVertical (100 Others) 0.545 0.175 0.422 0.061

(0.493) (0.48) (0.483) (0.416)
AVertical (JV Others) -0.072 0.075 -0.053 0.091

(0.300) (0.325) (0.300) (0.325)
Fixed Effects & Controls Y Y Y Y Y Y

R-squared 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.003
Number of Obs. 156,447 156,447 156,447 156,447 156,447 156,447
Hori. (JV Own)
= Horn. (100 Own) (p-value) 0.03 - 0.04 0.02 - 0.03
Vert. (JV Own)
= Vert. (100 Own) (p-value) 000 - 0.00 0.00 - 0.00
Hori. (JV Others)
= Hori. (100 Others) (p-value) - 0.19 0.51 0.20 0.51
Vert. (JV Others)
= Vert. (100 Others) (p-value) 0.25 0.85 0.36 0.95

Note
a)

b)c)

e)
f)

The dependent variable is the first difference of the natural logarithn of firm total factor productivity. In coluims (1) - (3), TFP measures are Solow
REsiduals. In Column (4) - (6), TFP are estimated by Olley-Paks estimation procedure of a sector-specific Cobb-Douglas production function. See
Section 2.9 for details.
All regressions include a constant, sector. province and year fixed effects; and controls of An(Inports) and AHeiflO.
Standard errors, cotrected for clustering at the sector-year level, are reported in parentheses.
***, ** and * denote 1%, 5% and 10% si0nificance levels, respectively.
The last two ows report the p--alues of the tests for whether the coefficients on wholly and jointly-oaned spillovers are the same.
Only domestic firms (with foreign equity share less than 10%) are included in the sample.
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Ta hb I e 2. 11: Iorizon tal \and Ve'rtical Spi llov ers fro In I in orit -o•• ne lie and( 1 iaj•o r it, -owi ned I' reignil \ffl Ii :iate

li1t ' fs ta, Ixmie hoi tl In vr7ia iok ad Ind ctvt iph vr I do e wl f s t-nmv 011on 1,4 aI n m106tsow e ýYlgl 10rm -OVick M n
oW1n1,ed 1foreign a!flates .re toreign lrms with more Ihan 9% of a"n t s rn,, 6 ) n I a mv,

S1) (2) ( 3 ,, (4) ,5) ,6) (7) (8)

Dependent Var \Solow :Solow ,Solow \'Solow \O!ley-t-Pakes - kes Olley--Pakes OOleyiey- Pakes
Specification No control With controls Lagged spillovers Second Diff No on trol Vith controls Lagged spillovers Second Diff

\,Horizontal (Majority) -0 439**  -0435*  0.009 -0 750"* -0,445" -0 44 9"' -0 039 -0 801* *"
(0 131 (0 131 (0 344) (0 209) (0 136: (0 135) (0 330: (0 208)

\Horizontal (Minority) -0277" -0 273 0068 0 553" k •  0 292" 0 272' 0013 0 5772."
(0 132) (0 155) (0 189) (0 201) (0 126' (0 150' (0 18s8 (0 1931

\Vertical (Majority) 0 218 0.065 0 375 0 031 0 11 0 003 0 345 0 07

(0 405) (0 385) , 0 02) (0 900) (0 401') (0 384', (0 567 (0 859
AVertical (Minority) -0 303 -0 447 0 971 1 753" -0 2 7 0 37 1 37 1 74'

(0 627) (0 648) 1 152' (1 041 (0 620' (0 630: 11 0053 (1 074'
Controls No Ain(Imports) + \HerflO No .in( mports) H Herf10

Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes YeYs Yes Yes Yes

R-squared 0003 0 003 0 004 0 006 0 003 0 003 0 003 0 006
Number of Obs 156447 156447 73,220 77051 15 44 15 447 73 220 77051
Holizontal Minority
=Horizontal Majority (p-value) 0,35 042 0.82 0.51 037 037 0 83 0. 43
Vertical Minority
SVertical Majority (p-value) 051 0 50 0 69 0 17 0 32 062 0 42 0 18

O nh' Iep'nld "t -' ri il i- th' ' iri' diiin ' nc' e 'n tl".' n t r l i l.. .ri h n ' ii ii tIii .l f mI i',roductiir in i .I I 'I i I I • i • • -

S All r 'e ein.i ii l' . coIin•1.'. . .lcor , p in ,e '.nd inn. isne.d .fnf Iict '.di "*<. " a!nd: *
° 
;.{7lLs Pa• . a"nl • d im s! sign'rif¢•~icanc l-'.. l•. respe',ct•ive=ly

e)! Onl'll dome•stic: imasi> (it,,ih 1e• iha•iii I S foriieignl equltyi).. i':r'ie inlc:luded•l; ill 11h!e sample:'

-1, (.N IwIu 71i 11 1, :, I tll{ ui <J w ill,• )Igr•' i•pi 11•st L'•, I.• 1t11v I ,rc,:T) ,olmans (3) and ( < el.gged 1easures 1 s!:ll:1 1 s1

re In Li As in clowrn I 8 iR are estimated E 011<\



Table 2.1 2: I- orizontal aind V'erlltical Spilloviers from eth nic-( hi nes~c and Non-( 'hin ese l reign I \Afriliates

.his tabl . c.xa i s .rinta ad .ical (ack ad p dctiv spil r dottic It s itl, 1C ins-e t ;n 1 n0-(C hinSe Ltrig ci "V'.c i hin,
htret ig alli P nt.. arc defined ax lirmas
loreic'a al Ii) ates

'Atib aaFc2 ihati >t ~ .x)tiitx ii ~acci "ix I luau' l\tavl \laccia and 'lit 1ntxx a" t'.'. chiLL \c''-(hcctc'.c licrct''n :11 t)t:';cs crc 'itc 'cxi ccl 'Ix.'

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) () (7 (8)

Dependent Va, \Solow %Solow \Solow \:Solow OQllay-Pakes COlley-$akes \Olley-Pakes \:,lley-FPakes
With Lagged

Specification No control controls Lagged spillovers Second Diff, No conthol With controls spillovers Second Diff
aHorizontal (Chinese) -0,424." -0428" -0. 198 -0 728"'" 0 427" -.0 423" -0 275 -0 768"

(01 13) (0 11 1) (0 2,20) (0 161) ,0 116) (0 118) (0 220W (0 160)
AHorizontal (Non-Chinese) -0 231 -0 213 0 28)6* -0431' -0 280" -0 269 0 296 -0 456'

(0 145) (, 153) (0 157) (0 253) (0 136) (0 145f (0 155) (0 2461
AVertical (Chinese) -0 288 -0 368 -1 524" -0 442 -0 337 -0405 -1 581 -0 469

(0 380) (0 380) (0 612) (0 711) (0 385) (0 388) (0 526) (0 68t1
WVertical (on-,nChinese) 0 018 -0 121 1 252** 0 046 0 01 .0 076 0 8705 0 073

(0 359) (0 377) (0 533) i(0 876) (0 360' (0 379 (0 5151 (0 837
Controls No \In mports; + \.H erf No . ps Herf 0
Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
R-squared 0 003 0 003 0004 0 006 0 003 0 003 0 003 0 006
Number of Obs 156447 156447 7351 156447 15647 73220 1 220 77,051
Horizontal (Chinese) = Horizontal
(Non-Chinese) (p-value) 0. 22 0,19 0,06 0 20 0,33 0 33 0.02 0, 17
Vertical (Chinese) = Horizontal
(Non-Chinese) (p-value) 0_25 0,36 0 00 021 0 19 0 24 0,01 0 17

•a 1K The •t ,dep t ,r iab•lc t ileh firstdiffercfce ofIthe Ilt urillatth' ,d I: f fim 4 m t .l r t ik".rl.chl n o u' i c I.8 ci F tr •i
Oil y, -Pk Cts• s tim tii j:'li*t:tCC•h t • ' t -'1'c iti (iiob -D)o cgl, p uctia 1untAi mlii: :i Sc t' , 2 o! C d1-t :il,0

17 All fvi re sio tic n1lud a c in'tn s to1r pr.' inue AA earl . i' ed efc'ItC. i

,d 1 " r i V. i . !I"I, ; I'n 'jicg iii c i '<is C l icti '
) , O l .I 'm.et-.i C1 'i i iii I" i f C Cl.i u • "t I :i l hIC than i , I Crei ilcluidcI dJ in tih iampl C

.c ColumK I:'. c.', Ia:. i i '1 l'' f-.'n, m 'C-h s o I lh C • 'is • .il +i.-r t 'C f ii' 'i lill -I lhI•I'.-1 IA i J- IhC I I I v i .I



i Table 2.13: Ilorizo•l. I mnd \erlical Spillove erS (I)itferen t SuIsam Iples)

his t Iaib'le eaines hionto arnd r venai ibacrk ' p\r rodu ctixt tspievr t o domesntic lim t

stateowne Ino '1ate-o\wnd enfter pr- i'e and exporters non exportr s .are conside

U mI loinii ''\.:,''d wh t min' 101re: t Irmi ''spe'i" C ''mp1" of

Dependent variable: \In(TFPt) In(TFPt)- In(TFPt.s)
(1 (2) 3) (4 (5) ( (7 (

State-owned Enterprises Non-state-owned tExpri oriented Non -expori orienied

TFP Measure Solow Resid OlleyPkes So Olley-Paleyes olws Solesid owlly-akes - solw Resid Olley-sPakes So low Resid t11ey -Pakes

\Horizontal (100% owned) -1.454"* -1 4091"' -0.2003 0193 -0 1930 -0 105 -0 428 -0 450

(0.456' (0.465s (0 268 (0' 25 (0 2 (0565 b (0 341 ) ( 0 ' 8

\Hc•izontal (Joint Ventures) -0 718".. -0 687" -0. 146 -0 190 -0 190 0 029 - 27" -0. 285

(0 165) (0 172) (0 098) (0. 097 (0 097: (0 223) 0 128.; 0 126)

\Vertical (100%'- owned) -0 711 -0 419 -0 259 0 511 0.511 0 162 - 562 0 77

(0 956C (10 0I) (0 488) (0 490) 0 490) (1 201) (0 521!) (0 555;

4Vertical (Joint Ventures) 0,209 -0 146 -0.184 -0.014 0 014 0 472 -0 146 -0 198

(0,767) (0.837) (0 373) (0 338) 0 338) (0 694:) 0 479) (0 496)

Fixed Effects and Controls -.-----------.- '-.--'-------- --------------- Yes - - - - ----- ; ---

R-squared 0 004 0003 0004 0 4 0004 0 010 0.008 0 003 0004

Number of Obs 43 979 43:979 112 468 112 468 22 392 22 392 118.049 118 049
Honzontal JV
= Horizontal 100 (p-value) 0,11 0,12 0 84 0.99 0.81 0.96 0 66 0.64
Vertical JV
M Vertical 100 Ip-value) 0 29 0 76 0U90 0 40 0 ,,8 0.90 0 50 0 39

I I 11''.- I .' ii * I

ii "i Len t '% Iin c levels, r-hiectri\ :-
Tir I' Ir I rIrIs I porI the p- ialue ' rhe I i or whether Ih I1efficiertr In Iol - I Iir I''s 11 11 I I

Oinl. Jdomesti, ?Iirm :witI le'.. rlhan :7 'rornign euity are iincluded in tl.. -.ampl

St' er n rnrd ererri'rr' 'n'rre rOtl r wizh ' l xf'r nt% .tate-.ovei' mntl' equi'
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Table 2.14: I iorizontl aIn d V'er tic~t11 Spillove i's (DI)ifferent S ulhsa •plles ( int'

I tush ilc .1" nlic h•? ~i, O i ~LidP , ctitita 1 ,bw.Uks, di pICduc i s1 I iilh"x -
s 0•od 'iocsI.iL Iiii 1• tli•1 i' ilfl d - vi.d 0 i01 1%-ov. • d lCi li.,ii ,s(.• kcI I' . S-.OV.Iip 2S ul

cL•'4/ ini:an.hd iJomrrtil•c ci rltprd is y l i.:d .e......1:cc , l le:jridfsi.i r ccilrt•t.,, o 
,.s :rn .l.. :ii ci'ri sidc

Dependent variable: Iln(TFPt)- In(TFPt)- In(TFPj1 )
: 1 ) (2) ( 3) 4, (5) ( 6 (7) } 8

Coastal Inland Technology L-eaders Technology Laggards
TFP Measure Solow Resids Olley-Pakes Sol Rs es Solow Resid Olley Pakes Soiow Resid Oll0ey Pakes
\Horizontal (100%U owned) -0.369 -0.343 -0.847* -0.872* -0 055 -0 164 -0.890", -0 93,4 "

i0 304) (0265) O(0 471) 10 2944 (0 252) ;03640 (0 334)
NHorizontal tJoint Ventures) -0 176 0209 -0 515 " -0 511,"'" .0 129 -0 179 -0 463"" -0 465'"

(0 125) (0 126) (0 191) (0 186) (0 140) (0, 123 (0 155s) 0 142)
WVertical (100% owned) -0 290 -0.416 -0.500 -0, 604 0 144 "0 669 0 905 -0 334

1(0 605) (0 594) (0 680), (0 671) (0 641) (0 574 (0 675 ) (0 6 2)
\Vertical (Joint Ventures) 0 632 0 763 -0 899 -1 068-057 579 -0 26 0 147 -0 096

(0 481) (0 456) (0 535: (0 548) (0 484 484 (0 404 (0 6000 (0 582)
Fixed Effects & Controls ----------------------------------------------------------- Ye -- ------------------ ------------------

R-squared 0003 0.002 0004 0 004 0 010 0 010 0 007 0 007
Nun-mber of Obs 89 355 89 355 67 092 67 092 7 256 74 606 79 189 81.841
Horizontal JV
= HorizonIal 100 (p-value) 0 55 0,69 0.48 0,44 0 80 0 95 0 25 0 16
Vertical JV
= Vertical 100 (p-value) 0.21 0,08 0.56 0 51 0 28 0,50 0 15 073

[ Th'edepe d I va', ,.iIria21 Pbl n.the, I 11 1 rst i , ,1 ralo .riin irm .. l f" or d.liity hi F I t i
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Table 2.15: Sectoral Productivity Growth and Spillovers

Dependent variable: sln(TFPt) = In(TFPt)- ln(TFP,.,)
) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

TFP Measures Solow Solow So(ow O ey-Pc akes ev-akes 01ey-Pakes
aHorizontal 1 488 .464 1.648 i 55 " 1.664" 1.926

O r92) i l0.901:, (I 3. 7 15 (0.708 (1.256t
AVertical 1 488 1. 96 1.5 2 128 '

089) (1.711) (.084 (1.190

Iln(Imports 0. 029 -0 008
(0.216) (0.143)

AHer1 10 -1 865 0.-:3i

(1.641 ) (2.1831

Sector F xed Efects N N Y N N Y
Year Fixed Efects . Y Y y y y
R-squared 0.20,6 0 218 0.325 0.228 0.24 1 0.404
Number o6 Obs. 66 66 6 66 66
Note:

i 3;

Ic:

I ci

The depet:en: :,a alLbles Cre the flst difileles of the tnaual Iga:thni o: f C t5:he %ecto:a I veigelted a:ve:Iage f f I:r tc1til facto:
piod'uctratm
Ail regressics nc.l.:ie a con::ant and year: ixed effects
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Appe ndix a Iles

Table \2. I: Olley-Pakes Estitmated linput Elasticities 1i) Sector

tSIC Sector Labor Capital
Esdr•rte Std. Dev Estirmate Std Dev Sum

15 Food products and beverages 0522 ,0 014. 0 365 ,0 029) 0 887
16 Tobacco products 0 530 o0 104) 0.595 (00171 1 125
17 Textiles 0 370 ,0 011) 0 333 0 024; 0703
18 Wearing apparel 0525 (0018: 0428 (0 037. 0953
19 Tanning, dressing leather 0 434 (0017 0274 (0 046' 0 708
20 wood and wood products 0.537 (0 023) 0.195 (0 043) 0.732
21 Paper and paper products 0.360 (0.020) 0.323 (0. 045) 0.683
22 Publishing, printing and reproduction recorded media 0 388 (0 028) 0 392 (0 066) 0 780
23 Cok.e refined petroleum products and nuclear fuel 0 296 (0 039) 0.235 (0072.0 0531
24 Chemicals and chemical products 0 299 (0 0 12) 0.409 (0 024) 0 708
25 Rubber and plastics products 0431 (0 016) 0 412 (0 041) 0 843
26 Other non-metallic mineral products 0 415 (0011) 0 288 (0 022) 0 703
27 Basic metals 0 312 (0 020: 0 269 (3 045) 0 581
28 Fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment 0 391 0 018) 0 361 (0 032) 0 752
29 Machinery and equipment n.e c 0 392 (0 014) 0 537 (0 023) 0 929
30 Office. accounting and computing imachinery 0 368 (0 071) 0 366 (0 126) 0 734
31 Electrical machinery and apparatus n ec 0 323 (0 017) 0 436 (0 040) 0 759
32 Radio, television and communication equipment 0 405 (0 027:1 0 536 (0 041) 0 941
33 Medical, precision and optical instruments, watches and clocks 0 355 (0. 036: 0369 '(0 054) 0 724
34 Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 0 327 (0 027) 0 432 0. 057: 0 759
35 Other transport equipment 0.353 ( 027) 0494 (0 058; 0 847
36 Furniture; manufacturing n.e c. 0 541 (0 017) 0293 (0 038) 0834
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Tablle A2.2: Spillo ser-' Measu res b: Sectror

Horizo ntal Ver tical
IS0C Sector Horizontal (100:, owned Vortical (100% owned)

Mean Std. Dev Mean Std Dev e Mean Std. Dev Mean Std Dev

15 Food products and beverages 0 323 0.009 0 081 0 017 0304 0 013 0 105 0.019

16 Tobacco products 0 004 0001 0.000 0000 0 304 0.013 0.105 0.019

17 Textiles 0.274 0.007 0 074 0,010 0399 0,029 0 174 0.026

18 Wearing apparel 0 543 0.022 0 215 0 029 0 399 0,029 0 174 0 026

19 Tanning. dressing leather 0.589 0020 0 335 0 06 0399 03 0029 0 174 0 026

20 wood and wood products 0.351 0.034 0 122 0.012 04,'7 0 030 0 261 0.027

21 Paper and paper products 0.308 0.041 0.087 0 015 0281 0.021 0.101 0 020

22 Publishing, printing and reproduction recorded media 0.323 0,012 0 093 0 020 0281 0 021 0 101 0,020

23 Coke, refined petrodeum products and nuclear fuel 0.192 0. 106 0021 0 015 0.240 00028 0059 0 016

24 Chemicals and chemical products 0 284 0 037 0 049 0 023 0 363 0 023 0 144 0 025

25 Rubber and plastics products 0.448 0 032 0 193 0 041 0 341 0 032 0 107 0 021

26 Other non-metallic mineral products 0 193 0 028 0 054 0 022 0 296 0 031 0 092 0 018

27 Basic metals 0 106 0 014 0 008 0 002 0 333 0 036 0 108 0 023

Fabricated metal products. except machinery and equipmentl 0 307 0 02130 0 024 0 1 331 0 028 0 102 0 020

29 Machinery and equipment n e c 0 312 0 047 0 061 0 024 0 291 0 027 0 084 0 01

30 Office accountnng and computing machinery 0 800 0 029 0 539 0 082 0 370 0 035 0 109 0 015

31 Electrical machinery and apparatus ne c 0349 0 042 0 117 0 028 0 487 0 020 0 201 0 022

32 Radio, television and communication equipment 0.690 0 0145 0.208 0 030 0 402 0 024 0 177 0 030

33 Medical. precision and optical instruments, watches and clocks 0.489 0 024 0 219 0 019 0 307 0 036 0, 085 0 019

34 Motor vehicles trailers and semi-trailers 0.482 0 129 0 042 0 013 0 .283 0 031 0 077 0 019
35 Other transport equipment 0 266 0.010 0,056 0012 0 310 0.037 0067 0.019

36 Fumiture; manufacturing n.e.c. 0,524 0G033 0.309 0.030 0 253 0.023 0.072 0.015

Table A2.3: ( orlrel:tion t•Mtrix f el pli •at•r- Va -iahIles of Interest

,Horizontal %Horizontal \Vertical \Vetical
\Horizontal (JV: (100) \Vertical JV: (100 \n(I mports; he rf 10

\Horizontal (JV) 0 8655 1

.,Horizontal (100) -0.0297 -0,5264 1

"Vereca l 0 0457 0 0219 0. 0338 1
Vertical (JV) 0.0204 -0 0760 0. 1862 0 9951 1

\"ertical (100) 0.0437 0.1479 -0,2210 0.4402 -0 1946 1
\In(l mports) 0 0569 -0.0 127 0 1219 4-00354 0 0178 -0.0835 1
Nherfl 0 0,1389 0.2391 -0,2413 0 0041 -0 152 0.2316 0.2307 1



Chapter 3

Political Ideology and Trade Policy:

A Cross-country, Cross-industry

Analysis

3.1 Introduction

There exists a vast literature on how bipartisan politics affects macroeconomic policies.' How-

ever, few have studied its impact on trade policies. While empirical studies have examined

the relationship between government political ideology and the level of trade protection across

countries, to my knowledge, no attempt has been made to investigate how it can shape the

structure of trade protection across industries. This paper aims at providing evidence on the

relationship between government political ideology and trade protection across sectors. Specif-

ically, I show that left-wing (pro-labor) governments are associated with higher trade barriers

in labor-intensive sectors than right-wing (pro-capital) governments, which are associated with

relatively higher trade protection in capital- and human-capital intensive sectors.

I take the consensual view that left-wing governments adopt pro-labor stance on policies,

'Among these studies, Hibbs (1987), Alesina (1987, 1988), and Roubini and Sachs (1989) find that left-wing
parties prefer to undertake expansionary fiscal policies to induce growth, while right-wing parties favor policies
that maintain lower spending, lower inflation and balanced budgets.
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while right-wing governments adopt pro-capital stance. 2 I consider an open economy with three

factors of production labor. capital and human capital. With free trade, the returns to factors

are determined by a countrys relative factor endowment, and its structure of trade with the

rest of the world. Specifically, according to the Stolper-Samuelson theorem, the real return to

a factor decreases when the sector using this factor intensively contracts due to import compe-

tition. Therefore, amnong the importing sectors of a country, a left-wing government, because

of its pro-labor stance, would enact relatively higher trade barriers in labor-intensive sectors

to enhance the terms of trade favorable for low-skilled workers. On the other hand, a right-

wing government, because of its pro-capital stance, would set relatively higher trade barriers in

capital- and human-capital intensive sectors, to protect the interests of their constituents.:

I test these predictions using a data set of trade barriers and government political ideology

for 49 countries and 27 industries in the late 90s. By regressing a country's non-tariff barriers by

sector on interaction terms between a government's indicator of ideology and sector measures of

factor intensities, I find strong evidence supporting my hypothesis. Specifically, I find that right-

wing governments are associated with higher non-tariff barriers in capital- and human-capital

intensive sectors, while left-wing governments are associated with higher non-tariff barriers in

labor-intensive ones. These sectoral biases on trade protection are particularly pronounced in

rich and capital-abundant countries. Moreover, consistent with these findings, I find that right-

wing governments are associated with lower tariffs in low-wage and high job-turnover sectors.

All these results are robust to controlling for a sector's import penetration and export-output

ratios, as well as country and industry fixed effects. They are also robust to the inclusion of

the controls for existing theories on the political economy of trade policy. Furthermore, to my

knowledge, this paper is the first attempt examining the determinants of trade protection across

sectors for a large sample of countries in the 90s. 4

2 This approach was adopted, among others, by Blanchard (1985) and Alesina (1987) in developing models
of monetary policy in a two-party political system, with the left-wing policy makers attaching a higher weight
to unemployment relative to inflation. Alesina and Sachs (1988) find empirical evidence consistent with the
predictions of the rational partisan model using U.S. data. Subsequently, Alesina and Roubini (1992) find
empirical support using OECD data.

3 Following Alesina and Rodrik (1991), I consider that a pro-capital stance generally favors owners of all sort
of growth-producing assets, including physical capital, human capital, and proprietary technology. Pro-labor
policies, on the other hand, favor the unskilled workers.

4 Lee and Swagel (1997) use a cross-country, cross-sector data set to test several political economy theories of
trade policy. Their data set is for the late 80s.
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This paper is organized as follows. The next section reviews the related literature. Section

3.3 outlines the theoretical argument of the paper. Section 3.4 formalizes the empirical strategy.

Section 3.5 describes the data set used in the empirical analysis. Section 3.6 presents the

empirical results and the final section concludes.

3.2 Literature Review

There is a vast literature on the political economy of trade policy.5 Over the past twenty years,

the theoretical literature on endogenous trade protection has taken two diverging paths from

the early literature, with one focusing on special interest politics among factor owners across

sectors (sectoral lines), the other emphasizing majority voting by voters from different classes

(class-cleavage). The seminal "Protection for Sale" model by Grossman and Helpman (1994)

belongs to the literature along the sectoral lines. Thanks to their contribution of providing

micro-founded structural equations of the level of sector-specific trade protection, most of the

recent empirical studies of trade policy have taken a more "structural" route.6 However, because

of the requirement of detailed sector-level data, these empirical studies have mainly focused on

a few developed countries. An exception is the study by Mitra, Thomaskos and Ulubasoglu

(2002), who find evidence supporting the Grossman-Helpman (1994) model using industry data

from Turkey.

The other path of the theoretical literature on trade policy emphasizes the role of class

cleavage. Based on the Heckscher-Ohlin framework, the seminal work by Rogowski (1990)

associates parties with factors of production, and argues that if a country is relatively abundant

with land and capital, the left-wing party would favor trade protection while the right-wing

party would vote for freer trade. Therefore, in a bipartisan political system, a government

adopts different stances on trade policies depending on which party is in control. This sharp

prediction remains untested until recently by a series of papers by Dutt and Mitra (2002, 2005,

2006). Based on a cross-country sample in the 80s, Dutt and Mitra find a U-shaped relationship

5Readers are referred Rodrik (1995) of a review on the theoretical literature, and Gawande and Krishna (2003)
for a review on the empirical one.

6The early empirical studies testing the Grossman-Helpman (1994) model include Goldberg and Maggi (1999)
and Gawande and Bandyopadhyay (2000). Both of them find support for the model using industry data from
the U.S.
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between governments' left-orientation and countries' levels of trade protection. Specifically, they

show that left-wing governments in labor-abundant countries are associated with lower trade

barriers than right-wing governments. However, when a country s capital endowment increases.

more imports become labor-intensive, and a leftist government will become more protective than

a rightist government. My paper is closely related to Dutt and Mitra (2002, 2005, 2006). I

extend their cross-country framework for testing the class-cleavage theory to one along the

sectoral lines, and examine whether government political ideology shapes the structure of trade

protection across sectors.

Because of the dichotomy of the literature on endogenous trade policy, to date, most empir-

ical studies on trade protection use either single-country cross-industry data (empirical studies

on specific-factor models), or cross-country aggregate data. (empirical studies on class-cleavage

models). An exception is Lee and Swagel (1997), who test various early theoretical predictions

on trade protection, using a cross-country, cross-industry data set of trade barriers and produc-

tion in the 80s. I also use a data set with a similar structure, but my goal is to examine whether

the predictions of the class-cleavage theory, which have so far been verified at the country level,

are observed along the sectoral lines. Another difference between my work and theirs is that

this paper uses data from the late 90s, and therefore, presents updated findings for the early

theoretical predictions.

3.3 Theoretical Argument

I now outline the theoretical argument underlying the empirical analysis. Consider a two-

factor, two-sector small-open economy with intra-industry trade. 7 Factors are free to move

across sectors, but not across countries. In each sector, there are many firms producing and

selling varieties in monopolistically competitive markets. All varieties in the same sector are

produced using the same constant returns to scale production technology, with labor and capital

as inputs. There are fixed costs of entry such that free entry drives all firms' profits to zero,

7I assume intra-industry trade so that a country imports in all sectors. Thus, any sector-specific trade
protection will affect the relative returns to factors. This assumption is not restrictive for my empirical analyses,
because the industry data I use are disaggregated at a 2-digit level with 27 industries. With such a low level of
disaggregation, most countries import in all sectors.
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despite imperfect competition in the goods market.8 The two sectors differ in factor intensity

of production. For simplicity, I assume Cobb-Douglas production functions, with a higher

exponent associated with labor input in production in the labor-intensive sector, and vice versa

for the capital-intensive one. On the demand side, consumers have two-level Dixit-Stiglitz

preferences, with the higher level being a CES aggregate of consumption of goods across sectors,

and the lower level for consumption of all available varieties within each sector.

I assume that there are two kinds of factor owners, capitalists who own capital, and workers

who own labor. A government can set different tariffs across sectors to gain support from its

constituents, either capitalists or workers. Tariff revenue are distributed back to factor owners

proportional to their factor incomes. On a unidimensional left-right ideological scale, a left-wing

government holds pro-labor stance and prefers to protect the interests of workers rather than

capitalists. A right-wing government prefers the opposite. With partial specialization due to

monopolistic competition, a country imports all varieties from the rest of the world. When a

government sets higher tariffs in the labor-intensive sector, domestic firms in that sector will

make higher revenue because of less import competition. Therefore, the labor-intensive sector

expands. By the Stolper-Samuelson theorem, the real return to labor increases. Through this

channel, a left-wing government would set higher trade barriers in the labor-intensive sector to

protect the interests of workers. Based on a similar argument, a right-wing government would

enact relatively higher trade barriers in the capital-intensive sector.

This theoretical argument can be generalized to a three factor model, with human capital

(skilled workers) being the new factor. If I consider that a pro-capital stance generally favors

owners of all sort of growth-producing assets, including physical capital and human capital,

while a pro-labor stance favors the unskilled workers, 9 the new factor, human capital, can

be combined with physical capital to be considered as a single "capital" input. As such, the

above theoretical argument based on a two-factor model is still valid, and is summarized by the

following hypothesis.

Hypothesis All else being equal, left-wing (pro-labor) governments have relatively higher

trade barriers in labor-intensive sectors, and relatively lower barriers in capital and human-

8This free-entry condition also pins down the number of firms.
9See Alesina and Rodrik (1991) for an argument.
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capital intensive sectors, compared to right-wing (pro-capital) governments.

To reiterate the hypothesis more formally,. suppose that a country has multiple industries,

which are indexed by j,. with higher j corresponding to higher labor intensity. Let TBL and

TB8 be the trade barrier in sector 3 set by a left and a right government, respectively. The
TBL

hypothesis says that TB is increasing in j.

3.4 Empirical Strategy

3.4.1 Regression Specification

I test the main hypothesis of the paper using the following specification:

in(1 +I NTB*j) = a + 31Lcftc x k_intjt + 2Leftc x h_intj (3.1)

+Xj-' + fe + fj + tCj

e NTBN TB* if NTB* > 0

0 otherwise.

where c and j stand for country and sector, respectively. a is a constant, and f's are fixed

effects.

The dependent variable is the natural logarithm of one plus the coverage ratio of non-tariff

barrier (NTB) (to be discussed in Section 3.5). I use NTB as the dependent variable, instead

of the tariff level because tariffs have been falling and remained bounded by the World Trade

Organization (WTO) requirements across countries, especially in the late 90s when many more

countries joined the WTO. In this situation, NTBs have become a more important instrument

for governments to protect trade. Supporting this claim, Table 3.2 shows that in the 90s, the

average standard deviation of NTBs across countries within the same sector is 11.77%, while

that for tariffs is only 1.95%. Furthermore, according to Goldberg and Maggi (1999), tariff

levels are often determined cooperatively by governments in regional trade agreements and

the WTO (the GATT before 1995). Related to the present discussion, cooperative efforts by

governments in tariff formation restrict a government from using tariffs to reflect its political

stance. For these reasons, NTB has been the main dependent variable used in the existing
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literature examining trade protection across sectors. 10 Thus, instead of using a sector's tariff

level as the dependent variable, I use it as a control.

I use log value of 1 + NTB, instead of its level, to avoid results driven by outliers. Using

the level of NTB as the dependent variable yields qualitatively similar and significant results.

Similarly, log values are used for non-dummy independent variables.11 In addition, the measure

of NTB is a non-negative left-censored limited variable. The non-linearity at NTB = 0 requires

one to estimate equation (3.1) using a Tobit model. 12

The explanatory variables of interest are two interaction terms between a government's

ideology and a sector's factor intensities, Leftc x k_intj and Leftc x h_intj, where k_intj

and h_intj stand for capital and human-capital intensity of sector j, respectively. With a

dichotomous classification of political ideology ("Left" or "Right"), Left is a dummy variable,

which equals 1 for a country with a left-wing government in control during the sample period (to

be discussed in section 3.5), and equals 0 for a country with a right-wing government. If I add

a category for governments holding a neutral political stance, ("':Left", "Center" or "Right"),

then a country with Left = 1 has a left-wing government in control, while those with Left = 0

can either have centrist or right-wing governments.

Based on the assumption of constant returns to scale production discussed in Section 3.3,

factor intensities of a sector are measured as the average cost shares of corresponding inputs

in total value-added of the sector (to be discussed in Section 3.5). Factor intensities (k_intj

and hintj) of a sector are assumed to the same across countries. In other words, I treat

factor intensities of production as intrinsic properties of production, which do not vary across

countries. I obtain these measures based on data from U.S. manufacturing sectors, because

of the lack of sectoral production data for a large sample of countries. The assumption of

constant factor intensities across countries have been adopted by many recent empirical studies

in international trade. 13 Only a weak form of the assumption is needed to hold in the data.

10For instance, Trefler (1993) investigates the negative impact of NTBs on imports. Goldberg and Maggi (1999)
and Gawande and Bandyopadhyay (2000) use NTB as their dependent variables to test the Grossman-Helpman
(1994) model, which essentially provides analytical solutions to sector-specific ad valorem tariffs.

"Lee and Swagel (1997) also use a log functional form for estimation, with ln(1 + NTB) of a sector as the
dependent variable.

12For instance, when import penetration is 0 (rarely happens in the data set I am using with such a low-level
of disaggregated), NTBs are constrained to be 0.

13The approach of using sector measures constructed using U.S. data originates from Rajan and Zingales
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Specifically, as long as the sectoral ranking of factor intensities across countries is stable, the

proposed effects of this paper can still be identified.'" Finally, with three factors of production,

the condition of constant returns to scale implies k intj + h_intj = 1 - l-intj. As such, the

interaction term with li-nt is excluded from the regressions because of perfect collinearity,

unless specified otherwise.

The main hypothesis of this paper predicts a negative coefficient on Left, x k_int7 , i.e. 31 <

0. A negative ,• means that all else being equal. a left-wing government has relatively lower

NTBs in capital-intensive sectors than a right-wing government. The coefficient on Left, x

hintJ, /32, is also predicted to be negative. Notice that stand-alone factor intensities, k_intj

and h_intj, are not included as independent variables because they are subsumed in sector fixed

effects, fj. Similarly, the stand-alone term Left,, is excluded as a regressor. 15

To confirm that my results are not driven by other determinants of trade protection, I

include a vector of control variables for the existing theories on trade policy, Xj, suggested by

Lee and Swagel (1997). These controls will be discussed in detail in Section 3.6.2.

3.5 Data

Data on tariff and non-tariff barriers (NTB) are obtained from UNCTAD indirectly through

the World Bank's "Trade, Protection and Production" data set (Nicita and Olarreaga, 2006).

It contains data on production and trade protection for 27 industries (ISIC (Rev. 2) 3-digit

sectors), and 74 countries in the late 90s. The measure of NTB of a sector is the percentage of

imports subjected to non-tariff measures that have an unfair protection impact. Core non-tariff

measures used to construct the NTB measures are (i) price controls, (ii) finance controls, and

(iii) quantity controls. To check the robustness of the regression results, I use an alternative

(1998). In their study of the differential impacts of countries' financial development on sectoral growth, they
use sector measures of dependence on external finance, which are constructed using data of U.S. publicly-listed
firms. Subsequent empirical studies on countries' comparative advantage have adopted the same approach. See
Romalis (2003), Levchenko (2007), Nunn (2007) and Manova (2007), among others.

1 4 However, if there exists factor intensity reversal across countries, the identification assumption does not hold,
and the regression results could be wrong. Readers should interpret the empirical findings in the paper with this
caveat in mind.

1 5 Alternatively, I can use Le ft, x Lintj as the explanatory variable of interest, where Lintj stands for labor
intensity. The coefficient is predicted to be positive. I include two interaction terms so that I can study the
impact of political ideology on trade protection in skill-intensive sectors, which has been largely ignored in
previous empirical literature.
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measure of NTB, which is the percentage of tariff lines (at the HS 6-digit level) that are

subjected to non-tariff measures of protection. Similarly, the measure of tariffs in each sector

is an import-weighted average of tariff rates applied on goods entering the country.1" For each

country, data on NTBs are only available for one year in the 90s (mostly in 1999), while tariff

data can be available for multiple years. As such, I take tariff data from the year closest to the

year from which NTB data are taken. Table 3.1 lists the aggregate measures of trade protection

of the countries in the sample, and from which year the measures are taken. Table 3.2 lists

the averages of trade protection for a cross-section of industries. Data on wages, employment,

output, value-added, imports, and exports at the sector level are also taken from the same data

set.

Data for government ideology are adopted from the Database of Political Institutions (DPI)

(Beck et al., 2001). Following Dutt and Mitra (2005, 2006), I use the ideological orientation

indicator ("Left", "Center" and "Right") of the chief executive (that of the chief executive's

party) to represent the government ideology for countries with political systems classified as

presidential. For countries with political systems classified as parliamentary, I use the ideology

indicator of the largest government party; and for those with political systems classified as

assembly-elected presidential, I use the average of the ideologies between the chief executive

and the largest government party. Then I use the following procedure to denote the ideology

of the government. For each country, I record the time series of ideology of the government in

the 10 years preceding the year from which I take the NTB data (including the year itself). A

country is coded as left-wing (center, right-wing) if a left-wing (center, right-wing) government

has been in office for at least 6 years during the 10-year period. A country that has left and right

governments in office for exactly 5 years respectively will be coded as center. These include

Brazil, Finland, Lithuania, Netherlands, Poland and South Africa. Bolivia and Ukraine had a

left and a right government in office for exactly 4 years, and a center government for 2 years.

They are also coded as center. To check robustness of the empirical results, I also construct an

indicator of government political ideology based a 5-year horizon before the year from which

the NTB data are taken. A country is coded as left-wing (center, right-wing) if a left (center,

16 Applied rates take into account the available data for preferential schemes (i.e. the applied average tariff
takes the tariff rates for each partner exporting to the destination country for which the measure is constructed.)
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right-wing) government has been in the office for at least 3 years. Other rules used in the

construction of the baseline ideology indicator are applied here. Table 3.1 shows the list of

countries in the sample along with their government ideology and political systems.

The measures for factor intensities are constructed based on a panel data set of US manu-

facturing sectors (456 of them at the 4-digit SIC level) from Bartelsman and Gray's (1996). I

use a. 3-factor constant returns to scale production function (labor, capital, human-capital) to

construct my three measures of factor intensities. Capital intensity (k_int) is 1 minus the share

of total payroll in value added. Human-capital intensity (hint) is the ratio of non-production

worker payroll to value added. With constant returns to scale in production, labor intensity,

_int takes the residual of value added, which equals 1 - hirt - kh_int. Due to perfect collinear-

ity of the three factor intensity measures, Li7nt is always excluded from the regressions, unless

specified otherwise. The original industry data are disaggregated at the 4-digit SIC level. For

each 4-digit category, I first calculate the averages of the intensity measures over 1990-1996, the

last year from which data are available. Using a publicly available concordance file in Feenstra's

(2000), I map each SIC category uniquely to an ISIC category. 17 Then the average of factor

intensity measures across all 4-digit categories within the same ISIC category is used as the

measure for that ISIC sector.18 I also consider a 4-sector production function with materials as

an additional input of production. Material intensity (m int) is defined as the ratio of material

costs to the sum of value added and material costs. Measures of labor, capital and human

capital intensities corresponding to a 4-factor production function are obtained by multiplying

the corresponding intensity measures derived from a 3-factor production function by 1 - mint.

In the following empirical analysis, I also use countries' indices of democracy, measures of

factor endowment and real GDP per capita. I adopt a country's democracy index from the

Freedom House (Gastil) database. The original indices of democracy range from 1 to 7, with a

higher value associated with a lower degree of democracy. I rescale the index to range between 0

and 1, with a higher value associated with more democracy. Data on countries' physical capital

endowment are adopted from Caselli and Feyrer (2007). Physical capital is constructed using

17The mapping rule requires that an ISIC category chosen to be mapped to a SIC sector has to be the one
that shares the most HS product lines with that SIC sector among all ISIC categories.

IsAlternatively, I can use the median of the intensity measures at the 4-digit SIC level as my ISIC measure.
The piecewise correlation between the measure using the mean and that using the median is about 0.98.
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the perpetual inventory method using times-series data on real investment. Data on countries'

per capita human capital are adopted from Caselli (2005), which is defined as the average years

of schooling with Mincerian non-linear returns to education. Finally, I take data on real GDP

per capita from the Penn World data set by Summers and Heston (2006). While endowment

measures are available for the year 1996, data on democracy and GDP are available for every

year. For time-series data, I compute their averages over the 10 years preceding the year from

which NTB data are taken.

3.6 Results

3.6.1 Baseline

To test the hypothesis of the paper that left-wing governments are associated with lower trade

protection in capital and human-capital intensive sectors than right-wing ones, I regress a

sector's measure of non-tariff barriers (NTBs) in each country on interactions between the

country's ideology and capital and human-labor intensities of the sector, respectively. 19 As

discussed in section 3.5, the core NTB measure is the share of imports within a sector that are

subjected to non-tariff protective measures by the government. As a first pass, I use a dummy

variable, Left, which equals 1 for left-wing governments, and 0 for centrist and right-wing

governments, as the measure of ideology. Therefore, the coefficients on the interaction terms

are interpreted as differential impact of factor intensities on NTBs between the left and the

non-left governments.

As reported in column (1) of Table 3.3, the coefficient on the interaction between the "left"

dummy and capital intensity of a sector is negative and significant at the 5% significance

level. Similarly, a negative and significant coefficient (also at 5% significance level) is found

on the interaction term for human-capital intensity. These results suggest that compared to

countries with centrist and right-wing governments in control, left-wing governments tend to

have lower NTBs in both capital- and human-capital intensive sectors. The stand-alone terms

for government ideology and sector factor intensities are not included, as they are subsumed in

19Labor intensity is excluded because of perfectly collinearity with the other two factor intensities by
construction.
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country and sector fixed effects.

In column (2), in addition to the interaction terms for "left" orientation, I include interac-

tions between the dumlmy for "centrist" governments and capital and human-capital intensities

of a sector, respectively. The coefficients on the "center" interactions are negative and signifi-

cant at the 10% significance level, suggesting that relative to right-wing governments, centrist

governments also appear to command lower NTBs in capital- and human-capital intensive sec-

tors. The coefficients on the interaction terms for left-wing governments continue to be negative

and significant. These results imply that leftist and centrist governments adopt political stances

on trade protection different from right-wing governments along the sectoral dimension under

study. Importantly, for a given factor intensity measure, the coefficients on the interaction

terms between leftist and centrist governments are not statistically different. In other words,

I find no evidence showing that leftist and centrist governments set NTBs differently across

sectors, suggesting that I should treat them together as a group on the ideology scale regarding

trade policy. As such. in order to gain efficiency, in the remaining regressions, I include only

the interaction terms for right-wing governments. In short, in the following empirical anal-

yses, I will compare the structure of trade protection across sectors between right-wing and

non-right-wing governments.

With only interactions with the right-wing dummy included, column (3) reports positive

and significant (at 1% significance level) coefficients on the interaction terms, implying that

countries with dominating control by right-wing governments throughout the 90s are associated

with higher NTBs in capital and human-capital intensive sectors in the late 90s.

In column (4), I drop country fixed effects, and include the stand-alone dummy for right-

wing governments, and its interactions with the two factor intensity measures. First, I find

that right-wing governments tend to have lower NTBs across all sectors on average. This is

consistent with the findings by Milner and Judkins (2004), who show that right-wing parties

on average announced positions more favorable for free trade in their electoral manifestos than

left parties in OECD countries between 1945 and 1998. Consistently, by regressing a country's

weighted average of NTBs on its ideology index, Dutt and Mitra (2005) find a positive rela-

tionship between a government's left-orientation and trade protection in capital-rich countries.

Importantly, the coefficients on the two "right" interaction terms remain significant, and are
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quantitatively similar to those in column (3) when country fixed effects are controlled for. The

McFadden's adjusted R-squared is 0.18, compared to 0.49 in column (3) when country fixed

effects are included. This comparison suggests that country characteristics alone account for a

substantial variation of NTBs across countries and sectors.

Finally, column (5) reports the regression results with sector fixed effects excluded, but

country fixed effects added back as regressors. Without sector fixed effects, I include a sector's

capital and human-capital intensities as independent variables. The positive and significant

coefficients on the interaction terms confirm that right-wing governments tend to protect capital

and human-capital intensive sectors. Furthermore, coefficients on the two stand-alone terms

of factor intensities are both negative and significant, suggesting that labor-intensive sectors

receive relatively more protection in all countries. These results support the prediction of the

equity theory, which emphasizes governments' objective of redistributing income. A relatively

higher adjusted R-squared compared to the one in column (4) when country fixed effects are

excluded implies that country characteristics alone explain more of the variation of NTBs than

sector characteristics.

I conduct two robustness checks for the baseline results. First, I use the political ideology

of the dominating party (for example, political ideology of the president in a country under

presidential system, as described in Section 3.5) in the 5 years before NTBs were set, instead of

10 years used to construct the baseline measure. Using this indicator of political ideology in the

regressions, I implicitly assume that NTBs were determined by the government in a relatively

short run. In Table 3.4, I conduct the analogous empirical analyses of Table 3.3, using the new

indicator of political ideology. I find that the coefficients on the interaction terms have the same

signs as the corresponding ones in Table 3.3, with comparable magnitude. Importantly, besides

the interaction terms for centrist governments, all coefficients on the interaction terms remain

statistically significant (at least 10% significance level). In column (4) with country fixed effects

excluded, the coefficients on the interaction terms become less statistically significant compared

to the corresponding ones in Table 3.3. In column (5) when sector fixed effects are excluded,

the coefficients on the interactions also become less significant. It is important to note that

country fixed effects account for a substantial variation in NTBs across countries. Thus, the

significant results from columns (1) through (3) in Table 3.4, when country fixed effects are
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controlled for, confirm that the convincing findings in Table 3.3 are insensitive to the choice of

the time horizon used to construct the ideology indicator.

Second. I use an alternative NTB measure, which is the fraction of Harmonized-System

6-digit categories within an ISIC sector that are subjected to non-tariff protective measures, as

the dependent variable. As reported in Table 3.5. the results remain qualitatively the same. In

sum. from Tables 3.3 through 3.5. I find strong evidence showing that government ideology has

a significant impact on the structure of NTBs across sectors, with sectoral factor intensities in

production playing a pivotal role in shaping the cross-industry variation. These findings survive

the inclusion of country and sector fixed effects.

3.6.2 Controlling for Existing Hypotheses

The early literature on political economy of trade policy proposes various sector characteristics

that affect the level of trade protection. Table 3.6 reports the results of the regressions of

import-weighted NTB (as in Table 3.3) on the variables of interest, as well as a number of

controls for existing hypotheses on trade protection.

First, it was suggested that large sectors are more able to lobby for trade protection, either

because these sectors employ a large fraction of the electorate (Caves, 1976), or serve as an

important source of government revenue. Thus, in column (1). I include a sector's employment

share as a control for political importance. This is of course an imperfect measure.20 For

instance, one can argue that a small sector occupied by mostly state-owned enterprises in a given

country may have more political power than a larger sector. In addition, it is possible that firms

in smaller industries find it easier to organize political action groups to lobby for protection. A

recent study by Bombardini (2008) shows that sectors with high firm size dispersion receive a

higher level of trade protection in the U.S. Her findings are consistent with the seminal work

by Olson (1965), who argues that bigger firms are less concerned about free-riding and find it

more economically viable to take political actions. Nevertheless, using the size of a sector to

proxy for political importance seems to be the best measure I can obtain in a cross-country,

cross-industry data set.

20Recent empirical studies on U.S. trade policy have used more direct measures, such as an industry's political
contribution or fraction of workers belonging to unions to proxy for political importance (Goldberg and Maggi,
1999; Gawande and Bandyopadhyay, 2000).
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As reported in column (1) of Table 3.6, I find a negative and significant coefficient on the

employment share in the country. suggesting that larger sectors receive less trade protection.

This result is consistent with the conjecture that free-riding among firms can be more severe

in large sectors, in which political actions are less likely to be taken to lobby for protection.

Nevertheless, with uncertainty about whether the size of a sector actually represents political

power, readers should interpret this result with caution.

Second, governments sometimes adopt trade policy to enforce equity and social justice.

Existing studies find that in developed countries, low-wage and low-productivity sectors ("weak"

sectors) are associated with more trade protection (Baldwin, 1985; Lee and Swagel, 1997). To

capture these determinants of trade protection across sectors, I also include in column (1) a

sector's 10-year average of wages as a control. From the sample of countries in the late 90s, I

find no significant coefficient on the wage term to support the equity theory.

Third, the literature of interest group models (Findlay and Wellisz, 1982; Hillman, 1982,

Grossman and Helpman, 1994) predicts that a sector's import penetration and export propen-

sity are important determinants of trade protection. Specifically, these models predict that

sectors with a larger share of exported output receive more trade protection. The opposite is

true for sectors with higher import penetration. On the contrary, early theories on political

economy of trade policy argue that sectors that are more threatened by import competition

would lobby harder for protection, with the exporting sectors less concerned about "retaliating"

imports. 21 Without any prior about which prediction holds true in reality, I include a sector's

average (over 10 years) of import penetration, measured by the ratio of imports to domestic

use, and its average of export-output ratios as controls. I find no relationship between import

penetration and NTBs in a sector. I do, however, find a negative and significant coefficient

on export propensity, consistent with the argument that sectors facing less import competition

demand less for protection.

Finally, I follow Lee and Swagel (1997) to include In(1+tariff) as an exogenous determinant

of NTBs in column (1).22 A positive, significant coefficient on the tariff term suggests that

although governments are restricted by WTO regulations to use tariffs to protect trade, tariffs

21For instance, based on the U.S. non-tariff barriers, Trefler (1993) finds that sectors with growing import
penetration receive more protection.

22For the U.S., Ray (1981) finds no feedbacks from NTBs to tariffs.
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and NTBs were used as complements in trade protection.

Next. in column (2). I replace a sector's average wage rate by its average value-added per

worker to proxy for the degree of "weakness". Parallel to this. I use a sector's value-added share

instead of employment share to capture the political importance of an industry. Consistent with

the findings of a negative relationship between employment shares and NTBs in column (1), I

also find a negative relationship between value-added shares and NTBs in a sector. However,

empirical results show that a sector's labor productivity does not appear to be related to its

level of NTBs.

Finally, governments are often under political pressure to protect sectors that have declining

comparative advantage relative to the rest of the world. Therefore, we should expect higher

protection for declining (sunset) sectors, especially those employing workers with long job tenure

and sector-specific skills. To this end, in column (3), in addition to the levels of wage and per-

worker value-added, I include their respective 10-year average annual growth rates. Out of these

four variables, only the coefficient on wage growth is significant. However, its sign is opposite

to what was predicted by the early literature. 23 Next, in column (4), I include the change in

a sector's import penetration to control for the demand for protection. I find no evidence that

higher import penetration affects trade protection. 24

In sum, I do not find evidence consistent with all predictions of the early theoretical litera-

ture, probably because of a different global economic environment in the 90s compared to earlier

decades when those theories were developed, or because my measures of sectoral characteristics

are imperfect. Moreover, some of these variables cannot be treated as exogenous determinants

of NTBs. 25 Therefore, instead of treating the inclusion of variables as an attempt to test the

existing literature, we should treat it as an effort to confirm that my main empirical results

are not driven by other determinants of trade protection. Importantly, I always find significant

evidence for the class-cleavage theory that right-wing governments are associated with higher

23It should be noted that when both country and sector fixed effects are included in the regressions, Lee and
Swagel (1997) also find no evidence that low-wage or less productive sectors receive more trade protection.

2 4 Trefler (1993) also finds no significant relationship between the level of import penetration and NTB in the
same sector, using industry data from the U.S. in the 80s, although he finds a strong positive relationship between
an increase in import penetration and the level of NTB.

2 5 For example, Trefler (1993) shows that import penetration and NTBs are endogenously determined. By
carefully controlling for simultaneity, he finds that NTBs have a restrictive impact on imports 10 times the size
obtained from treating NTBs as exogenous.
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trade protection in capital and human-capital intensive sectors, compared to non-right-wing

governments (columns (1) through (4)).26

In column (5), I repeat the exercise in column (1) by using factor intensity measures con-

structed based on a 4-factor production function (as discussed in section 3.5). In addition to

labor, capital and human capital intensities as sectoral characteristics determining the structure

of trade protection, I also find that right-wing governments are associated with higher trade

protection in material-intensive sectors. The coefficient on the material-intensity interaction

term is positive and significant at the 1% significance level. Finally, in column (6), I estimate a

model with all controls discussed from columns (1) to (3) included, as well as the three factor

intensity measures interacted with the dummy for right-wing governments. The results confirm

that the interaction between government political ideology and factor intensities remains an

important determinant of trade policies.

3.6.3 Other Sectoral Characteristics Reflecting Workers' Interests

The paper so far has focused on factor intensities as the sector characteristics driving the

relationship between governments' political ideology and trade policy. The insight of left-

wing .government's association with pro-labor trade policies can be tested using other sectoral

characteristics related to the importance of labor interests. I seek to test some of them in Table

3.7. First, pro-labor trade policies of left-wing governments should imply more protection in low-

wage or low-skill sectors. To this end, I add an interaction term between a country's indicator

of right-wing political ideology and the log of average real wage in a sector to the specification

in column (1) of Table 3.5 . As reported in column (1) of Table 3.7, a positive and significant

coefficient (at 5% significance level) on the new interaction term suggests that relative to left-

wing and centrist governments, right-wing governments are associated with more protection

in high-wage sectors. This result supports the general theme of the paper that government

26Notice that one important determinant that I do not control for is a sector's demand and supply elasticities.
Grossman and Helpman (1994) show that trade barriers are more likely to exist for goods with lower own price
elasticity of demand. The reason is that trade barriers on goods with inelastic demand will result in a relatively
smaller deadweight loss. Similarly, the higher the foreign price elasticity of supply, the more effective trade policy
is and the more likely a government is to protect domestic production from import competition. Since detailed
elasticity data for a large sample of countries and sectors are not available, I rely on sector fixed effects to capture
the impact of elasticities on trade protection, under the assumption that the elasticities of demand and supply
of goods in the same sector are constant across countries.
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political ideology is reflected in trade policy along the sectoral lines.

Since higher wages in a sector may well be reflecting higher labor productivity. In column

(2), I examine whether right-wing governments' protection of high-wage sectors is motivated

by the consideration of long-run growth. Using value-added per worker as the measure of

labor productivity, I find no evidence showing that right-wing governments tend to protect

productive sectors more than leftist and centrist governments. This result, together with the

positive coefficient on the interaction term with real wages in column (1), implies that rightist

governments protect sectors where workers receive rents, more than leftist governments.

Next. I examine employment risks in a sector as a determinant of trade protection. Job and

skill losses associated with deindustrialization remain a major concern of governments in devel-

oped countries, especially when pro-labor governments are in control. Pro-labor governments

are expected to be more concerned about layoffs, particularly for workers who have acquired

firm or sector-specific skills. To test this hypothesis, I interact the dummy for right-wing gov-

ernments with a sector's proxy of specific-skill intensity, measured by the average returns to

firm-specific skills by Tang (2008). The coefficient on the interaction term is negative, consistent

with the prediction that left-wing governments protect workers with specific skills more than

right-wing governments, but is statistically insignificant. Along this line, workers in sectors with

high job turnovers are more susceptible to shocks arising from economic integration, and would

receive more protection from a leftist government. In column (4), I include an interaction term

between the "right" dummy and a sector's average gross job flow rate constructed by Davis,

Haltiwanger and Schuh (1996). I find a negative and significant coefficient on the interaction

term, supporting the claim that relative to right-wing governments, left-wing governments tend

to protect workers from employment risks by restricting imports more.

3.6.4 Embedding the Framework into Dutt and Mitra (2006)

This paper attempts to test the class-cleavage theory of trade protection along the sectoral lines.

As discussed in Section 3.2, the class-cleavage theory predicts that in a country endowed with

abundant land and capital, the leftist party favors trade protection while the right party votes

for freer trade (Rogowski, 1990). This theory was recently tested by Dutt and Mitra (2002, 2005,

2006) for a sample of countries in the 80s. They show that left-wing governments are associated
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with higher trade barriers in capital-abundant countries, because of import competition in

labor-intensive sectors, but liberalize more in labor-abundant countries. Their idea can be

summarized by the following equation:

iTTB
= a + b (K/L).

OIdeology

where TB stands for trade barriers, and Ideology measures the degree of left orientation of a

government. The authors find empirical support for the theoretical prediction that a < 0 and

b > 0. Embedding my empirical specification in their empirical framework will yield important

predictions. In particular, the difference in trade barriers in sector j between left-wing and

right-wing governments, all else equal (especially holding (K/L) constant), can be formalized

as:

TBý'-TBL = (a - aL) + (bR - bL) lintj+ (cR - cL) (K/L)+ (dR - dL) (K/L) x Lintj, (3.2)

where 'L' and 'R' stand for left and right, respectively.

Empirical results so far allow us to sign aR- aL and bR -bL. First, Table 3.3 shows that right-

wing governments tend to have lower protection, suggesting that aR - aL < 0. Second, positive

coefficients on the interactions between "right" and capital and human-capital intensities I have

found so far imply lower trade barriers by right-wing governments in labor-intensive sectors,

suggesting that bR - bL < 0.

Now consider the signs of (cR - cL) and (dR - dL). The Heckscher-Ohlin model predicts

that when a country becomes more endowed with capital, it will import more labor-intensive

goods. The intention to protect the interests of labor, therefore, increases across all political

parties, with left-wing governments being more protective. As such, increasing a country's

capital endowment will increase the divergence of views between left-wing and right-wing parties

on issues related to trade policy. This effect of increasing capital endowment implies cR - cL < 0.

Moreover, when more imported goods are labor-intensive, the demand for protection in labor-

intensive sectors increases, while that in capital-intensive sectors decreases. Therefore, the

views on trade policy of the left and the right parties diverge even more for labor-intensive

sectors, implying dR - dL < 0. In sum, the conjecture is that all coefficients in equation (3.2)
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are negative, implying that all else being equal, a right-wing government has lower NTBs than

a left-wing government in all sectors. The important message is that the difference in NTBs

between a right and a left government increases with sector labor intensity, with a higher capital

endowment of a country reinforcing the divergence.

To test these hypotheses, I modify equation (3.1) to obtain the following specification:

In(1 + NTBc*) = a + , 1Right, x l_intj + 61 In (K/L)c x l_intj

+62Rightc x In (K/L)c x l_intj

+-Xj + fc + fj + Ecj (3.3)

where NTB NTB*. if NTB* > 0

0 otherwise.

where c and j continue to stand for country and sector, respectively. The structure of the

equation is very similar to specification (3.1).

To be consistent with Dutt and Mitra (2005, 2006), who consider a two-factor open economy,

I use (1 - k _intj) to construct my measure of labor intensity, l_intj, instead of separating labor

into skilled and unskilled as I have done so far. Then I estimate equation (3.2) with three

interaction terms: Rightc x lintj, In (K/L)c x l_intj and Right, x In (K/L)c x lintj. Following

Dutt and Mitra (2005, 2006), I use the log of per-capita capital endowment to avoid results

driven by outliers. 27 The prediction of dR - dL < 0 implies 61 > 0 and 62 < 0.

Table 3.8 shows the results of the Tobit estimation of equation (3.3). All regressions include

the controls for existing theories on trade policy included in column (1) of Table 3.5. Since

Table 3.3 already showed that right-wing governments are more open to trade (i.e., aR <

aL), instead of adding country-level variables to sign a's and c's, I include sector and country

fixed effects. In column (1), the coefficient on Right x Iint is insignificant. An explanation

is that since the regression results so far show that right-wing governments protect skilled-

intensive sectors relatively more than left-wing governments, mixing high-skilled and low-skilled

workers in constructing the measure of labor intensity may weaken the findings that right-wing

governments protect unskilled workers relatively less than left-wing governments.

27When I use the level of KIL instead, results remain significant.
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Nevertheless, the coefficients on In (K/L) x lit and Right x In (K/L) x Lint are of the

expected signs, and are significant at 1% and 5'%c significance levels, respectively. Therefore,

the hypothesis that 61 > 0 is confirmed by a positive coefficient on In (K/L) x lint. It supports

the argument that in capital-rich countries, because of import competition. labor-intensive

sectors demand for more trade protection. The negative and significant coefficient on Right x

In (K/L) x lint supports the prediction that 62 < 0. These results are consistent with the

general argument that left and right-wing parties/governments diverge on views over issues

related to trade liberalization. Their views diverge even more in capital-rich countries, and

particularly in labor-intensive sectors.

Next. I separate the skilled and the unskilled from the labor intensity measure as I have done

so far in the paper. As such. I extend the two-factor economy model of Dutt and Mitra (2005,

2006), and consider the effects of political ideology on NTBs across sectors with different capital

and human-capital intensities. In column (2), I repeat the exercise for column (1) by adding

separate interaction terms for capital and human-capital intensities. First, independent of the

effects of a country's factor endowment, I find that right-wing governments are associated with

higher NTBs in capital-intensive sectors (positive and significant coefficient on Right x kint).

Reinforcing these effects is an increased policy bias towards capital-intensive sectors by a right-

wing government when a country's capital endowment increases (a positive and significant

coefficient on Right x In (K/L) x k_int). This is consistent with the prediction, summarized in

equation (3.2), that in capital-rich countries, when the imported goods are labor-intensive, a

left-wing government is more likely to protect labor interests than a right-wing government.

The coefficient on Right x h_int remains significant and positive. The coefficients on other

interactions with h_int, however, are insignificant. This is not surprising given that a higher

level of capital endowment should have little effects on trade of human-capital intensive goods.

Therefore, in column (3), instead of interacting a sector's skill intensity with a country's measure

of capital endowment, I interact it with a country's human capital endowment. Nevertheless,

the coefficients on the human-capital intensity interaction terms remain insignificant, despite

the fact that the coefficients on capital-intensity interactions continue to be significant. In other

words, with my framework incorporated in Dutt and Mitra's (2005, 2006), the class-cleavage

theory is verified along the capital-labor line across sectors, but not along the skilled-unskilled
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line.

3.6.5 Different Samples

Finally. in Table 3.9. I examine whether the observed structure of trade protection across sectors

is found in different sub-samples of countries. First, I divide the sample into the OECD and the

non-OECD groups. Only in the sample of OECD countries do I continue to find the proposed

relationship between government ideology and the structure of protection across sectors (column

(1)). For the non-OECD sample, the coefficients on the interaction terms between the "right"

dummy and factor intensities are insignificant (column (2)). The natural next step is to consider

subsamples of rich (per capita GDP above the median of the sample) and poor countries (per

capita GDP below the median of the sample). Consistent with the ::OECD:" exercise, I find a

strong relationship between government ideology and protection patterns for the rich, but not

the poor sample (columns (3) and (4)). An explanation is that poor countries usually need

capital for growth, and impose less restriction on capital-intensive imports.

Next, I separate the sample into groups of capital-abundant (capital endowment above the

median in the sample) and capital-scarce countries, respectively. Using the capital-rich sample,

I continue to find that right-oriented governments have relatively higher protection in capital

and human-capital intensive sectors (columns (5). No such relationship is observed in the

capital-poor sample (columns (6)). On the contrary, right-wing governments in capital-scarce

countries appear to be associated with lower protection in capital-intensive sectors than the

left-wing governments. These observations are consistent with the findings from the sample of

poor countries, in which ideology does not appear to affect trade policy.

Finally, I consider the division of countries into democracies and non-democracies. The

consensual view is that democracies are more concerned about social welfare than political

contribution. Therefore, if capitalists and skilled workers are associated with more political

power, right-wing policy bias to capital and human-capital intensive sectors is expected to be

more pronounced in non-democratic countries. In columns (7) and (8), I find no evidence

supporting this conjecture. I find that in democratic regimes, right-wing governments protect

capital-intensive sectors more, while in non-democratic regimes, human-capital intensive sectors

receive more protection. More research is needed to explain these findings.
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3.7 Conclusions

This paper extends the class-cleavage theory of trade policy from a cross-country framework to

a cross-industry one. and examines whether political ideology can shape the structure of trade

protection across sectors. I argue that based on the Stolper-Samuelson theorem, left-wing (pro-

labor) governments tend to set higher trade barriers in labor-intensive sectors among importing

sectors, and lower trade barriers in capital-intensive and human-capital intensive sectors than

right-wing (pro-capital) governments. Using a cross-country, cross-industry (latal set for the late

90s, I find evidence supporting these predictions. The empirical results are robust to controlling

for the existing theories of trade policy, as well as country and sector fixed effects.

In research in progress, I construct cross-country time-series proxies for trade barriers across

sectors, by taking the residuals from gravity equation estimation at the sector level. With time-

series proxies for trade barriers, I investigate the relationship between changes in government

political ideology and the structure of trade protection across sectors.
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3.9 Tables and Figures

Table 3.1 (Country Indicators of Government Ideoloo an.d Measures of Protection)

--

Note. Sorted by non-tariff barriers

--
Country

India

El Salvador
Argentina
Brazil
Ecuador
New Zealand
China
Greece
Portugal
Denmark
Taiwan
Italy
United States
Colombia
Germany
Switzerland
Chile
United Kingdom
Romania
France
Uruguay
Sweden
Austria
Netherlands
Spain
Finland
Ethiopia
Ireland
Australia
Hungary
Poland
Japan
Tunisia
Peru
Philippines
Mexico
Mauritius
Iceland
Turkey
Slovenia
Lithuania
Bolivia
South Africa
Norway
Thailand
Guatemala
Honduras
Korea, Rep.
Ukraine

Ideology
Left

Right
Right
Center
Left
Right
Left
Left
Right
Left
Right
Center
Left

Center
Right
Right
Right
Right
Center
Left
Right
Left
Left
Center
Left
Center
Left
Center
Left
Left
Center
Right
Left
Right
Center
Left
Left
Right
Right
Left
Center
Center
Center
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Center

Political
System

Parliamentary
President•ai
Presidential
Presidential
Presidential
Parliamentary
Assembly
Parliamentary
Parliamentary
Parliamentary
Assembly
Parliamentary
Presidential
Presidential
Parliamentary
Parliamentary
Presidential
Parliamentary
Parliamentary
Parliamentary
Presidential
Parliamentary
Parliamentary
Parliamentary
Parliamentary
Parliamentary
Presidential
Parliamentary
Parliamentary
Parliamentary.
Presidential
Parliamentary
Presidential
Presidential
Presidential
Presidential
Parliamentary
Parliamentary
Parliamentary
Parliamentary
Presidentali
Presidential
Assembly
Parliamentary.
Parliamentary
Presidential
Presidential
Presidential
Presidential

Import-
weighted
NTS (%)

39.079

30.461

27.845
25.220
22..997
22.655

20.328
19.545

18.596

18.389

17.711
17.676
17.581
17.554

17.132
16.251
15.693
15.312
14.858
14.529
14.397
14.032
13.864
13.417
13.349
13.098
12.872
12.338
10.737
10.599
10.501
10.319
10.230
7.086
6.741
6.530
6.440
6.014
5.398
4.290
3.627
2.846
2.627
2.594
1.669

172 1.344
0.586
0.201
0.083

Import-
weighted
Tariffs (%)

21.764
7.669

11.603
13.539
12.051
2.998

15.114
3.675
3.438
3.212
5.322
3.462
1.909

10.237
3.309
0.000
9.933
3.140

9.017
3.404

13.186
2.957
3.039
3.185
3.302
2.799
17.08
2.874
4.249
4.695
3.935
2.969
26.83

12.597
7.842
6.678

28.198
3.526
6.080

11.828
3.032
9.000
5.356
0.459

35.865
6.775

8.782
7.657
6.275

Year
NTB
taken

1997
1997
1999
1999
1999S
1999
1997
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999

1999
1999
1996
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999

1999
1999
1999
1995
1999

1999
1999
1999
1996
1999
1999
1998
1999
1995
1996
1997
1999
1999
1999
1999
1996
1994
1998
1998
1996
1997

Year
Tariff
taken

1997
1997

1999
1999
1999

1999
1997
1999

1999
1999

1999

1999

1999

1999

1996
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999

1995

1999
1999
1997
1999
1996
1998
1999
1998

1999
1995
1996
1997
1999
1997
1999
1999
1996
1993
1998

1995
1996
1997



Table 3.2 (Sectoral Measures of Protection and Factor Intensities)

Import- Import- Human-
ISIC weighted Std Dev. weighted Std Dev. Capital Capital

Code Industry NTB (%) NTB (%) Tariffs (%) Tariffs (%) Intensity Intensity

311 Food Products 24.436 8823 9.109 1.907 0773 0.082

313 Beverages 23.802 33.230 5.686 2.975 0 772 0.102

314 Tobacco 4.934 3459, 28.864 3. 193 0 850 0 59
:321 Textiles 43.220 12344 9.702 3.336 0 599 0.127

322 Apparel, ex. Footwear 45.353 17 69 9.346 4.277 0 58C 0 130

323 Leather products 27.931 9520 6.315 2 350 0 02 - 0.40

324 Footwear. ex rubber: ~astir 49.634 17. 06 9 327 4.312 0 589 01 19

331 Wood products, ex. Furiture 38.447 8 73 2.434 2.382 0 556 0W131

332 Furniture, ex. Meta 0.107 17 T62 1.288 0.396 0 .50 0 142

341 Paper and producs 1.364 7.381 2719 1.064 0 627 0 125

342 Priming and pu ishing 1.706 6 596 1.719 2.301 0.700 01.63

351 Industrial chemicas 15.404 016 5.007 1.534 0 735 0f 1
:352 Other chemicals 11.04 1 8 502 2 •49 2.259 0 752 u. 26

353 Petroleum refineries 36. 75 1. 845 3.947 3.856 0.749 0.097

354 Misc petroleum and coaý prodicts 13.533 6.729 2.987 1.501 0 700 0.1 17

355 Rubber prorucls 5.652 10 5 0 4. 56 0.747 0 582 0. 33

356f Plast c products 11.483 11 737 7 296 1.469 0 628 0.'34

:361 Po-:ery, cnhna eardeniaire 18.850 12 245 5.934 1 761 0605 0.114

:362 Glass and products 0.532 9.294 5.248 0.683 0 624 0.134
369 Other non-metaic mineral products 3.914 9 734 3.247 1.013 016 12 041

371 Iron and stee' 26.070 60660 4.231 1.702 0 559 0.146

372 Non-ferrocs metals 4 567 6. 98 2.473 1.338 0 626 0.135

381 Fabricated metal products 6. 288 9 391 3.947 0.935 0 578 0 68

382 Machinery. ex. Electrican 7.954 6.410 2.693 0.990 0 576 0 192

383 Machinery, electrica! 10.705 9.858 3.251 0.869 0.6 16 0.180

384 Transport equipment 13.067 10.767 4 338 2.456 0 , 76 0 174

385 Professional & scientific equipment 8.1B99 7.120 2.741 1.16-8 0.609 0.208
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Table 3.3 (Baseline Results)

This table examines whether govermnent political ideology affects the structure of trade protection across
sectors with different factor intensities. Tobit regression results (left-censored at 0) are shown.

Dependent Var: In(1+Non-Tariff Barrier) (Import-Weighted)
(1) (2)
Left Center

Interacted Interacted in
R ght x k-intensrty

Right x h-intensity

Left x k-intensity

Left x h-intensity

Center x k-kntensity

Center x h-intensity

-0.501"
(-2.12)

-1.282*'
(-2.24)

C

I

(3)
Right
teractea
.630".'

(2.63)

(2.94)

(4)
Right - no

country FE
0.632"*
(2.36)

1.750""*
(2.71)

(5)
Right - no
sector FE

0.615"

(2 33)
1.686"'

(2.64)
-0.717*""
(-2.68)

-1 .888 ."..

-2. 92)
-0.505*

(-1.72)
-1 .426*
(-2.00)

Right

k-intensity

h-intensity

-0.671'""

(-2.81)

-0.261'

(-1.67)

-1.340**
(-3.51)

Country FE Y Y Y N Y
Sector FE Y Y Y Y N
Num. of Obs. 1313 1313 1313 1313 1313
Log Likelihood -170.67 -169.075 -169.453 -365.897 -307.242
L.R chi-squared 623.394 **"  626.583"** 625.827"** 232.94*** 350.249"* *

McFadden's Adj. R-sq. 0.485 0.485 0.489 0.179 0.257

Notes:
1) r-statistics axe in parentheses. **, " and * denote I., 5 and 10% significance levels, respectively.
2) LR chi-squared stands for likelihood-ratio chi-squared, which tests the difference between the f•l•model and the constant only model
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Table 3.4 (Using Political Ideology of the Controlling Party in the Previous 5 Years)

This table examines whether govenunent political ideology affects the stnructure of trade protection across
sectors with different factor intensities. Different from Table 3. govenrment political ideology equals the
ideology of the party with dominating control (3-+-years) in the previous 5 years. Tobit regression results (left-
censored at 0) are shown.

Dependent Var: ln(l+Non-Tariff Barrier)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Center Right Right - no Right -no
Left interacted Interacted interacted country FE sector FE

Right x k-intensity 0.497" 0.504* 0.486"*
(2.15) ( .94) 1.9 1)

Right x h-intensity 1.145"* 1.230'" 1.153k
(2.05) (1.96) (1.87)

Let x k-intensity -0.4.84" -0.481 *"
(-2.10) (-2.09)

Le' x h-intensity -1.321" -1.311"t

(-2.37) (-2.35)
Center x k-intensity -0.121

(-0.47)
Center x h-intensity -0.410

(-0.65)
Right -0.504"

(-2.17)

k-intensity -0.259

(-t .53)

h-intensity -1.253.''*
(-3.04)

Country FE Y Y Y N Y
Sector FE Y Y Y Y N
Num. of Obs. 1313 1313 1313 1313 1313
Log Likelihood -,170.369 -170.157 -1 70.774 -305.851 -368.052
LR chi-squared 623.996"' 624.421'"" 623.187"** 353.032'"* 228.63"*'
McFadden's Adj. R-sq. 0.485 0.481 0.484 0.254 0.173

Notes:
1) t-statistics are in parenthsees. ***. ** and * denote 1%, 5% and 10% simnificance levels, respectively.
2:) LR chi-squared stands for likelihood-ratio cu-squared, which tests the difference between the full modei and the constant only model
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Table 3.5 (Dependent Variable = HS-line Weighted Non-Tariff Barriers)

Using HS-line weighted non-tariff barrier as the dependent variable. this table shows results of the analogous
regressions in Table 3.3. Tobit regression results (left-censored at 0) are shown.

Dependent Var: In(I+Non-Tariff Barrier) (HS-line-Weighted)
S1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Center Right Right - no Right - no
Left Wnteracted Interacted interacted country FE sector FE

Right x k-intensity 0.476"* 0.496" 0..459**
(2 31) (2.05) (2.00)

Right x h-intensity 1.258*" .1.349"* 1.239*"
(2.52) (2.31) (2.23)

Left x k-intensity -0.414"" -0.564"
(-2.03) (-2.45)

Left x h-intensity -0.964' -1.407"*
(-1 .95) (-2.52)

Center x k-intensity -0.353
-1. 40)

Center x h-intensity -1..043*

(-1.70)
Right -0.525"*

(-2.42)
k-intensity -0.316.*

(-2.32)
h-intensity -1.422*"

(-4.28)
Country FE Y Y Y N Y
Sector FE Y Y Y Y N
Num. of Obs. 1313 1313 1313 1313 1313
Log Likelihood -52..003 -51.182 -51.554 -291.561 -201.453
LR chi-squared 714.434t '"  716.077*" *  715.332.** 235.318"** 415.534"*"
McFadden's Adj. R-sq.. 0.682 0.679 0.683 0.214 0.389

Notes:
1) t-statistics are in parentheses. .*, ** and * denote 1%, 5% and 10% significance levels, respectively..
2) LR chi-squared stands for likelihood-ratio chi-squared, which tests the difference between the full model and the constant only model.
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Table 3.6 (Controlling for Existing Hypotheses)

This table adds a set of control variables to the baseline regressions to control for existing hypotheses. Tobit regression results
(left-censored at 0) are shown.

Dependent Var: ln(1+Non-Tariff Barrier) (import-Weighted)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Baseline Alt. Comp. Declining A Import (1) wi Material (a4) w. Material
Controls Adv. Measures Industries Penetration Intensity intensitv

Right x K-intens ty 0.884".. 0.937'" 1.238**. 1.279*** 1.562"' 2.468'"*

(3.31) (3.47) (4.03) (4.18) (3.17) (4.30)
Right x h-intensity 2.296." 2 519'" 2.580*'" 2 660* 4.278"**' 5.278'..

(3.62) (3.93) (3.54) (3.66) (3.78) (4.00)
Right x m-intensity 1.664"*" 2.697*"'

(3.14) (4.31)
Employment Share -0.046" -0..048*** -0.043*** -0.046'" -0.043**

(-3.95) (-3.64) (-3.23) (-3.96) (-3 20)
Value-added Share -0.032'".

(-2.666)
Wage 0.024 -0.052 -0.058 0.025 -0.054

(0.65) (-0.85) (-0.95) (0.67) (-0.88)
Value-added
/ Worker 0..054** 0.032 0.034 0.032

(2.29) (0.94) (1.00) (0.93)
Wage Growth 1.188'" 1.164"** 1.167'"'

(4.19) (4.11) (4.13)
Value-added
/ Worker Growth -0. 16 -0.155 -0.155

(-0.76) (-0.74) (-0.74)
Import! Dom. Use -0.016 -0.012 -0.021 -0.014 -0.016 -0.014

(-1.23) (-0.95) (-1.47) (-0.93) (-1..25) (-0.97)
A Importi Dorn. Use -0.124 -0.127

(-1.26) (-1.29)

Export/Output -0.018" -0.015 -0.023"" -0.020* -0.019" -0.021"
(-2.01) (-1.64) (-2.21) (-1.94) (-2.08) {-2.04)

In(I+Tariff) 0.068"' 0.090**" 0.068*** 0.065**" 0.068*"* 0.066"**
(3.84) (4.86) (3.53) (3.34) (3.81) (3.36)

Country FE Y Y Y Y Y Y
Sector FE Y Y Y Y Y Y

Num. of Obs. 963 940 774 770 963 770
Log Likelihood -97.844 -92.553 -54.165 -50.934 -97.654 -49.997
LR chi-squared 507.472" *  489.635"** 468.518" " 471.031"** 507.852"'* 472.905"**
McFadden's Adj. R-sq. 0.508 0.504 0.562 0.566 0.507 0.567

Notes:
1) t-statisics are in parentheses. ** ** and * denote 1%. 5% and 1.0% significance levels, respectirelv.
2) LR chi-squared stands for likelihood-ratio chi-squared. which tests the difference between the full Imode and the constant only model.
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Table 3.7 (Other Sector Characteristics that Reflect Labor Interests)

This table tests whether right-wing govenuments set lower non-tantiff barriers in sectors where workers
demand for protection is higher. Tobit regression results (left-censored at 0) are shown.

Dependent Var: in(l+Non-Tariff Barrier) (Import-Weighted)

0(1) (2) (3) (4)
interaction In(wage) In(value-added) Specific Skiils Job Turnovers
Right x k-intensity 0.514" 0.975"* 1.288"" 0.789**

(1.67) (3.04) (4.26) (2.00)
Right x h-intensity 1.868'" 2.550"" 2.015* . 1.328"

(2.84) (3.9) (3. 15) (1.93)
Right x In(wage) 0.128"

(2.40)

Right x In(value-added) -0.006
(-0.21)

Right x Spec. Skills -0.030 -0.027
(-0.38) (-0.35)

Right x Job Turnover -1.393"'
(-2.81)

Contrors Employment Share, Wage, import/Domestic Use, Exports/Output
Country FE Y Y Y Y
Sector FE Y Y Y Y

Num. of Obs. 963 940 738 738
Log Likelihood -94.603 -93.051 -24.796 -2 1.419

LR chi-squared 513.955*** 488.639"*, 421.726"*" 428.481 "
McFadden's Adj. R-sq. 0.514 0.5 0.600 0.612

Notes:
1) All reressions include a full set of controls as in Table 3.6. cohmmn (1)
2) s-statistics are in. parentheses.. "*'.* and * denote 1%. 5% and 10,% si.mficance levels, respectively.
3) LR cin-s quated stands for likelihood-ratio chi-squaed. wh•ich t vs the difftence between the full model and the constant only' model.
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Table 3.8 (Incorporating Dutt and Mitlra (2006))

This table incorporates Dutt and Mitra's (2006) idea by interacting government political
ideology with a sector's factor intensities and a countir s per capita factor endowment.
Tobit regression results (left-censored at 0) are shown.

Dependent Var: In(l+Non-Tariff Barrier) (Import-Weighted)
(1) (2) (3)

Labor intensity Capital & skill Adding Human
Interaction intensities Capital Endowment

Right x I-intensity

Right x In(K/L) x I-intensity

in(KIL) x I-intensity

Right x k-intensity

Right x ln(K/L) x k-intensity

ln(K,'L) x k-intensity

Right x h-intensity

Right x In(KiL) x h-intensity

In (KL) x h-intensity

Right x In(HiL) x h-intensity

In:(H!L) x h-intensity

0.061
(0.28)

-0.434"*
(-231)

0.249**'
(4.71)

0.568"•*

(2.00)
0.442*
(1.81.)

-0.327'""
(-4.11)

2.316***
(3.46)
0.057
(0.10)
-0.228

(-1.37)

0.587"

(2.07)
0.466**

(2.41)
-0.253"**

(-4.50)
0.931
(0.40)

1.767
(0.66)
-0.614
(-0.39)

Controls Employment Share, Wage, ImportiDomestic Use, Exports/Output

Country FE Y Y Y
Sector FE Y Y Y

Num. of Obs. 852 852 852
Log Likelihood -60.729 -53.256 -54.105
LR chi-squared 4.83.878'" 498.824**" 497.125"'"

McFadden's Adj. R-sq.. 0.565 0.58 0..577

Notes.
1) All regressions include a full set of conatroLs as in Table 3.6, cohumn (I).
2) t-statistics a~e in paentheses. **, ** and * denote 1%. 5% and 10% significance levels, respectively.
3) LR chi-squared stands for likelihood-ratio chi-squared, which tests the difference between the full model and the
constant only model
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Table1 3.9 (D)iff ren Sample)

1 '~~iI Iii 7'~ i II

Dependent Var: In(l+ Non Tariff Barrier) (Import-Weighted)
1) (2) (3 (4) (5) , s

Samples OECD Non-OECD Rich Poor High KL Low KIL Democracy democracy
Right x k-intensity 1.582"* -0.111 1 341 " *  0,081 2772* "  -1 244"* 0.873" -0 003

(426) (-0 33 (4 02) (0 23) (7 84: ( 53; (2 38) (-0 01,
Right x h-intensity 3.225"*" 0.733 2. 915 " 1.179 4 204"' -0.61 1 436 1 363"

(30 55) (0,91) (3,58') (1 42 (5 01; (0 73) (1 60) (1 6)
Controls ----------.--.-------------- Employment Share Wage, import,'Domestic Use Exports;Output -----.--------------- ·.
Country FE Y Y y y y y y y
Sector FE Y y Y Y Y y y y
Num of Obs 453 510 529 434 519 444 500 463
Log Likelihood 29 888 32 774 3 214 -17417 4 527 14 979 14836 13 79
LR chi.squared 406 959"" 285 338'" 388 576"' 238 452" 361 597" 279 707-' 376 105 -' 311 161i"
McFadden's Adj R-sq 0 867 0487 0.689 0 571 0656 0 67 0 762 0 600S..i_ ,~Sq 0.88 ,571O 88 05T O60,600

1 ilrs rrlil i r· i-a·p-i·;tt s rRc· tasi·~ i ~~c· i·cti~l·;essi trrl~ iz--tals a·irl)s .. iri ~ I t:abis· tr ilctl:li··ln ( B ,b i:-li- s· I:11 t'f;·:~r? i slli'r- ~:ir'~' i;,i, Censored at 0) are shown

i i i.i'~ ;:I?!- *rj-ir:_il::i: irf:iil:ll!e ::rrr i lilit:iilri:HI:~-l;ir(il) i-ll!l: *:ii~liill':~:I; \i ii I:L1J:.- I ~:i;fS II'( i!115::r h:l..i·L: I:2;:li:::::'I' Ilii· `I:jl lill~';:-i ::ll.:I II' *· I:i-ll.·1:i.l'il iill`.\: I.I~,·';·


